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I, RICHARD GLYNN OWENS, Professor of Psychology, of Auckland, solemnly
and sincerely affirm:
Introduction

1.

I am a Professor of Psychology at the University of Auckland, specialising
in the psychology of end of life care.

2.

I obtained my bachelor's degree in psychology in 1974 at Brunei
University, my doctoral degree in 1977 at the University of Oxford and my
Diploma in Clinical Psychology in from the British Psychological Society.
I have been a practicing psychologist for over 40 years, and have held a
variety of positions including Director of Clinical Psychology Training at
the University of Liverpool, Professor of Health Studies at the University
of Wales, Bangor, and Professor of Forensic Clinical Psychology at
Bangor University.

3.

I have conducted and published research in a wide range of areas within
psychology including forensic psychology, health psychology and the
psychology of death and dying. I have provided clinical care to dying
patients in a number of hospices and hospitals in the UK and New
Zealand, and am a former member of the Board of Trustees of the South
Auckland Hospice.
I am a former President of New Zealand's
Independent Forensic Practitioners Institute. A copy of my complete
Curriculum Vitae is annexed as exhibit "RG01".

4.

I have been asked to give evidence concerning:

5.

(a)

the efficacy of palliative psychology in end of life care;

(b)

the distinction between suicide and aid in dying;

(c)

premature death arising from terminal illness;

(d)

assessing the competence
circumstances; and

(e)

decision-making where aid in dying is available.

of

people

in

Lecretia's

To the extent I express opinions in this affidavit, I confirm that these
matters are within my areas of expertise and experience. I confirm that I
have read the High Court Code of Conduct for Expert Witnesses as set
out in schedule 4 of the High Court Rules. I agree to comply with that
Code.
Efficacy of palliative psychology

6.

I have over 30 years experience working in the clinical practice of
palliative psychology.
I have worked with dying patients in the
community, in hospices and in hospitals, in New Zealand and the United
Kingdom. I have provided education in end-of-life care to a variety of
professional groups including doctors, nurses and psychologists in New
Zealand, China and the United Kingdom.

7.

Palliative psychology aims to assist patients with the psychological
consequences of a terminal diagnosis. While every patient is different,
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end of life patients frequently experience anxiety, depression, loneliness
and feelings of frustration. My work as a clinical psychologist has been to
help patients, to whatever extent possible, to come to terms with their
diagnosis and to increase their quality of life during the period before their
death. This may include helping with intractable pain, sleep disturbance
and nightmares and emotional problems such as fear, anxiety and
depression.
8.

I have occasionally cared for patients diagnosed with oligoastrocytoma.
The psychological symptoms experienced by these patients can be highly
varied and person specific, but often include headaches, seizures,
perceptual and motor difficulties and (of course) symptoms such as those
referred to in paragraph 7 above, which tend to cut across diagnostic
categories.

9.

I have also read the affidavit of Lecretia Seales. She appears to be a
person who is driven, organised and who has sought success in all areas
of her life. In short, she presents as a person with strong perfectionistic
tendencies. The study of perfectionism is a substantial part of my work,
and I have published several peer-reviewed articles on both theoretical
and empirical aspects of perfectionism. I am the author of a widely-used
measure of this trait. In my experience, people with these traits frequently
find the effects of an illness like Lecretia's particularly intolerable because
the loss of autonomy and inability to manage their lives is directly contrary
to the things they value.

10.

In Lecretia's current circumstances, where autonomy and self-sufficiency
are both highly valued and likely to be increasingly affected, and the
patient is only expected to live for a short period of time, palliative
psychology is likely to be ineffective. It may, in fact, exacerbate the
psychological impacts of the condition. This is because a person with
Lecretia's character traits is likely to find the cognitive therapy process
frustrating and upsetting if the tumour, through the kinds of symptoms
discussed above at paragraph 8 (such as headaches and difficulty
concentrating or maintaining focus), interferes with her ability to engage
properly with the therapy. The efficacy of such therapy is also greatly
reduced where the timeframe is short. Accordingly, I believe that
palliative care is likely to be of little benefit to Lecretia in easing her
psychological and emotional suffering from this point onwards.
Distinction between suicide and rational decisions to die

11.
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I have read the brief of amicus of the New Mexico Psychological
Association filed in the matter of Morris v Brandenberg (annexed as
exhibit "RG02"), and the transcript of the evidence of Dr Pollack filed in
the same case, annexed as exhibit "RG03". The distinction those
materials draw between suicide resulting from impaired thinking
("suicide"), and a rational decision to end one's own life (either with or
without assistance from others) by a person suffering from a terminal
illness ("rational decisions to die", or "RDD") accords with my academic
knowledge and clinical experience. The distinction between these two
concepts has also been accepted in other academic literature, including
in a valuable 2014 discussion in the prestigious Journal of the American
Medical Association (annexed as exhibit "RG04").
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12.

13.
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From a psychological perspective, a number of features distinguish
suicide from RDD. These include:
(a)

The thinking that leads to thoughts about killing oneself is
different. Suicide results from impaired thinking. By contrast,
RDD are the result of a rational process by a mentally
competent person.

(b)

The future prospects in each case are relevantly different.
Suicide arises where, as a result of impaired thinking, a person
does not understand that his or her problems are treatable, and
that he or she can overcome suicidal feelings and go on to enjoy
a long life. In other words, there is a failure to rationally identify,
assess and balance the available options and consequences.
Further, that failure is transient in nature. RDD are different:
they occur where a person understands accurately that he or
she is dying from an incurable illness. The psychologist's role in
a potential suicide case is to reveal that the person's problems
are not insurmountable; that is not an appropriate response in
the RDD case.
Of course, depending on the patient, a
psychologist can assist a person who has made a request for
aid in dying to think about whether he or she actually wants to
carry out such a request. But that assistance would not be
premised on the patient suffering from a cognitive disorder;
rather it would be based on talking with the patient about what
matters most to them, and whether some or all of their fears or
anxieties can be addressed through means such as palliative
care. The approach outlined here would apply equally - from a
treatment perspective - to people suffering a terminal illness but
still having the physical capacity to end their life without
assistance from another person.

(c)

Suicide is irrational, often impulsive and emotionally-driven: the
evidence shows that removing opportunities for persons to take
their lives (for example, by putting railings on bridges)
dramatically decreases the incidence of suicide (see, for
example, the 2007 article of Bennewith, Nowers and Gunnell in
the British Journal of Psychiatry annexed as exhibit "RGOS").
RDD, on the other hand, typically reflect an autonomous choice
made over a period of time by a person with rational control,
often after consultation with his or her family.

(d)

Where a person who wishes to make a RDD is prevented from
doing so, they often live only a short while longer and suffer
terribly during that time, both physically and psychologically. By
contrast, people who are prevented from successfully
committing suicide often go on to enjoy long and happy lives,
glad that they did not die.

In New Zealand the number of cases where RDD has been known to
occur with the involvement of family members is, to my knowledge, low.
That is because many people diagnosed with life-ending illnesses feel
that they cannot include family members in that decision, and certainly
not in carrying out the decision, due to legal concerns. There have,
however, been a limited number of cases where family members have
been involved in RDD, and have been able to describe their experience.
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In those New Zealand cases (albeit there are few of them) of ROD where
family members have been included in the process of decision-making,
and/or have been present when death occurs (not, obviously, if the
deaths are violent, but rather if medication is taken) the families are often
able to deal effectively with grief. The process of consultation in the lead
up to ROD (and in those cases where family are present, the presence at
the death) can bring families together and allow them to feel they can
support the patient.
14.

I contrast this with the position of families of suicide victims. I have
worked with a number of families of suicide victims. The effect on those
families is very different from that described in paragraph 13. Family
members of suicide victims are often emotionally traumatised. They often
feel abandoned, angry and that they have failed their family member.
Similar effects are felt by family members who had an inkling that their
loved one might have made a ROD, but were not involved in the decisionmaking process (because of legal uncertainty I have noted above), and
felt they could not be present at death (because of the same uncertainty).
Premature death arising from terminal illness

15.

Through my professional experience, I am aware of patients suffering
from terminal illness who have taken their own lives earlier and/or by
more painful means than would be necessary, if aid in dying were
available. For example, many years ago I had the opportunity to discuss
with a man named Andrew Short his experiences around his wife's death.
Because no assistance was available she and he jOintly decided that she
would take no further food or fluids. Her death was prolonged and
distressing to both. Mr Short went to the lengths of recording the sounds
of distress being made by his wife Kit. I still use this recording, with his
permission, in my teaching.
Assessing competence to consent to aid in dying

16.

The distinction between suicide and aid in dying discussed above reflects
that although persons suffering from terminal illness are likely to suffer
psychological symptoms such as fear, anger and low mood, this does not
mean they are not competent to make decisions, including as to refusing
life sustaining treatment or ending their suffering through aid in dying.

17.

In particular, a distinction should be drawn between anxiety or depressive
symptoms of terminal illness (ie low mood), which do not affect a person's
competence to make deciSions, and clinical depression or other serious
mental illness. While it is possible for those with terminal diagnoses to
have conditions that affect mental competence, it is not the norm.

18.

Clinical psychologists and doctors are regularly required to assess
patients' competence to make decisions in the course of their day to day
practice. From a clinical perspective, depressive symptoms of terminal
illness and clinical depression affecting competence look completely
different.
Decision-making where aid in dying is available

19.
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Research shows that in countries where aid in dying is available, many
end of life patients do not ultimately exercise that option. For example, in
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Oregon , between its enactment in late 1997 and 2014, only 64.37% (859
of 1,327) of patients who were prescribed life-ending drugs under the
Death With Dignity Act 1997 ended their lives by taking them . 1 In 2014,
only 60.6 % of patients who obtained the drugs ingested them .' These
statistics are outlined in the exhibit annexed as "RGOS". This shows that
at the time a patient is prescribed a life-ending drug, it is by no means
certain that he or she will in fact exercise the option to take the drug.
20.

However, having the ability to control how and when one will (through
possession of a physician-prescribed life-ending drug) die can of itself
provide comfort and lessen a patient's psychological and emotional
suffering . I have read and agree with the oral evidence of Aja Riggs and
David Pollack in Morris v Brandenburg at pages 63 - 64 and 94 - 96. The
transcript of that evidence is annexed as exhibits "RG07" and "RG03"
(previously cited above) . In summary, the option of aid in dying:
(a)

may give a patient 'peace of mind' which lessens anxiety and
psychological suffering at end of life;

(b)

ensures that a patient feels involved in choices at the end of
their life, which can increase their quality of life;

(c)

may, for many individuals, extend the period of life they
experience because having been given the ability to control the
end of their lives, they choose not to die prematurely and
instead wait until such late point as they choose to ingest the
life-ending drug or choose not to ingest the drug at all ; and

(d)

does not mean that a patient will choose to use it, if alternatives
may still result in a "good quality death". I would expect the
alternatives to be assessed and evaluated by the patient, and
the care team around the patient, on an ongoing basis .

AFFIRMED at Auckland this 24th day of
April 2015 before me:
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http://public.health .oregon .gov/ProviderPartnerResources/EvaluationResearch/Death
withDignityAcUDocuments/year17.pdf.
http://public.health .oregon .gov/ProviderPartnerResources/EvaluationResearchlDeath
withDignityAcUDocuments/year17.pdf.
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Curriculum Vitae
Richard Glynn Owens
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Summary

Professor of Psychology, former Professor of Health Studies and
Professor of Forensic Clinical Psychology
UK citizen, resident in New Zealand
Experience in Health, Clinical, Forensic and Sports Psychology
Graduate of Brunei University with BTech(Hons) and Oxford
University with DPhil. Holder of Diploma in Clinical Psychology
Over thirty years' experience of teaching to a wide range of
students at graduate and undergraduate level
Sole supervisor of five successful PhD projects and primary
supervisor of several others
Around 100 published works including eight books and over 60
journal articles
Around $NZ1,850 ,000 in research funding.
Experience of industry, courts , media etc.
Active researcher in the fields of Health Psychology, Research
Methodology and Ethics.

Part 1: Personal Information
Name:

Richard Glynn Owens

Place of Birth:

Oldham, UK

Date of Birth:

20th July 1950

Citizenship:

British/European
(Holder of Permanent Residence status and indefinite returning
resident's visa, New Zealand)

Address (wk)

Department of Psychology
University of Auckland (Tamaki Campus)
Private Bag 92019
Auckland, New Zealand
Tel: (+64){9) 373 7599 Ext 6845
Fax: (+64){9) 373 7043
email: g.owens@auckland.ac.nz
g.owens@xtra.co.nz

Education
(Academic)

1970-1974; Brunei University, Uxbridge, Middlesex
Bachelor of Technology (Hons), 1st Class, Psychology
Prize for best Finals student.
1974-1977; Wolfson College, Oxford
DPhii (Clinical Medicine)
Thesis title; "The Conjoint Schedule in Human Operant Behaviour"

During the years 1990-1995 I was also enrolled with the Open University studying for the
degree of BSc in Mathematics; my move to New Zealand necessitated my discontinuing my
studies shortly after successful completion of my first Third level paper (Pure MathematiCS)
Education
(Professional)

Diploma in Clinical Psychology
British Psychological Society 1979.
Accredited as a Sports Psychologist (Clinical) by the British
Association of Sports and Exercise Sciences, UK.

Summary:··
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I am a UK citizen and NZ permanent resident, and currently Professor of Psychologyat the
University (If Auckland, with qualifications in experimental, clinical and sports psychology.
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Education

Secondary
1961·1967

William Hulme's Grammar School, Manchester, UK

1967·1968

Paddington College, London

Universities
1970·1974

Brunei University, Uxbridge, Middlesex

1974·1977

University of Oxford (Wolfson College)

1990·1995

The Open University

Educational qualifications. distinctions etc
1974

Bachelor of Technology (Hons) Psychology, 1" Class
Awarded Departmental Prize for best finals student

1977

Doctor of Philosophy, Faculty of Clinical Medicine, University
of Oxford.

Other professionat qualifications
1978

Diploma in Clinical Psychology, British Psychological Society

1990

Accredited Sports Psychologist (Clinical). British Association
of Sport and Exercise Sciences

1998

Registered with NZ Psychologists' Board: Registration no.
90·02036

Summary/Comments
Initially my education centred on experimental psychology, which led to my first degree and my
DPhii. Whilst conducting my research for the DPhill also undertook a part·time clinical
training, which led to my qualifying in 1979. Since that time I have always maintained a clinical
caseload. Similarly my work with sports people at all levels together with my published
research led in 1990 to my being accredited by BASES as a sports psychologist (clinical).
My studies with the Open University were prematurely ended when I left the UK to work in
New Zealand. Nevertheless they remained of considerable value, not only enhancing my
mathematical skills but also reminding me of the pressures and difficulties of being an
undergraduate with assignment deadlines to meet and examinations to prepare forexperiences which usefully inform my own teaching.
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Theses

1971

"The Jesness Inventory, Eysenck's PQ, and young prisoners
on remand" Prepared for Brunei University and the Chief

Psychologist's Office, Prison Department, Home Office

1974

"Aspects of Behaviour Modification" Undergraduate Thesis,

Brunei University.

1977

"The conjoint schedule in human operant behaviour; its
establishment, maintenance and control" DPhii thesis,

University of Oxford

Comment
It will be apparent from the various theses that I have completed that I come from a broadly
experimental background, drawing on both large-scale and small-N research designs. In later
years I have extended these to incorporate various forms of qualitative research (see
"Publications" later)

Affiliations
1970

British Psychological Society (originally student subscriber, now Associate
Fellow)

1976

Member of Mathematical and Statistical Psychology Section, BPS

1979

Member of Division of Clinical Psychology, BPS

1980

Member of Division of Criminological and Legal Psychology, BPS

1981

Founder member, Counselling Psychology Section, BPS

1985

Member, British Psychosocial Oncology Group

1986

Founder member, Health Psychology Section, BPS

1988

Member, British Association of Sports Sciences

1987

Member, European Health Psychology Society

1992

Foreign Affiliate, American Psychological Association

1995

Founder member, New Zealand Health Psychology Society

2000

NZ Membership coordinator, Australasian Society for Health and Behavioural
Medicine

2005

Founder member, Independent Forensic Practitioners Institute

Comment
Throughout my career I have maintained active links with those organisations which relate
closely to my professional and academic interests.
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Employment Record
1967-1969

Student Medical Laboratory Science Officer, North Manchester Hospitals

1969-1970

Student/Junior Medical Laboratory Science Officer, Barnet General Hospital

Apr-Oct 1971
Apr-Oct 1972
Apr-Oct 1973

Student Assistant, UK Atomic Energy Authority
Student Psychologist, HM Remand Centre, Risley
Nursing Assistant, Moss Side Hospital, Liverpool

Posts 1971-1973 were completed as part of Brunei University's sandwich course in
PsycholoQY

1974-1977

Medical Research Council Research Student, Department of Psychiatry,
University of Oxford

1975-1977

Probationary Clinical Psychologist, Oxfordshire Regional Health Authority
(Honorary Contract)

1977-1979

Senior Psychologist, Prison Department, Home Office

1977-1979

Probationer Clinical Psychologist, St James' Hospital, Portsmouth
(Honorary Contract)

1979-1980

Senior Clinical Psychologist, Moss Side Hospital, Liverpool

1979-1983

Tutor in Research Methods (Undergraduate and Postgraduate), the Open
University (Part-time)

1980-1988

Lecturer in Clinical Psychology, Liverpool University

Jan-Sept 1989 Lecturer in Psychology, University of Wales, Bangor
1989-1991

Senior Lecturer (Clinical) in Clinical Psychology/Director of Clinical
Psychology Training Course, University of Liverpool

1980-1991

Regional Specialist in Clinical Psychology, Mersey Regional Health Authority
(Honorary contract)

1992-1995

Professor of Health Studies, University of Wales

1995-present

Professor of Psychology, University of Auckland (present post)

2003-2005
Professor of Forensic Clinical Psychology, University of Wales (post held
during two-year period of unpaid leave from University of Auckland; held concurrently with
post of Consultant Clinical Psychologist, North Wales Regional Forensic Service).

Summary/comment
My previous posts have provided me with a wealth of valuable experience, including clinical,
health and forensic psychology and the teaching of research methodology. My more recent
Professorial posts have given me the opportunity to demonstrate and exploit my leaderShip
skills.
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Teaching experience
Current

Responsible for one Master's paper (taught twice/year), jointly responsible for
one Stage II and one Stage III paper, approximately 1/3 of a Stage I paper
(taught three times/year) and contributions to several other undergraduate
and postgraduate papers including Sport and Exercise Psychology, Applied
Behaviour Analysis and Clinical Psychology.
The only paper I teach exclusively (Death and Dying, Master's level) was
rated 6.9 on a 0-7 scale by students on "amount learned".

External

On a voluntary basis I give lectures and talks on issues related to Death and
Dying to a number of charitable groups, in particular St Joseph's hospice and
South Auckland Hospice.

Workshops

Periodically I run workshops dealing with a number of issues primarily relating
to professional aspects of clinical psychology. Topics include:

Breaking bad news
Dying and sexuality
Pain management
Treatment of sleep disturbance and nightmares
Stress management
Dealing with difficult people
Effective teaching
Previous

My previous posts have involved a considerable amount of formal teaching
to a wide range of undergraduate and postgraduate students. Topics taught
have included;

Introductory Psychology
Psychology and General Medicine
Formulation of clinical problems
Research Design
Sports Psychology

Human sexuality
Psychological assessment & Psychometrics
Applied Behaviour Analysis
Forensic Psychology
Dealing with difficult people

Students on such courses would come from a variety of backgrounds. Groups taught have
included;
Postgraduate Clinical Psychology trainees
Undergraduate Psychology students
Postgraduate trainees in Psychiatry
Undergraduate Medical Students
Undergraduate nursing students
Postgraduate nursing students
Undergraduate students in Physical Education/Movement Science
Undergraduates on modular degree programmes (Open University)
Postgraduate Social Work students
Postgraduates in Psychology and Education (Open University)
In addition I have supervised a large number of undergraduate and postgraduate research
theses. These include the exclusive supervision of three part-time and one full-time PhD
students whilst at Liverpool; all but one were awarded their PhD's, the remaining (part-time)
student discontinuing her studies at an early stage as a result of a job change leading to her
leaving the Region.
At Auckland I am/have been the main supervisor for eleven PhD students, and secondary
supervisor for several others. Six of those for whom I have been primary supervisor have
been awarded their PhD; and the remainder are relatively recent registrations. From 20022004 I was deSignated supervisor for a postdoctoral student, Abigail Wroe, funded through the
Wellcome Foundation.

Summary/comment
Over the years I have developed a considerable amount of teaching experience; moreover the
variety of demands has ensured that this has encompassed a range of topics, rather than a
simple repetition of similar material year after year. I am therefore able to provide a useful
teaching contribution in a number of areas.
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Administrative experience
Current university responsibilities;
In my present post I undertake a number of administrative roles, including membership of
Faculty and of Senate. I have previously been a member of the University's Human Subjects
Ethics Committee. From time to time it has also been necessary for me to act as Head of
Department in the absence of the incumbent.
Previous university responsibilities
In my previous posts I have held a number of responsibilities, including Directorship of the
Clinical Psychology training programme at Liverpool University, Head of the Health Studies
Research Division at Bangor and a number of periods as acting Head of Department whilst at
Liverpool. I have of course also sat on a number of committees both permanent (e.g. Senate)
and ad hoc (e.g. the Senate Information Services Committee at Bangor, the Due Diligence
committee for e-Iearning at Auckland) as part of my normal responsibilities as a senior
academic within these organisations.
Responsibilities outside the university
My close links with health care provision have, on a number of occasions, led to my holding
positions of administrative responsibility outside the university, particularly within the health
service. In the past I have been a member of the Board of Trustees of the South Auckland
Hospice and have sat on a number of Health Service and Government committees including
the Gwynedd Research and Development Committee, the Gwynedd Postgraduate Medical
Board and the Welsh Scheme for Health and Social Research. I was also a member of the
committee appOinted by the UK Government to oversee implementation of the
recommendations of the Blom-Cooper report into misconduct at Ashworth Hospital
(Recom mendation 45)
From 2000-2002 I was a member of Council of the International Society for Behavioural
Medicine, and closely involved in the planning of that organisation's Brisbane and Helsinki
conferences.
Whilst in the UK I also held a number of posHions within the British Psychological SOCiety,
including membership of Council, variously Chair and Secretary of the DCLP training
committee, and the Membership and Qualifications Board. I have been a member of
accreditation teams for the following courses;
MSc in Applied Criminological Psychology, Birkbeck College 1989
Clinical Psychology Training Scheme, NW Thames, 1986
MSc in Clinical Psychology, NE London Polytechnic, 1983
I have also at various times represented the Universities of which I have been a member on
such things as consideration of applicants to the undergraduate medical course and the
appointment of consultant medical staff.
From 2006-2008 and 2010-2011 I was President of the Independent Forensic Practitioners
Institute.

Summary/comment
Responsibilities such as these reflect the way in which my abilities have been recognised at
local and national level and demonstrate the range of administrative tasks with which I have
previously had to deal.
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External Assessing, Editing and Reviewing
Journals
I have acted as external reviewer to the following journals;

British Journal of Psychology
British Journal of Clinical Psychology
British Journal of Medical Psychology
British Journal of Psychiatry
Psychology and Health
British Journal of Developmental Psychology
The Journal of Psychosomatic Research Behavioural Psychotherapy
British Journal of Radiology
Human Relations
Irish Journal of Psychology
The Psychologist
Current Psychological Research and Reviews Health and Social Care in the Community
Journal of Sports Sciences
New Zealand Journal of Medicine
New Zealand Journal of Sports Medicine Psychology, Health and Medicine
Health Psychology
Behaviour Modification
Social Science and Medicine
Asian Journal of Social Psychology
I am Associate Editor of Behavioral Sciences of Terrorism and Political Aggression,
have been guest editor (with Prof. C E Lee) of Health Psychology and am a member of the
editorial board of Psychology, Health and Medicine and British Journal of Health Psychology.
GrantfBook Proposals
I have reviewed grant proposals for the Welsh Office, the Queen's Nursing Insmute, the Irish
Health Board, the Health Research Council (NZ) and Chester College. I have acted as book
proposal reviewer for the Oxford University Press and the Open University.
External examining
I have acted as external examiner to the following;
Coventry University (Master's Degree in Health Studies)
Queen's University, Belfast (Master's Degree in Clinical Psychology)
University of Surrey (Master's Degree in Clinical Psychology)
Salford University (Postgraduate thesis)
Newcastle University (Postgraduate thesis)
The Institute of Psychiatry (Postgraduate thesis)
The Association for Psychological Therapies (Advanced Course in Behaviour
Modification)
Manchester Metropolitan University (Master's Programme)
University of Canterbury (Master's Programme)
University of Canterbury (Postgraduate thesis)
University of Wollongong (Postgraduate thesis)
University of Birmingham (Postgraduate Clinical theses)
University of Lancaster (Postgraduate Clinical theses)
Auckland University of Technology (Postgraduate theses)
External Assessor
I have acted as external assessor for appointments at Queen's University Belfast, the NorthWest Clinical Psychology Training Course (UK), the Psychological Society of Ireland's
Diploma in Clinical Psychology and for Chester College. I was Chair of the Board of
Examiners for the PSI's Diploma in Clinical Psychology.

Summary/comment
It will be clear from the above that my expertise is frequently sought in a variety of areas,
ranging from the broadly general to the highly specific.
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Research Grants
1986
1986
1987
1988
1990
1991
1991
1992
1992
1993
1993
1993
1993
1993
1994
1995

£2,550 for project Determinants of cancer-related behaviour, Research
Development Fund, Liverpool University
£58,117 for project Psychological effects of patient choice of treatment in
breast cancer Cancer Research Campaign (With S J Leinster and P D
Slade)
£3,220 for project Perception of risk in an AIDS high-risk Group Chester
City Council
£500 for project High-risk behaviour of drug users Chester City Council
£40,992 for project Preference for choice in breast cancer patients
MacMillan Cancer Relief (With L Degner, K Luker and S J Leinster)
MRC Advanced Studentship in Nursing Research (Student Ms A Caress),
value approximately £48,000 (With K Luker)
£97,909 for project Quality of life and quality of care in epilepsy WeUcome
Trust (with D Chadwick and S Graham-Jones)
£3,000 for project Problems of carers of dementing elderly relatives University
of Wales (with M Nolan)
£12,000 for project An evaluation of the framework for continuing education
Welsh National Board (with M Nolan)
£44,745 for project Preference for information and participation in decision
making in women newly diagnosed with breast cancer MacMillan Cancer
Relief (with K Luker and S J Leinster)
£20,000 for project Family impact of childhood atopic eczema National
Eczema Society (With P Reid, A Finlay and S Lewis-Jones)
£10,599 for project Support networks and sources of stress among Hospice
at Home nurses Welsh Office (with L Crowther)
£5,000 for project Juror's perceptions of evidence in child sexual abuse
Research Development Fund, Liverpool University (with J Hutton and D V
Glasgow)
£1,000 for project Auditing the HospIce at Home Welsh Office
£1,500 for project on the 'Glass Ceiling', the Library Association (with M
Curran and F Poland)
$NZ40,000 Lang Scholarship for PhD student Jeanne Reeve for project
Psychological aspects of screening for genetic cancers

1998
1998
1999
2010

$NZ20,000 extension to third year of Lang Scholarship (J Reeve)
Postdoctoral scholarship (three years) from Wellcome Foundation (UK)
reo Dr A Wroe, 1999 - 2002. Total value of grant approximately $NZ200,000
$NZ1 ,500 from University of Auckland, for cross-cultural study of perceptions
of euthanasia (with K Mitchell and J Duckitt)
$NZ875,000 (approximate equivalent from $US) from US Department of
Justice for project on reliability measures in bloodstain analysis (with T Laber
& Paul Kish [US collaborators] and M C Taylor [NZ collaborator])

Summary/comment
By and large I have generally found it possible to obtain funding for most of the research I
have wished to conduct, with grants to the equivalent of nearly two million New Zealand
dollars over the course of my career.
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Clinical Activities
Throughout my career I have provided a clinical service, almost always (except under
circumstances where the case has been referred on from a private clinic) at no charge to
recipients or service providers. The types of problems I deal with extend well beyond those
related to my research, although the latter problems are inevitably disproportionately
represented amongst those I see, especially those relating to eating disorders and to cancer
care. The main sources and types of referral have included;
Patients in terminal care, particularly referrals from hospices
Referrals from within the University and local Health Providers
Referrals from other clinical and/or sports psychologists
Referrals from medical colleagues
Other referrals including self-referrals.
I have also acted as clinical supervisor to trainees on placement from 1983-1991, and to
graduates working towards Registration (NZ) from 1996-1998.
Until leaving the UK I was sports psychologist to the British Transplant Olympic Team, and
supervised a clinical psychologist working towards accreditation as a sports psychologist. In
New Zealand I provided sports psychology support to the women's Olympic soccer team for
the Beijing games.

Other Professional Activities
I have been involved at various levels with a number of projects not referred to elsewhere, my
advice being sought by researchers planning or conducting projects in areas ranging from
Dentistry to Accident and Emergency Surgery, and some years ago from the Beijing National
Academy of Sciences following the Sichuan earthquake. I have made a number of radio and
television appearances, both in the UK and New Zealand, discussing psychological matters. I
am current president of the Independent Forensic Practitioners Institute. I provide frequent
psychological Input in legal cases and have testified in court on numerous occasions.

Additional Information
Additional Skills
I am familiar with a variety of computer languages including Fortran, Pascal, Basic, HTML,
Forth and Z80 assembler. Since 1971 I have had experience of a wide range of computers
including IBM, ICL, DEC and various small and microcomputers including Macintosh and PC
machines. I have experience of a large num ber of software packages including SPSS (-X, PC, and Windows), Dbase, WordPerfect, MS Office, Mathematica etc.
I have attended a number of post-qualification courses including Social Skills training,
vocational guidance assessment, groupwork etc.
I hold current full UK and New Zealand driving licences, and a current New Zealand Private
Pilot's Licence. I have passed all the theoretical examinations for Commercial Pilot's Licence
Other relevant activities
I provide a service in a voluntary capacity to a number of charitable institutions and other
'good causes' especially those concerned with terminal care (hospices etc). These services
include lectures, training workshops, team building exercises, conflict resolution strategies etc.

Summary/comment
Over the years I have acquired a wide range of skills and experience, despite the pressures

involved in maintaining a heavy teaching load and a regular clinical commitment.
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Other interests
Outside of my academic interests I have a long history of participation in various sporting
activities at a range of different levels. As a judo player I have competed at international level
(I hold the grade of 2nd Dan) including two World Student Judo Championships. In 1990, at
the age of 40, I was selected as a member of a team to tour Japan for a series of matches,
and the same year was North Wales Under 60Kg Champion. I retired from judo in 1997
having taken second place in the Men's Under 60Kg category of the New Zealand National
Judo Championships and second place in the Under 70Kg category of the North Shore
Masters' (over 35 years) Championships.
As a track and field athlete I have competed at club level at a range of events, my
achievements including winning the 1989, 1990 and 1992 Clwyd Pole Vault Championships,
the 1991 Clwyd Decathlon Championships, and the 1991 Northern Counties (UK) 110m
hurdles and triple jump championships (veteran's class). Within Modern Pentathlon and its
subsets I have competed at a number of levels and at the time of leaving the UK was the
Welsh Modern Triathlon Champion. I have run approximately 30 marathons and completed 6
decathlons. As a member of New Balance Owairaka Athletic Club I have been a member of
the club team in the National Road Relays and the Division 1 Track and Field League. In
1997 I won the Over 45 category in the North Harbour Masters' Swimming Championships
and as mentioned above I took second place in the New Zealand National Judo
Championships. I have completed the Rangitoto to St Heliers swims seven times since 1998.
I also participate in occasional aviation competitions.
At a recreational level I participate in SCUBA diVing, waterskiing, aviation, windsurfing, rock
climbing and aerial circus activities.
At a less physically demanding level, I enjoy recreational mathematics, crossword puzzles,
and reading.

Summary/comment
I hope that the information given above will help to show that I am not Simply an obsessive
academic, single-mindedly pursuing my subject to the exclusion of all else. Although I have
had the occasional success in my recreational activities, they are motivated by the enjoyment
of the pastime rather than by any external indicator of achievement. I believe that my
involvement in these activities brings a range of personal benefits in terms of my own ability to
address the challenges presented in work and play.
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Part 2: Presentations and Publications
Selected conference presentations

1.

2.

3.
4.

5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

11.

12.

13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.

19.
20.
21.
22.
23.

Owens, R G, and Ashcroft, J B "Decision making in clinical psychology; a formalisation"
Presented to Joint Scottishllrish conference on 'Behaviour Modification and its Supporting
Disciplines', Islay, Argyllshire, 1974
Owens, R G, Oxford, D J, and MacKrell, K "On Chomsky's views of Skinner's 'Beyond
Freedom and Dignity'" Presented to Experimental Analysis of Behaviour Group Annual
Conference, Bangor, 1974
Owens, R G "Fixed-Interval button pressing by humans" Presented to Experimental
Analysis of Behaviour Group Annual Conference, London 1975
Owens, R G "Measurement of the strength of conditioned reinforcers in human operant
behaviour' Presented to Experimental Analysis of Behaviour Group Annual Conference,
Exeter, 1977
Owens, R G "Addiction, reinforcement and reduction of behaviour' Presented to the
Fourth Annual Conference on Alcoholism and Drug Dependence, Liverpool 1978
Owens, R G "On people and pigeons" Presented to the Conference of the Scottish
Association for Behaviour Modification, Islay, Argyllshire 1978
Owens, R G "Astrology and Psychology" Presented to the Annual Psychological
Assistants' Conference, Wakefield 1978
Owens, R G "What's radical about radical behaviourism" Presented to the Psychology
Society, Brunei University, 1978
Owens, R G "What statistics should psychology use - if any?" Presented at the Easter
Conference of the Royal Statistical Society, Oxford, 1979
Owens, R G "Some reflections on indirect measurement' Presented to DHSS
symposium on 'Assessment and Treatment of Sexual Deviation; Issues and Trends',
Liverpool 1979
Owens, R G, and Ashcroft, J B "The psychology of violence" Presented to Mersey
Regional Health Authority Conference on 'Procedures for dealing with violence on Health
Service premises', Liverpool 1980
Owens, R G, "Radical Psychology and radical politics" Presented to the North East
Branch of the Division of Clinical Psychology conference on 'Some alternatives for clinical
practice', Leeds 1980
Owens, R G "Functional analysis in clinical psychology" Presented at the Psychology
Department, North East London Polytechnic, 1981
Owens, R G, and Ashcroft, J B "Functional analysis in clinical psychology" Presented to
Norfolk branch of the Division of Clinical Psychology, Kings Lynn, 1982
Owens, R G, and Bagshaw, M "First steps in the functional analysis of aggression"
Annual Merseyside Course in Clinical Psychology, Liverpool 1982
Owens, R G "The relationship between sexual arousal and sexual behaviout" Presented
to the Annual Special Hospitals Conference, Rampton Hospital, 1982
Owens, R G "The functional analysis of aggressive behaviout" Presented at Leytonstone
Hospital, London 1982
Owens, R G "The functional analysis of clinical problems" Presented to the North East
Thames Division of Clinical Psychology conference on 'Integrating psychological
approaches', North East London PolytechniC, London 1983
Owens, R G "Radical behaviourism and clinical psychology' Presented to the Psychology
Department, University of Leicester, 1983
Owens, R G "Concepts in Applied Behaviour Analysis" Presented to the Psychology
Department, University of Leicester, 1984
Owens, R G "New developments in psychology and the law' Presented to Special
Annual Merseyside Course in Clinical Psychology, Chester 1984
Owens, R G "Radical behaviourism and psychotherapy; the common ground' Presented
to Northern Branch of the Psychology and Psychotherapy Association, Liverpool 1984
Hardley, E M, and Owens, R G "Scientific fraud and its implications for psychology"
Presented to the London Conference of the British Psychological Society, 1984
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24. Ashcroft, J J, and Owens, R G "Informal Decision Analysis and choice of treatment by
breast cancer patients" Presented to Annual Conference of the British Psychological
Society, Swansea, 1985
25. Owens, R G "Attitudes to child sexual abuse" Presented at the Wilhelmina
Kinderziekenhuis, Utrecht, Netherlands 1985
26. Owens, R G "Psychological aspects of breast cancet" Presented at the Academisch
Ziekenhuis, University of Utrecht, 1985
27. Owens, R G "Computer applications in clinical psychology" Presented at the Psychology
Department, University of Leiden, 1985
28. Owens, R G "Psychology and cancer" Presented at the Academisch Ziekenhuis,
University of Limburg, 1985
29. Owens, R G "Psychology and general medicine" Presented at the Academisch
Ziekenhuis, Leiden, Netherlands 1985
30. Owens, R G "Psychological aspects offoDd intolerance" Presented at the Royal Society
of Medicine, London 1985
31. Owens, R G, Ashcroft, J J, Leinster, S J, and Slade, P D "Psychological effects of the
offer of breast reconstruction following mastectomy" Presented at the annual conference
of the British Psychosocial Oncology Group, London 1985
32. Owens, R G "Breast self-examinatino and presentation of symptoms; some findings and
problems" Presented at the annual conference of the British Psychosocial Oncology
Group, London 1985
33. Owens, R G "Scientific fraud" Presented at Lancashire Polytechnic, Preston, 1986
34. Owens, R G, and Hardley, EM" Scientific fraud; implications for psychology and
psychiatry" Presented at the University of Edinburgh, 1986
35. Owens, R G "Facing death" Presented at the University of Manchester, 1987
36. Owens, R G and Naylor, F "Dying; the patient's perspective" Presented at symposium on
Death and Bereavement, Southport, 1987
37. Owens, R G, Deadman, J M, and Leinster, S "Psychological aspects of breast cance,"
Presented at Second Conference of European Health Psychology Society, Trier, Germany
1988
38. Owens, R G and Blackmore, S "Near-Death Experiences" Presented to Annual
Merseyside Course in Clinical Psychology, Chester 1989
39. Owens, R G "The experience of dying" Presented to Association for Psychological
Therapies Conference on 'Dying and Bereavement', UMIST, Manchester 1990
40. Owens, R G "Caring for dying people" Presented to North-West Conference of British
Dietetic Association, Clatterbridge Hospital, Wirral 1990
41. Owens, R G, Deadman, J M, and Leinster, S J "Patient choice of treatment in breast
cancer' Presented at the Newcastle Polytechnic, 1990
42. Owens, R G "Dying and sexuality" Presented to the MacMillan Nurses' Conference,
Ormskirk, Lancs 1990
43. Owens, R G "Dying" Presented to Leicestershire Terminal Care Group, Leicester 1990
44. Owens, R G "Researching the unresearchable" Guest lecture at the Clinical Research
Nurses' Association Conference, Liverpool 1991
45. Owens, R G, Smith, H C, and Leinster, S J "An experimental study of informal deCision
analysis as an aid to choice of treatment in breast cancet" Presented at Third Conference
of European Health Psychology Society 1991
46. Hutton, J L, Owens, R G, Baker, G, Smith, H C, and Ashcroft, J J "Turning patients into
Bayesians" Presented at the Fourth Valencia Meeting on Bayesian Statistics, 1991
47. Owens, R G, Prasad, R, and Leinster, S J "Takeup of breast screening by different ethnic
groups" Presented to Fifth European Health Psychology SOCiety Conference, Lausanne,
Switzerland 1991
48. Baker, G, and Owens, R G "Quality of Life in epilepsy" Presented to Fifth European
Health Psychology Society Conference, Lausanne, Switzerland, 1991
49. Hutton, J, and Owens, R G "Evaluating prior beliefs about sexual abuse" Presented to
the International Conference on Applied Bayesian Statistics, Nottingham 1992
50. Baker, G, and Owens, R G "Refinement of a health-related disease-specific Quality of
Life measure for patients with intractable epilepsy" Presented to Sixth European Health
Psychology Society Conference, Leipzig, Germany 1992
51. Flynn, A, Owens, R G, Morton, J, and Dewey, M E "Disclosure of information to seriously
ill and dying patients; what do young people think?' Presented to Sixth European Health
Psychology Society Conference, Leipzig, Germany 1992
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52. Owens, R G "Multiattribute Utility Theory and Quality of Life" Presented to Statistics and
Medicine Group, Liverpool, 1991
53. Owens, R G "Psychological aspects of cancel" Presented to the Gwynedd Research
Interest Group, Llandudno, 1992
54. Owens, R G "Medical applications of Multiattribute Utility TheorY' Presented to Gwynedd
Postgraduate Medical Group, 1992
55. Owens, R G "Radical behaviourism, ethics, and life-death decisions" Presented at
London Conference of British Psychological Society, 1992
56. Owens, R G and Baker, G A "Psychological contributions to terminal care" Presented to
the Joint Health Psychology/Psychobiology conference, St Andrews, 1992
57. Harrison, J, Glass, C A, and Owens, R G "Psychosexual functioning in women with spinal
cord dysfunction" Presented at Seventh European Health Psychology Society
Conference, Brussels 1993
58. Beaver, K, Leinster, S J, Luker, K, and Owens, R G "Preferences for decision making in
women newly diagnosed with breast cancel" Presented at the 781I1 meeting of the
Surgical Research Society, Dundee, Scotland 1993
59. Owens, R G "Applications of decision analysis in health care" Presented at the University
of Leiden, Department of Clinical and Health Psychology, 1993
60. Owens, R G and Rodriguez-Marin, J Invited discussants, "Psychosocial oncologY',
Seventh European Health Psychology Conference, Brussels 1993
61. Owens, R G "The psychology of chronic pain" Opening address at inaugural meeting of
the Welsh Pain Society, 1994
62. Owens, R G and Glass, C A "Treatment of spinal cord injury" Presented at NZ
conference on Aviation Psychology, Auckland 1995
63. Owens, R G "Psych%gical contributions to terminal care" Keynote address, New
Zealand Psychological Society Conference, Christchurch, 1996
64. Owens, R G "Dreams and nightmares of dying peop/e" Keynote address, Turkish
Psychological Society Conference, Istanbul, 1996
65. Owens, R G Invited discussant, symposium on "Psychological aspects of palliative care",
Tenth European Health Psychology Conference, Dublin, 1996
66. Owens, R G "Back to basics" Keynote address, New Zealand Health Psychology
Conference, Okoroire, 1998
67. Kent, B, and Owens, R G "Attitudes to corneal and organ donation" Presented at Eighth
European Health Psychology Society Conference, Alicante, Spain, 1994
68. Owens, R G, Austen, S, and Briggs, J "Termina/ care of people with learning disabilities"
Presented at Tenth European Health Psychology Society Conference, Dublin, 1996
69. Lawrence, G E, Owens, R G, Ozaydin, G, Ozakinci, G, and Yilliz, B "Information needs of
cancer and cardiac patients" Presented at Tenth European Health Psychology Society
Conference, Dublin, 1996
70. Lub, X, Bijn, T v.d., and Owens, R G "Nightmares of dying patients" Presented at Tenth
European Health Psychology Society Conference, Dublin, 1996
71. Bar-Hava, G, and Owens, R G "Can psychological interventions increase life expectancy
in cancer patients?" Presented at Annual New Zealand Health Psychology Conference,
Okoroire, 1997
72. Haase, A, Prapavessis, H, and Owens, R G "Pertectionism and eating attitudes among
rowers: Moderating effects of body mass, weight classification and gender" Presented at
Australian Conference of Science and Medicine in Sport, Canberra, 1997
73. Reeve, J, and Owens, R G "The New Zealand experience of genetic testing for hereditary
cancer: a qualitative approach" Presented at 111I1 Conference of the European Health
Psychology Society, France, 1997
74. Owens, R G "Steroid use in sport is not unethical, just undesirable" Presented at
Australian Conference of Science and Medicine in Sport, Adelaide, 1998
75. Owens, R G "Functional analysis; a bridge between the qualitative and the quantitative?"
Presented at Annual New Zealand Health Psychology Conference, Okoroire, 1999
76. Taufa, P, and Owens, R G "Investigating Tongan perceptions of hospice provision"
Presented at Annual New Zealand Health Psychology Conference, Okoroire, 1999
77. Owens, R G, Lub, X, and Thompson, J ':Are Nightmares In dying Patients a Reflection of
Anxiety?" Presented at European Association for behavioural and Cognitive Therapies,
Dresden, 1999
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78. Owens, R G "Reinforcement theory and the study of Perfectionism; lessons for problems
th
in Sports Psychology" Presented at 5 IOC World Congress, Sydney, 1999
79. Haase, A M, Owens R G, and Prapavessis, H 'Positive and negative perfectionism:
th
Domain-specific or global construct?" Presented at 6 International Congress of
Behavioural Medicine, Brisbane, 2000
80. Owens, R G, Slade, P D, Haase, A, Cox, K, and Prapavessis, H "Being too perfect:
th
Perfectionism and health" Presented at 6 International Congress of Behavioural
Medicine, Brisbane, 2000
81. Wroe, A L, and Owens, R G "Adherence to medical treatments: An investigation of
decision making" Presented at 6th International Congress of Behavioural Medicine,
Brisbane, 2000
82. Mitchell, K, and Owens, R G "Decision-making Process in End of Life Treatment
Choices" Presented at New Zealand Health Psychology Conference, Auckland, 2001
83. Owens, R G "Psychology and ethics in end-of-life decision making" Presented at New
Zealand Health Psychology Conference, Auckland, 2001
84. Reeve, J, Owens, R G, and Winship, I "Genetic Testing -A Mind Altering Practice"
Presented at New Zealand Health Psychology Conference, Auckland, 2001
85. Wroe, A L, and Owens, R G ''Adherence to Medical Treatments: Investigations of
Decision Making" Presented at New Zealand Health Psychology Conference, Auckland,
2001
86. Wroe A L, and Owens, R G "Intentional and Unintentional Nonadherence: A study of
decision making" Presented at European Health Psychology Society Conference,
Scotland,2001
87. Mitchell, K, and Owens, R G "Till Death Do Us Part" Presented at European Health
Psychology Society Conference, Scotland, 2001
88. Reeve, J, Owens, R G, and Winship, I "Genetic Testing for Familial Cancers: A life
altering event of just another piece of the puzzle?" Presented at European Health
Psychology Society Conference, Scotland, 2001
89. Owens, R G "Patient decision-making in breast cancer; recent qualitative data" Presented
at NZ Health PsychologylBehavioural Medicine conference, Auckland 2002
90. Mitchell, K, and Owens, R G "Hastening death - judgements on justifiability by the elderly"
Presented at NZ Health PsychologylBehavioural Medicine conference, Auckland 2002
91. Owens, R G "Where is the 'B' in CBT?" Presented at European Conference of Cognitive
Behaviour Therapy, Manchester 2004 (Invited presentation)
92. Owens, R G "Perfectionism; a pluralistic approach?" Presented at international meeting
on the study of Perfectionism, Kent, UK, 2008
93. Owens, R G "The end of moral philosophy?" Presented to annual conference of NZ
Sceptics, Hamilton 2008 (invited presentation)
94. Owens, R G and Dobson, R "The impact of childhood cancer on siblings" Presented at
the British Psychological Society's Health Psychology Conference, Aston 2009
95. Owens, R G "Quality-of-life and end-of-life care" Presented at International Conference
on Quality of Life, Auckland University of Technology 2010 (invited presentation)
96. Zuo, Li and Owens, R G "Insomnia; IIness perceptions and interest in drug-free treatment"
Presented at the 4th Asian Health Psychology Conference, Taiwan, 2010
97. Owens, R G, "Self-regulation and decisions regarding infant immunisation" Presented at
the 4th Asian Health Psychology Conference, Taiwan, 2010
98. Owens, R G, Taylor, M and Yuen, S "Reliability and confidence in blood pattern analysis"
Presented at the BPS Division of Forensic Psychology Conference, Portsmouth, 2011
99. Owens, R G "Dementia, Depression and Health Care Planning" Invited presentation,
Henry G Leong Foundation symposium on dementia care, Hong Kong University, 2012 .
Gaab, E, Owens, R G, & McLeod, R "The Voices of Young People Involved in
100.
Paediatric Palliative Care" Presented at European Health Psychology Society conference,
Budapest, 2012
Bavin, L & Owens, R G "Education-Entertainment; effects of a fictional TV
101.
programme on drinking attitudes and intentions" Presented at the Division of Health
Psychology Annual Conference, Liverpool 2012
Owens, R G "Why moral philosophy will never solve the euthanasia problem"
102.
Presented at the Death, Dying and Disposal conference, Open University, Milton Keynes
2013
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103.
Owens, R G "Blame Darwin; why evolution is to blame for many of our health
problems". Presented at the International Conference on Education, Psychology and
Sociology, Tapei 2014
104.
Owens, R G "Assisted dying in Australasia" Presented at International Conference on
End of Life, Brisbane, 2014 (Invited presentation)
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PUBLICATIONS
Books:
1.
2.

Owens, R G and Ashcroft, J B "Violence; a guide for the caring professions" Croom
Helm, Beckenham, 1985
Ashcroft, J J, and Owens, R G "Weight control in pregnancy" Thorsons, Wellingborough,

1986
3. Ashcroft, J J, and Owens, R G " Watch your ch/1d's weight" Oxford University Press, 1987
4. Owens, R G, and Naylor, F "Living while dying" Thorsons, Wellingborough, 1989
5.

Cormack, M A, Owens, R G, and Dewey, M E "Reducing benzodiazepine consumption; a
psychological contribution to general practice" Springer-Verlag, New York, 1989
6. Brodie, D A, Williams, J, and Owens, R G "Research methods in physical education and
movement science" Harwood, Switzerland 1994
7. Poland, F M, Curran, M, and Owens, R G "Women and senior management" The Library
Association, London 1996
8. Lee, C E and Owens, R G "The Psychology of Men's Health" Open University Press,
Milton Keynes 2002
I was also been responsible Uointly with Professor Christina Lee) for editing a special issue

(2002) of the Journal of Health Psychology, on the subject of men's health.
Contributions to books:
Owens, R G "Addiction, reinforcement and reduction of behaviour" in "Aspects of Alcohol
and Drug Dependence" by J S Madden, R Walker and W H Kenyon (eds), Pitman Medical
1981 pp 185-192
2. Owens, R G "Forensic issues in psychology" in "Current Issues in Clinical Psychology vol.
1" by E Karas (ed), Plenum, NY, 1983 pp 17-22
3. Ashcroft, J B, and Owens, R G "Computer applications in clinical psychology" in "Current
Issues in Clinical Psychology vol. 1" by E Karas (ed), Plenum, NY, 1983 pp 107-1 10
4 . Owens, R G "Psychological Assessment" in "The Scientific Principles of
Psychopathology" by P McGuffin, M F Shanks and R J Hodgson (eds), Academic Press,
London 1984 pp 505-522
5. Owens, R G, and Bagshaw, M "First steps in the functional analysis of aggression" in
"Current Issues in Clinical Psychology vol. 2" by E Karas (ed), Plenum, NY, 1985 pp 285-

1.
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6.

7.
8.

9.

10.
11 .
12.
13.
14.

Owens, R G " The relationship between sexual arousal and sexual behaviour" in "Sexual
Assessment: Issues and Radical Alternatives· by P SPratt (ed), British Psychological
Society, Leicester 1986 pp 18-23
Owens, R G" New developments in psychology and the law" in "Current Issues in Clinical
Psychology vol. 4" by G Edwards (ed), Plenum, NY, 1986, pp 107-110
Owens, R G, Ashcroft, J J, and Duffy, J E "Early detection and presentation of breast
cancer" in "Current Issues in Clinical Psychology vol 5" by N Eisenberg and D V Glasgow
(eds), Gower, Aldershot 1986 pp 263-269
Owens, R G "Handling strong emotions" in "A Handbook of Communication Skills" by 0
Hargie (ed), Croom Helm, Beckenham and New York University Press 1986, pp 383-405
Owens, R G "Radical behaviourism and the ethics of clinical psychology" in "Psychology,
Ethics and Change" by S Fairburn and G Fairburn (eds), Routledge, 1987 pp 91-114
Owens, R G, Ashcroft, J J, Leinster, S J and Slade, P D "Psychological effects of the offer
of breast reconstruction after mastectomy" in "Psychosocial Oncology" by M Watson and
S Greer (eds), Pergamon, Oxford 1988 pp 113-118
Owens, R G "Breast self-examination and presentation of symptoms; some findings and
problems" In "Psychosocial Oncology" by M Watson and S Greer (eds), Pergamon,
Oxford 1988 pp 71-76
Owens, R G and Scott-Fordham, A "Psychology and the laW' in "Careers in Psychology",
British Psychological Society, Leicester, 1988 pp 34-37
Owens, R G, Slade, P D, and Fielding, D M "Patient series and quasi-experimental
designs" in "A Handbook of Skills and Methods in Mental Health Research" by G Parry
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15.

16.
17.
18.

19.

20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.

and F Watts (eds), Lawrence Erlbaum, Hove 1989 pp 189-209 Revised version in second
edition 1996, pp 229-251
Owens, R G and MacKinnon, SA" Functional analysis and challenging behaviour; some
theoretical and conceptual problems" in "Functional Analysis and Challenging Behaviour"
by R S P Jones and C Eayrs (eds), British Institute of Mental Handicap, 1993
Owens, R G "Legal and psychological concepts of mental status" in "A Handbook of
Psychology in Legal Contexts" by D Carson and R Bull (eds), John Wiley and Sons, 1995
Owens, R G "Behaviourist approaches to adult learning" in "Adult Learning" by Peter
Sutherland (ed), Kogan Paul
Owens, R G "Self-examination; breasts, testicles" in "The Cambridge Handbook of
Psychology, Health and Medicine" by R West, A Baum, C McManus, S Newman and J
Weinman (eds), Cambridge 1997
Owens, R G and Payne, S A "Qualitative Research in the Field of Death and Dying" in
"Qualitative Research in Health Psychology" by M Murray and K Chamberlain (eds) Sage,
London, 1999
Owens, R G "Ethics, aesthetics, and empiricism" in "Business Ethics in Theory and
Practice" by P A Werhane and A Singer (eds), Kluwer 1999
Owens, R G "Generalizability theory" In "Reader's GUide to The Social Sciences" Vol. 2,
by Michie (ed), Fitzroy Dearborn, London 2000
Owens, R G "Human Longevity" in "Reader's Guide to The Social Sciences' Vol. 2, by J
Michie (ed), Fitzroy Dearborn, London 2000
Owens, R G "Single-case research" in "Reader's Guide to The Social Sciences" Vol. 2,
J Michie (ed), Fitzroy Dearborn, London 2000
Owens, R G "The nature of evidence in health psychology" in "Handbook of Clinical
Health Psychology" by Susan Llewellyn and Paul Kennedy, John Wiley & Son 2003
Owens, R G "Men's Health" in "International Encyclopaedia of Social and Behavioral
Sciences" by James D Wright(ed).

Abstracts, letters, brief communications etc
Owens, R G, Oxford, D J, and MacKrell, K "On Chomsky's views of Skinner's 'Beyond
Freedom and Dignity' Behaviour Modification Newsletter 7, 1975, 11-17
2. Owens, R G "Reply to :1\ note on About Behaviorism' Behaviour Modification Newsletter
1.

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.

15.

10, 1976, 30-31
Owens, R G "What statistics should psychology use - if any?' Royal Statistical Society
Oxford Conference Abstracts 1979 (abstract)
Owens, R G "Analytical, methodological, metaphysical and now naiVe behaviourism"
Behaviour Modification Newsletter, Home Office 1979 pp 4-7
Owens, R G "Psychology and astrology" New Humanist 195, 1980, 142-143
Owens, R G "Radical behaviourism; changing the world" Changes 1982, 89
Owens, R G "Simpson's rule and the area under the normal curve" Practical Computing
5,1982,147
Hardley, E M, and Owens, R G "Fraud in science and its implications for psychology"
Bulletin of the British Psychological Society 38, 1985, A35 (abstract)
Owens, R G "Statistics in psychology; the decline and fair Bulletin of the British
Psychological Society 38, 1985, A35 (abstract)
Owens, R G "Psychotherapy research; a fable" Clinical Psychology Forum 10, 1987,2830
Pearce, C E, and Owens, R G "Research report; investigating patients' perceptions and
expectations of pain " Nursing Times 84,1988,64
Owens, R G and Deadman, J M "Use of the case in scientific research" British
Psychosocial Oncology Group Newsletter Jan 1989, 9-13
Owens, R G "Research report; Near Death Experiences" Health Psychology Update
1990
Leinster, S J, Deadman, J M, Owens, R G, and Slade, P D "The effect of patient choice of
treatment on psychological outcome of patients with breast cancel" Proceedings of
International Conference on Breast Cancer, Cancer Treatment Reports (Supplement),
1990
Owens, R G "Testing times" Nature 349 (3609),1991,469 (letter)
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16. Baker, G A, and Owens, R G "Refinement of a health-related disease specific quality of
life measure for patients with intractable epilepsy" in "Health Psychology in a Changing
Europe" by H Schroder and K Reschke (eds), Quintessenz Verlags GMbH, Munich 1992
(abstract)
17. Flynn, A, Owens, R G, and Dewey, M E "Disclosure ofinformation to seriously ill and
dying patients; what do young people think?" In "Health Psychology in a Changing
Europe" by H Schroder and K Reschke (eds), Quintessenz Verlags GMbH, Munich 1992
(abstract)
18. Owens, R G Review of ''The Psychology of Health; an introduction" by M Pitts and K
Phillips, Routledge, London, 1991. British Journal of Clinical Psychology 31, 1992, 382
19. Owens, R G and Baker, G A "Psychological contributions to terminal care" The
Psychologist 6 (supplement), 1993, 36 (abstract)
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INTEREST OF AMICUS l

The New Mexico Psychological Association (NMPA) is the largest
organization of professional doctorate-level psychologists in New Mexico and
the leading source of professional standards and policy for psychologists who
practice within the state. It has been established to promote quality research and
the highest level of qualified professional practice in psychology, to improve the
qualifications and usefulness of psychologists by upholding and maintaining the
highest standards of professional ethics, conduct, education, and achievement,
and to increase and diffuse psychological knowledge throughout New Mexico.
N.M. Psychological Ass'n., Constitution and Bylaws, Section 2 (2005). It is the
primary authority to speak on behalf of psychologists and their patients, and
those who provide related mental health services and their patients, in New
Mexico, and it is concerned with assuring that the law in New Mexico permits
and encourages the highest level of psychological practice.
The NMP A is committed to providing high quality mental health care to
all New Mexicans. In doing so, members often provide services to those who
are contemplating suicide, and to family members and friends of those who have
committed suicide. Its members have also provided services to competent adults
1 No counsel for any party authored any part of this brief, and no person or organization outside
of the amicus itself made any monetary contribution to fund the preparation or the submission of
tins brief. Tins disclosure is made pursuant to NMRA, Rule 12-215(f).
1

who are tenninally ill and facing ilmninent death, and to their friends and fmnily
members. Some of these tenninally ill patients are also considering asking their
physicians for Aid in Dying (AID)2 if their suffering during the dying process
becomes too difficult to bear, and some of these patients have been referred to
psychologists for counseling by the physicians from whom they sought AID.

2 In adopting the term "Aid in Dying," the New Mexico Psychological Association joins its
sister organization, the Washington State Psychological Association, which has stated: "A
person with a terminal illness is going to die even with, or despite, the best medical treatment
available. The designation of suicide is disrespectful to individuals with terminal illness who
wish to have choice regarding death with dignity, and can be distressing and problematic
emotionally, socially, psychologically, and financially, for family members and loved ones of
dying individuals." Judith R. Gordon, New WSPA Policy on Value-Neutral Language Regarding
End-of-Life
Choices,
Wash.
State
Psychological
Ass'n.
(Jan.
8,
2007),
http://www.wapsych.orglresource/resmgrlDocslNew_WSPA_Policy_on_ Value-Ne.docx.
The
term has been adopted by several other organizations and most academic writers. Even those
who do not choose that terminology do not use "suicide" or "assisted suicide" to describe the
AID process. See, for example, the new edition of the leading Health Law casebook, Furrow et
aI., Health Law (7th ed. 2013), which refers to "medically assisted dying."
While several years ago terms like "assisted suicide" had been used to describe a
competent, terminally ill patient's decision to seek a physician'S help in prescribing medication
that could hasten the dying process, over the last several years responsible health care providers,
lawyers, academics and others have stopped referring to this process as any form of "suicide."
The general consensus is that "aid in dying" is more accurate, sensitive, and consistent with the
professional literature in the field. "Aid in dying" is the better descriptive term, and it avoids
presuming any sets of values. Consistent with the propriety of "aid in dying," the American
Academy of Hospice and Palliative Medicine, the American College of Legal Medicine (the
organization of ID-MDs), the American Student Medical Association, and the American Medical
Women's Association have all recently rejected using the term "assisted suicide," mostly in
favor of "aid in dying." For the most part, the only individuals and organizations continuing to
refer to the practice using the word "suicide" are those who, for political, religious or
philosophical reasons, advocate against it. The movement to use the neutral term "aid in dying"
has only accelerated in the last few months. See D. Orentiicher, T. Pope and B. Rich, The
Changing Legal Climate for Physician Aid in Dying, JAMA online (published April 14,
2014)(citing this New Mexico litigation).
Just as advocates for aid in dying now refer to it as "death with dignity," opponents of aid
in dying call it "assisted suicide." Of course, no one on either side opposes dignity, and no one
on eitiIer side wants someone considering suicide to go untreated or unprotected. In short,
"assisted suicide" now is a pejorative term used for political purposes by tiIose who believe it to
be morally wrong.

2

The NMPA recognizes that if a psychologist is required to treat a patient
considering AID like a patient considering suicide, that psychologist cannot
possibly provide adequate care that is consistent with the psychologist's
professional standard of care.
The NMPA and its members recogruze that AID and suicide are
fundamentally different psychological phenomena, and that these different
categories of patients must be treated differently by the law for their patients to
be able to get adequate psychological support at the end of life. Psychologists
think of suicide as their greatest challenge, and they work tirelessly to prevent
their patients from cOlmnitting suicide. They also recognize that AID involves
almost no substantive theoretical overlap with suicide. Being required to treat
competent terminally ill patients seeking AID as potential suicide ''victims'' will
undennine the quality of care they can provide just when dying patients need
their help the most. This view of psychologists on this issue is especially
impoliant because psychologists are experts on mental health care related to
suicide in this country. They are uniquely well positioned to understand the
actual consequences of the detennination of the issues before this Court on those
who are at risk for suicide and those who seek access to aid in dying fi'om their
physicians.

3

The Board of the New Mexico Psychological Association, after protracted
and selious discussion over several months, decided unanimously to support the
Plaintiffs in this case, and to seek pennission from the Court to file an mnicus
brief on behalf of the Plaintiffs, because of the importance of the resolution of
this case to the quality practice of psychology in New Mexico.

ARGUMENT
I.

SUICIDE IS FUNDAMENTALLY DIFFERENT FROM AID IN
DYING. THOSE WHO CHOOSE SUICIDE REJECT LIFE; THOSE
WHO CHOOSE AID IN DYING EMBRACE LIFE.
A.

SUICIDAL IDEOLOGY ARISES FROM IMPAIRED
COGNITION OF TEMPORARY PROBLEMS THAT ARE
ACTUALLY TREATABLE; AID IN DYING, ON THE
OTHER
HAND,
ARISES
FROM
ACCURATE
COGNITION OF PHYSICAL CONDITIONS THAT ARE
TRULY INCURABLE.

Psychologists are trained to assess suicide risk and, as a matter of course, to
consider that risk in every patient. The State of New Mexico has long authorized
licensed psychologists and physicians (and lately other mental health care
professionals) to certifY that a patient should be detained and evaluated in the event
that the patient presents a risk of serious hann to him or herself. NMSA 1978
§ 43-1-1O(A)(4).

Psychologists figure prominently in suicidology and research

into the causes and prevention of suicide. See, e.g., Edwin S. Shneidman, The

Suicidal Mind (1998). Detennining whether a patient poses a risk of suicide and

4

how to address that risk are central to the practice of psychology in New Mexico,
as elsewhere.
One substantial difference between suicidal patients and those who seek
AID is that suicidal patients do not realize that their condition is amenable to
treatment, and that they can overcome their urge to commit suicide. Their mental
health pathology can be treated. See Thomas Reisch et aI., Efficacy of Crisis

Intervention, 20(2) Crisis: J. of Crisis Intervention and Suicide Prevention, 78-85
(1999). Those who seek access to AID, on the other hand, are actually suffering
life-ending illnesses that cannot be cured. They have no misunderstanding of their
condition, and the reason they seek access to AID is because no medical treatment
can make the continuation of life possible; that is exactly what makes them
tenninally ill. Suicidal patients react to their misunderstood condition by applying
distorted logic; those seeking AID react to their fully and correctly understood
tenninal condition by applying well reasoned logic that is consistent with the
values that they have embraced for years or decades. 3

3 David A. Pollack, M.D., psychiatrist and witness qualified by the court as an expert in end-oflife care and decision-making, provided clear, well supported and completely unrebutted
testimony that "[suicide] is a despairing, lonely experience, whereas the person who requests aid
in dying is doing tlns . . . to alleviate symptoms but, more positively, to maintain the
relationslnps, the connections, and the sense of self being more integrated to tlle point where they
end their life. And so it's more maintaining peace, joy, relief ... or what you might defme as
happiness." 2 Tr. 94:22-25,95:1-4. "[People who seek AID] focus[] on maintaining the quality
of life that is something tllat they cherish[ ] and they want to capitalize on as much as possible in
the tinle they have left whereas the person who is depressed and suicidal turns inward, becomes
isolated." 2 Tr. 79:20-25, 80:1-2.

5

Suicide motivation arises from an emotional crisis which interferes with
logic and planning. Thomas Joiner, Myths About Suicide, 39 (2010). Suicidal
patients tend to be severely depressed such that they are unable to contemplate a
future without the intense emotional anguish from which they currently suffer. 2
Tr.73:9-21. Such crises may derive from loss ofa loved one, a business reversal,
a personal humiliation, or any number of factors. The unifying response is a
misplaced cognition that the situation will never improve; that there is no hope to
right the ship.

In suicidal patients, negative emotion narrows cognitive focus.

Joiner, Myths About Suicide at 34. The suicide motive is deeply irrational. The
psychologist treating a suicidal patient seeks to restore reason and thus restore
hope, as is reasonable for persons with a long life ahead of them.
By contrast, the problem confronting the terminally ill patient arises from an
irreversible physical calamity. She or he is dying of an incurable disease. See 2
Tr. 73: 11-13 (Dr. Pollack testifying that "suicide is a distinctly different act than
requesting aid in dying ... because the person is already in the process of dying
who is requesting this."). See also 2 Tr. 119:12-15 ("suicide" should not be used
to describe the acts of people "who are not psychiatrically ill and who are already
in the process of dying.") For these patients, the recognition that there is no hope
for future physical improvement is accurate, not irrational. To treat a mentally
competent tenninally ill patient who seeks access to AID to avoid unbearable
6

precipitate sudden, unannounced, lethal and often violent acts, like suicide. They
are the quintessence of irrationality and loss of personal control. The three P's
analysis describes virtually every real suicide, and it suggests why we are so
concerned when there is a risk of suicide.
Fifteen years of data from Oregon regarding an open practice of AID show
that patients who choose AID act as a result of a careful, fully vetted deliberation,
always after a period long enough to establish the enduring nature of the desire,
usually in consultation with their families and other personal and religious
advisors, and always after discussion with their physicians. See 2 Tr. 94: 1-22,
95:1-9. This is the opposite of deficient impulse control; this is truly deliberative
action. 2 Tr. 73:1-22, 74:1-16. The physician plaintiffs in this case point out that
they would require a carefully reasoned, voluntary, infonned and enduring request
for a prescription for AID before they would consider writing one. Further, as you
might expect from the self-selected group of patients who ask their doctors about
aid in dying, they are carefully deliberative and well educated. Last year in
Oregon and in Washington over half of those employing the Death with Dignity
Acts had graduated from college, and almost all had education beyond high school.
Or. Pub. Health Div., Oregon's Death with Dignity Act 2013 (2014) available at
http://public.health.oregon.gov/ProviderPartnerResources/EvaluationResearchl
DeathwithDiguityActiDocuments/yearl6.pdf; Wash. State Dept. of Health, 2013
8

Death

With

Dignity Act Rep.,

Exec.

Summmy

(2013)

available

at

http://www .doh. wa.gov/portals/llDocumentslPubs/422-1 09-

DeathWithDignityAct2013.pdf (posted Pebmary 14, 2014)(76% of those
employing the Death with Dignity Act last year had at least some college). This
subset of the population seeking to act in a self-detennined and autonomous
manner at their death is well able to understand their options and choose among
them.
The question of how much suffering to bear before death arrives is intensely
personal and will tum on values and beliefs an individual has developed over the
course of a lifetime. Empowering the individual with control over this question
preserves an essential sense of autonomy. See 2 Tr. 94:22-25, 95:1-4 (expert
witness testifYing that those who choose AID "feel less anguish, less focus about
what's going to happen, so that they can then focus on what they want to do with
those precious hours, days, months that they have left to use the fullest . . . in a
peaceful way"). Even though progressive illness has robbed the patient of much,
being empowered to deliberate and detennine how this final bit of the life journey
will unfold enhances the patient's mental state. See Kathy Cenninara and Alina
Perez, Therapeutic Death, A Look at Oregon '8 Law, 6(2) Psycho!. Pub. Pol'y & L.
511-518 (2000).

9

The collaboration between physician and patient over time reflects a
deliberative, rational process, the antithesis of impulse-driven behavior.

2 Tr.

99: 1-18 - 101: 1-7. The nature of the deliberative process in every case of AID is
made even more impressive by the fact that all of those choosing AID have made
the decision to do so while in the course of regularly seeing health care providers,
other than psychologists, who are treating other physical disease conditions, most
often cancer, which afflicts the vast majority of those who choose AID under the
Oregon statute. See Or. Pub. Health Div., Oregon's Death with Dignity Act 2013
(2014). Poor impulse control is a defining characteristic of suicide; it is not present
in those choosing aid in dying. AID and suicide are at the opposite extremes of the
continuum of rational thought and conduct, and ought not be conflated. 2 Tr.
110:1-20 -112:1-13.

C.

SUICIDE LEAVES FAMILY MEMBERS DISTRAUGHT,
OFTEN DESTROYED, AND VIRTUALLY ALWAYS
EMOTIONALLY TRAUMATIZED.
AID IN DYING
BRINGS FAMILIES TOGETHER AND ALLOWS
FAMILIES TO DEAL SUCCESSFULLY WITH GRIEF.

The act of suicide is usually lonely and alienated, leaving in its wake a
distraught family.

See Thomas Joiner, Myths About Suicide 123 (2010).

Psychologists see countless family members who struggle to make sense of an
irrational, final act planned and committed without their knowledge, support or
consultation. At the least, family members feel abandoned and disempowered after
10

a suicide. They feel utterly without control, and they also feel they failed their
suicidal family member.

They are also likely to feel resentment resulting in

complex grief. See Ann M. Mitchell et aI., Complicated Grief in Survivors of
Suicide, 25(1) J. of Crisis and Suicide Prevention 12-18 (2004).
The experience of family members following AID is very different. See 2
Tr. 96:25, 97:1-6 (Dr. Pollack testifying that most family members of those who
choose AID "have described feeling more prepared for the person's death and
more at peace in relationship to it whereas those who have a sudden loss of a close
person feel a lot of unfinished business, disconnected, no closure ... and feel
maybe in some ways cheated"). At the Seattle Cancer Care Alliance, families of
patients who opted for AID frequently expressed gratitude after the patient
obtained the prescription, regardless of whether the patient ever ingested the
medication. They felt they could support their family member by suppOlting the
decision to access AID. They referenced an important sense of patient control and
family support in an uncertain situation.

See Elizabeth Trice Loggers et aI.,

Implementing a Death with Dignity Program at a Comprehensive Cancer Center,
368 New Eng. J. Med. 1417 (2013). In these cases the patient's acquisition of
some sense of control over his time and manner of death, whether the medication is
ingested or not, may well have a positive emotional effect on the family, sharing in
the pain and loss, as well as on the patient himself 2 Tr. 97:1-10, 98:1-14.
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There is little doubt that recognizing the patient's right to control the timing
of his or her death has given Washington families greater ability to join together
for support of their loved ones at that crucial moment. Similar findings in Oregon
show that the family survivors of patients who choose AID do not suffer the
adverse mental health impacts suffered by family members of suicide victims. See
Linda Ganzini et aI., Mental Health Outcomes of Family Members of Oregonians
Who Request Physician Aid in Dying, 38 J. of Pain and Symptom Management 807

(2009).

D.

SUICIDAL PATIENTS WHO ARE SAVED FROM
SUICIDE OFTEN GO ON TO LEAD LONG AND
PRODUCTIVE LIVES, THANKFUL THAT THEIR
SUICIDES WERE AVERTED.
THOSE WHO ARE
DENIED AID IN DYING GENERALLY LIVE ONLY A
BIT LONGER, OFTEN WITH HORRIFIC SUFFERING,
FRUSRATED BY THE DENIAL OF CONTROL AND
AUTONOMY AT THE END OF LIFE.

As an impulse-driven event, the act of suicide irrationally anns to
permanently end its victim's intense anguish by ending his biological life. Thomas
Joiner, Myths About Suicide 7 (2010). Psychologists sometimes ruefully refer to
suicide as "a permanent solution to a temporary problem," since the patient sees no
hope in a circumstance where a rational person would be able to find hope. That is
often the very purpose of therapy.

Research into suicide shows that persons

restrained from suicide by jumping off a bridge, for example, often go on to lead
productive lives. In one leading study, virtually all bridge jumpers who survived
12

recalled experiencing profound regret during the four seconds it took to reach the
water. Richard Seiden, Where Are They now? A Follow-up Study of Suicide

Attempters from the Golden Gate Bridge, 8 Suicide and Life-Threatening Behavior
1-l3 (1978).
Psychologists sometimes use Reasons For Living (RFLs) as a therapy
technique with suicidal patients. See David Jobes, Managing Suicidal Risk 22-23
(2006). These include plans and goals for the patient's future, family, friends,
responsibilities to others, enjoyable trips, and anything else which gives the patient
affinnative reasons to fight through a lethal depression. The evocation of hope can
be one of the most important and central elements of healing. See C. E. Yahne,
and W. R. Miller, Evoking Hope, in American Psychological Association,
Integrating Spirituality into Treatment: Resources for Practitioners 217-233 (1999).
As Dr. Chuck Elliott, a prominent Albuquerque psychologist, teaches, "It is our job
to give our patients hope." If that hope can be restored and the patient saved fi·om
a suicide that would later be the source of terrible regret, the psychologist or other
person who managed to do so can count that as an important success - effectively,
the saving of a life.
The result of denying AID is far different. No life is saved. No suffering is
averted; indeed, the patient's physical suffering will most likely last longer and
perhaps grow even more horrific before the final ravages of the cancer or other
13

disease culminate inevitably in death. The psychological suffering at being denied
the autonomy to detennine how much agony to endure before death arrives will
often be profound. The meaning of a tenninal diagnosis is that death will come
soon, regardless of medical treatment. From a physiological point of view, and
from the perspective of the progression ofthe underlying disease, it will make little
difference whether a patient has access to AID; the patient is going to die soon in
any case. From a psychological perspective, though, the utter and final lack of
control that comes from being denied the opportunity to avoid unbearable suffering
at the end of life is extremely important. It can lead to resentment, frustration, a
sense of being powerless and captive of a miserable fmal stage of dying. The
patient's frustration is also likely to extend to the patient's family members, who
feel that they failed the patient when she needed their help the most and when she
was helpless to act without medical assistance to end her suffering. See Barbara
Coombs Lee and James L. Werth, Observations on the First Year of Oregon's
Death with Dignity Act, 279-280 (2000)

When a psychologist intervenes to prevent suicide, that intervention helps
his patient, both physically and mentally, in the short run and in the long run. An
intervention to prevent AID will not have such a salutary effect. It will exacerbate
physical pain and mental suffering in the short tenn, and will have no effect on the
long tenn because the patient will die of the underlying disease whether a
14

psychologist intervenes or not. It is simply wrong to consider AID to be a species
of suicide when evaluating the consequence of the provision of mental health
servIces.

II.

PSYCHOLOGISTS HAVE THE TRAINING AND ABILITY TO
DETERMINE THE MENTAL CAPACITY OF TERMINALLY ILL
PATIENTS TO CHOOSE .AID IN DYING.
THERE ARE
ESTABLISHED
GUIDELINES
FOR
ASSESSMENT
OF
DECISIONAL CAPACITY OF THE TERMINALLY ILL.
Virtually everybody recognizes that refusing to allow AID will force some

decisionally capable and tenninally ill people to endure suffering they fmd
intolerable at the end of life. Some, however, are willing to accept this to avoid the
risk that some tenninally ill patients might be incorrectly detennined to have
decisional capacity to choose AID when, in fact, they do not have that capacity.
That concern is unfounded.
The practice of psychology has developed clear standards of care for
capacity detenninations. Psychologists are often called upon to detennine a
patient's capacity under the Uniform Health Care Decisions Act, NMSA 1978
§ 24-7A-Il.

See also NMSA 1978 § 24-7A-I(C) (New Mexico statutory

definition of capacity). Mental health professionals in New Mexico and across the
nation recognize best practices to make such detenninations, and those
professionals are routinely trained in making exactly this kind of detennination.
See James L. Werth, G. Benjalnin and T. Farrenkopf, Requests for PhYSician
15

Assisted Death: Guidelines for Assessing Mental Capacity and Impaired
Judgment, 6 Psych., Pub. Pol. & L. 348 (2000), and Charles H. Baron, Competency
and Common Law: Why and How Decision-Maldng Capacity Criteria Should be
Drawn from the Capacity-Determination Process, 6 Psych., Pub. Pol. & L. 373
(2000). In fact, over the last several years special attention has been given to the
detennination of decisional capacity in those who face tenninal illness and, more
generally, in the elderly (from whom the terminally ill are disproportionately
drawn). By way of immediate example, the Amicus has offered programs to its
members and other health care professionals over the last two months in
Albuquerque on working with patients with dementia (September 27,2013) and in
suicide risk assessment (November 8, 2013), and in Santa Fe on dealing with
depression and despair, including end of life despair (September 27, 2013). See
New Mexico Psychological Association, Upcoming NMPA Workshops (listing a
current schedule of the active NMPA education program touching on these issues)
available at ww .mnpsychology.orgldisplaycommon.cfin?an= 1&subarticlenbr=25.
Where they have been called upon to do so, professional mental health associations
have developed nationally respected standards specifically for assessing a person's
capacity to choose AID. See, e.g., Washington State Psychological Association,
The Washington Death with Dignity Act:WSPA Guidelines For Mental Health
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Professionals (2010) available at http://www.wapsych.org/resource/resmgr/Docs/
DWD_Guidelines_6-3-09.pdf

See also Tony FalTenkopf and James Bryan,

Psychological Consultation Under Oregon's 1994 Death With Dignity Act: Ethics
and Procedures, 30(3) Prof. Psychol.: Research and Practice, 245-249 (1999). Dr
Pollack spent considerable time on the witness stand describing the process that is
routinely used by psychiatrists and psychologists in making these detenninations
of capacity, and explaining the source of standards of care for doing so. See 2 Tr.
74:16 etseq.
A mental health professional will not always be required to evaluate the
capacity of a tenninally patient who chooses AID, of course. Under the Unifonn
Health Care Decisions Act, a patient is presumed to have decisional capacity to
make a health care decision (like choosing AID, if her physician believes that is
among her appropriate choices). NMSA 1978 § 24-7A-ll(B). If there is any
question, though, physicians can consult with a mental health professional to avoid
any uncertainty about the patient's capacity. See NMSA 1978 § 24-7A-ll(C). As
the experience in Oregon and Washington suggests, physicians occasionally do so.
There may have been a time when mental health professionals were not trained to
make such determinations in the tenninally ill, and there was a time when those
professionals had no professional standards to apply in making those decisions, but
that time is long past. Making capacity determinations at the end of life is now a
17

regular function of psychologists and other mental health professionals. See 2. Tr.
74:1-20 - 76:1-10, 103:15-19, 104:2 (expert testifYing that "it is the same
circumstance" when a person is terminally iII and mentally competent to make a
decision to end a life-sustaining treatment and when a person is terminally iII and
mentally competent to make a decision to choose aid in dying). There are adequate
tools for professionals to make these determinations, and these professionals are
well trained to do so.
III.

PSYCHOLOGISTS HAVE SPECIAL LEGAL AND ETHICAL
OBLIGATIONS WITH REGARD TO SUICIDE.
IT WOULD
UNDERMINE THE WORK OF PSYCHOLOGISTS TO REQUIRE THEM
TO TREAT AID IN DYING AS SUICIDE, AND IT WOULD DESTROY
PSYCHOLOGISTS' ABILITY TO COUNSEL TERMINALLY ILL
PATIENTS WHEN THEIR ASSISTANCE IS MOST DESPERATELY
NEEDED.

It is extremely important that psychologists be able to treat suicidal patients
and prevent suicides. It is equally important for psychologists to be able to counsel
family members and friends of those who have conunitted suicide, or are
threatening to do so. As a matter of law, psychologists and other mental health
workers are pennitted to issue certificates authorizing a law enforcement officer to
detain by force and hospitalize a patient who is threatening suicide, and the
standard of care requires that psychologists issue such certificates when the threat
is one of imminent harm. A psychologist would be at risk of civil liability to both

18

the patient and to others, including the patient's family members, if the
psychologist were to breach this legal obligation.
At the same time, psychologists also have a duty to provide counseling to
those who are approaching death due to tenninal illness and to their family
members. Many physicians - oncologists, geriatricians and others - refer their
patients to mental health providers for counseling when they are diagnosed as
terminally ill. In order to provide adequate care and support to these patients, a
psychologist needs to be able to respond appropriately to a patient's mental state
and address their issues with flexibility and with respect for the values, beliefs and
physical situation of the patient.
It would be inappropriately condescending and it would undennine the

psychologist-patient relationship for a mental health professional to treat a rational
and entirely non-pathological decision of a patient to inquire into AID as an
expression of suicidal ideation. Treating the decision to inquire about AID the
same as one to rUlninate about suicide would require application of an entirely
inappropriate fonn of analysis and counseling. See 2 Tr 91:11-23 Dr. Pollack
testifying that "it would be really hard . . . on a psychiatric basis" to say that a
person who is seeking to end life-sustaining treatment, just as a person seeking
AID, is endangering him or herself such that the person needs to be committed).
The standard of care for treating a suicidal patient would require issuance of a
19

certificate which would authorize a law enforcement officer to detain the dying
patient who was considering AID. This would utterly and completely destroy the
trust necessary to make the psychologist-patient relationship useful, and, as a
practical matter, it would end the psychologist-patient relationship, thus depriving
the patient of an opportunity to benefit from the professional knowledge of the
psychologist.

Further, requiring psychologists to treat AID as suicide would

discourage oncologists and others from referring their patients for mental health
services, and it would discourage patients from seeking out mental health services
on their own as well.
The practice of good professional psychology in New Mexico requires that
the law recognize the fundamental distinction between AID and suicide, and that
the law recognize that AID is not a form of suicide.

IV.

IN BALANCING STATE INTERESTS AGAINST A PATIENT'S
LIBERTY INTEREST IN DECISIONMAKING AT THE END OF
LIFE, NO WEIGHT SHOULD BE ACCORDED ANY ALLEGED
STATE INTEREST IN PROLONGING DEATH OR PREVENTING
AID IN DYING.
Applying strict scrutiny analysis in this case, the trial court determined that

"the right of a competent, terminally ill patient to choose aid in dying" was a
fundamental liberty interest that must be weighed against countervailing state
interests to detennine whether there was a sufficiently "compelling state interest"
to limit that right under the New Mexico Constitution. RP 0217-0229. If this court
20

were to apply the lower intennediate level of scrutiny in this case, it would be
required to weigh the important interest of competent, tenninally ill patients in
seeking amelioration of their final suffering against any asserted state interests to
detelmine ifthe state action was substantially related to an important governmental
interest. Even if the court were to apply the lowest level of constitutional scrutiny,
it must find that the state has acted in furtherance of a legitimate state interest for
that state action to comport with the New Mexico Constitution. See Trujillo v. City

of Albuquerque, 1998-NMSC-031, par. 15, 125 N.M. 721, Marrujo v. N.M State
Hwy. Transp. Dep't, 1994-NMSC-116, par. 11, 118 N.M. 753 and ACLU ofNMv.

City ofAlbuquerque, 2006-NMCA-078, par. 19, 139 N.M. 761.
The New Mexico Psychological Association has concluded that the interest
of individual patients in choosing how much suffering they can tolerate at the end
of life should be treated as a fundamental liberty interest.

For the reasons

articulated above, it is an extraordinarily personal and individual matter, and the
psychological and emotional consequences of being forced by the state to undergo
unbearable suffering that could be avoided by appropriate and available medical
intervention is cruel to both the patient and to those family members and others
who care about the patient.
As a consequence of its deep concern about the problems caused by suicide

in this society, the New Mexico Psychological Association also believes that the
21

result of the constitutional balancing would be the same without regard to which
level of scrutiny were applied. The primary countervailing state interests raised by
the State in this case are the interest in preventing suicide, the interest in preserving
life, and the interest in protecting innocent third parties, like family members of
those who might choose AID.

As the evidence introduced at the trial court

indicates, however, even if AID were found to constitute "suicide," none of the
reasons for the state to intervene to protect its citizens from suicide are implicated
when this form of medical care is at issue. Similarly, while the amicus agrees that
New Mexico has an interest in preserving life, the evidence shows that prohibiting
AID does not ultimately protect any human life. In fact, it is the inability to control
fmal suffering the patient can foresee - not AID -- that is likely to undennine a
patient's will to continue to live. Finally, there is no evidence whatsoever that AID
has any adverse effect on any family members or other innocent third parties.
Indeed, quite the opposite appears to be true: it is the inability to help one who is
suffering, and who could be relieved through AID, that leads to devastating
psychological trauma for those who truly care for the dying patient.
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CONCLUSION
For the reasons stated above, the Amicus New Mexico Psychological
Association requests that the Court grant the Plaintiffs the relief sought in their
Complaint in this case.
Respectfully submitted.

Robert Schwartz
1 I 17 Stanford NE
Albuquerque, NM 87131
(505) 255-4080
Counsel for Amicus,
New Mexico Psychological Association
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TRANSCRIPT OF PROCEEDINGS
On the 11th day of December, 2013, at approximately

23

11 :04 a.m., this matter came on for hearing in a BENCH TRIAL

24

before the HONORABLE NAN G. NASH, DIVISION XVII, Judge of the

2S

second Judicial District court , State of New Mexico.
TR -

JAN I CE J . MURPH EY, CCR, RPR
Offi cial Cou rt Re por ter

1

1

moment in my treatment, we were all about, let's try to

2

address this, get through the treatment.

3

hope.

There's still some

Let's focus on that.

4

THE COURT:

Assuming that your cancer returns and

5

if you had the ability to make the choice, what would you

6

consider that you were doing?

7

THE WITNESS:

8

THE COURT:

9

The ability to get a prescription,

what would you consider that you were doing?

10

THE WITNESS:

11

THE COURT:

12

THE WITNESS:

13
14
15
16

If I had the ability --

If I used the prescription?
Yes.
I would consider it to be ending my

suffering.
THE COURT:

During your treatment, were you

prescribed other drugs to assist with your suffering?
THE WITNESS:

There were so many -- sorry.

There

17

are so many prescriptions.

18

prescribed pain relief in particular.

19

the surgery and then with chemo, several different

20

medications that would help with some of the effects of chemo

21

that were difficult.

22

23
24

25

THE COURT:
for your testimony.

I'm trying to think if I was
well, certainly with

Those are all my questions.

Thank you

You may step down.

call your next witness, please.
MS. SMITH:

Your Honor, I would call Dr. David
TR -

JANICE J. MURPHEY, CCR, RPR
Official Court Reporter
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1

pollack.
THE COURT:

2

3

(NOTE:

Would you raise your right hand.

witness is duly sworn.)
THE COURT:

4

Go ahead and be seated.

5

DAVID A. POLLACK. M.D.

6

(being duly sworn, testified as follows:)

7

DIRECT EXAMINATION BY MS. SMITH

8

Q.

please state your name.

9

A.

My name is David pollack.

10

Q.

And what is your profession?

11

A.

I'm a physician and my specialty is ln psychiatry.

12

Q.

How long have you been practicing as a psychiatrist?

13

A.

I shudder to say, 40 years.

14

Q.

I would like to discuss a little bit of your education.

15

Where did you receive your Bachelor's Degree?

16

A.

Northwestern university in Evansville, Illinois.

17

Q.

And what year did you receive that degree?

18

A.

1969.

19

Q.

Where did you attend medical school?

20

A.

university of oklahoma.

21

Center, I think is what it was called, in Oklahoma city.

22

Q.

And what year did you graduate?

23

A.

1973.

24

Q.

And where did you do your residency?

25

A.

oregon Health and science university in portland.

oklahoma Health sciences

TR JANICE J. MURPHEY, CCR, RPR
Official Court Reporter
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1

Q.

And what sort of residency training did you receive?

2

A.

It was a general adult psychiatry residency program.

3

Q.

when did you become licensed as a physician?

4

A.

somewhere in that time, between '73 and '76.

5

provisional license during my residency.

6

the residency, I got my official medical license.

7

Q.

And in what state?

8

A.

For the state of oregon.

9

Q.

Are you Board-certified?

10

A.

Yes, I am, in psychiatry and neurology.

11

deal.

12

Q.

13

certification that might be considered important?

14

A.

15

public policy, and so I spend a lot of time on policy-related

16

issues, as well as clinical practice and teaching based at

17

the university.

18

work that rel ates to thi s parti cul ar topi c of ai din dyi ng.

19

I have done policy work at different levels -- local, state,

20

national.

21

U.S. senate for a year in 1999 in the office of Senator

22

Kennedy, during which time I also participated in some

23

activities that had to do with looking at the experience with

24

Oregon law.

25

senior scholar in the Center for Ethics and Healthcare at

I had a

Before I finished

It's a package

Do you have any other distinctions in your
well, my title -- my academic title is professor for

And among other things, I have done policy

I did a health policy fellowship and worked in the

I have an appointment at the university as the
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1

oregon Health and science university.

I teach healthcare

2

organizational ethics, as well as addressing ethical issues

3

in training with medical students and psychiatry residents

4

and other mental health professionals.

5

Q.

6

end-of-life care?

7

A.

8

contexts, as I mentioned, in teaching medical students, in

9

doing clinical work, in doing training with residents in

In your classes that you teach, do you teach about
I do.

Certainly the subject comes up in a number of

10

psychiatry.

And we have a health management MBA program at

11

OHSU.

12

an MBA and a Master's of science tracks that people have.

13

have a healthcare organizational ethics course in which we

14

address end-of-life issues and some other conflicts that

15

might occur in healthcare settings and how one goes about

16

making responsible, ethical decisions around controversial

17

and difficult topics.

18

Q.

In your work do you also treat patients?

19

A.

Yes, I do.

20

Q.

And were there times in your career where you treated

21

patients more frequently?

22

A.

23

career I did mostly clinical work.

24

blend, as many people as they advance in their careers in

25

healthcare, a variety of administrative, policy, teaching, as

And in the context of that program, it's actually both

Yes.

We

i

!

Ii

I
I

,!

I

Certainly the first decade or two or three of my
And then that I had to
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I

1

well as clinical work, as well as doing some consultation.

2

I'm not a direct researcher, but I consult with people who do

3

ce rtai n ki nds of health servi ces research.

4

Q.

5

aid in dying?

6

A.

7

co-authored.

8

psychiatric Association that I and several of my colleagues

9

put together as a position paper on what are some of the

Have you written any published works on the subject of
Yes, I have.

At least two things that I have

One was a report that was done for the oregon

10

issues that relate to the psychiatric aspects of aid in

11

dying.

12

community Menta7 Hea7th Journa7, and it was addressing --

13

this actually was published in 1998, and it was not long

14

after -- we wrote it not long after the initiative had passed

15

in the state, and our Department of psychiatry at the

16

University, being the only academic health center, we started

17

to raise the question:

18

as psychiatrists address this part of the law?

19

if the attending physician requests an evaluation of the

20

person's mental status to determine if their judgment is

21

affected by psychiatric conditions, such as evaluations to be

22

conducted, and the psychiatrists and psychologists are the

23

eligible professionals to do that kind of evaluation.

24
25

The other paper was published in a journal called The

well, if this is now law, how do we
It includes

So one of the things we wanted to do was outline what
made sense as the ri ght ki nd of eval uation to do in these
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1

circumstances and then to address some ancillary issues

2

related to that including, what are the other roles that

3

psychiatrists and other mental health professionals may have

4

vi s-a-vi s the pati ent, the fami 1y, the treati ng team in

S

consulting with them and evaluating a number of things,

6

helping to provide consultation to help them go through

7

whatever the process is that they're going through.

8

included in that paper, in retrospect, I realize that we may

9

have been the first ones to recommend that the terminology be

And

10

shifted from "assisted suicide" to "aid in dying" or

11

"physician aid in dying."

12

Q.

13

terminology was important?

14

A.

15

context is.

16

oregon for requesting aid in dying, they have to be

17

probability of their death within six months has to be

18

established by, I believe, a physician and a second physician

19

to give a confirming opinion of that.

20

whether or not the person is going to die, but that they are

21

going to die.

And why is it that you thought that that shift from the
well, this requires saying a few things about what the
If, as the law says, someone who is eligible in
the

So the question is not

22

And then one needs to think about, well, what are the

23

different types of death that humans go through? And there

24

can be sudden death or more chronic death, deaths that may

2S

involve some deterioration and some that may involve a much
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1

more prolonged, lingering deterioration.

2

functioning of the individual that is maintained during that

3

process of dying may vary.

4

ability to function in, what we say, an integrated way, in an

5

integrated self throughout that whole course.

6

deteriorate and lose either bodily functions or cognitive or

7

other emotional or psychological functions, as well as coming

8

in and out of consciousness.

9

And the level of

Some people may maintain an
Others

And, therefore, when one is thinking about the concept

10

of suicide versus aid in dying, I think it's important to

11

distinguish that suicide is a distinctly different act than

12

requesting aid in dying; A, because the person is already in

13

the process of dying who is requesting this.

14

is committing suicide, who has a psychiatric condition,

15

usually it's a form of depression, but sometimes it's other

16

psychiatric conditions that may involve psychotic symptoms

17

unrelated to being depressed.

In those cases, the act of

18

suicide is usually impulsive.

It's solitary.

19

without consulting or even allowing friends or family to know

20

about the act, whereas with aid in dying, a person goes

21

through a deliberative process.

The person who

I
I
!

It's done

22

In fact, it requires at least two visits with a

23

physician to have that innocence confirmed and to make sure

24

that the person wants to do that.

25

involves the person discussing this with their family and

Ij

And it almost always
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1

fri ends and the support network that they have, and to do so

2

in a way that they can establish that this is a choice that

3

they are maid ng out of thei r own free wi 11, and to all evi ate

4

symptoms or suffering, and to maintain a quality of life and

5

a level of integrity of themselves, their ego identity, if

6

you will, and their functioning as long as possible.

7

their purpose usually in choosing to end their life at one

8

level, in kind of an overt or manifest level, is to alleviate

9

symptoms, to spare others from the burden of watching them

10

dwindle away or be a shell of their former self or to feel

11

1i ke they are in control, have some autonomy and some control

12

ove r the way that they di e .

And

The basic existential issue generally beneath that is

13

14

the desire to maintain the integrity of themselves; that they

15

are connected to others, as Ms. Riggs said, and that they

16

have the ability to feel together and as a whole person.

17

Q.

18

Act is that somebody be considered mentally competent.

19

you have experience evaluating competency?

20

A.

21

process of doing an evaluation -- and part of what we try to

22

explain in that paper I mentioned, it was both to say, Here's

23

the ki nd of eva1uati on that one shoul d do, but also that we

24

need to make sure that we're training our future

25

psychiatrists and psychologists that this is the way to do

One of the requirements of oregon's Death With Dignity

Yes, I do.

Do

It's important to clarify that in the
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1

it, so we have an organized way of making sure we have

2

competent people doing the examinations and evaluations.

3

I
I
I

There are several things that one would want to

4

clarify.

One is simply what the person's condition is,

5

whether they actually have a terminal illness, you know.

6

this involves consulting with the attending physician and

7

finding out what the status of things is and then finding out

8

more about what their reasons are, generally, in a process

9

that a sl<illed clinician interviewer would do that doesn't

So

10

suggest ideas or reasons but tries to elicit from the patient

11

why he or she is wishing to request aid in dying.

12

it's important to establish whether the person has some kind

13

of psychiatric condition that might be interfering with their

14

judgment or contributing to their making this choice in a way

15

that would be perceived as not allowing them to have really

16

free choice; that they are being driven more by their

17

psychological stress and that that psychological stress is

18

more than just the conditions that I'm talking about in terms

19

of the symptoms that they are experiencing, but some profound

20

psychological condition, like a major mood disorder -- major

21

depression, bipolar disorder, or even a psychotic illness --

22

that would need to be identified as to whether they have it

23

or if they have a history of these kinds of psychiatric

24

conditions that usually emerge early in one's adult life.

25

Adolescence to early adult life, those kinds of conditions

And then
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1

would and generally seem to be present, even if they are

2

recurrent.

3

And then even if someone has a psychiatric illness or

4

condition, to make sure that if they have that condition,

5

that it's not active at the present time and contributing to

6

the judgment that they're trying to make.

7

point is one can have a co-morbid psychiatric condition and

8

that doesn't operate to rule out the possibility that their

9

decision"':making in regard to aid in dying is not legitimate

So part of my

!
II
I

10

and consistent with what the law expects.

11

Q.

Doctor, let me touch just a little bit

12

A.

Sure.

13

Q.

-- on some of what you said.

14

A.

Sure.

15

Q.

So is it common for people who are terminally ill to be

16

depressed?

17

A.

18

one kind or another, even if you've been told that you have a

19

chronic illness that you didn't think you were going to have,

20

to be disappointed, to go through various stages of emotional

21

reactions to that

i

1
I

!

It is common for people who have been given bad news of

either disbelief or anger or

1

22

depression -- but at some point going through a process that

23

was originally described by Elizabeth KObler-Ross that

24

associates with the stages of how one deals with bad news.

25

And she initially focused mainly on the process of dying, of
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I

I

1

reaching a stage of acceptance and recognizing, This is the

2

reality of where I am in my life and I go on from here.

3

people get stuck in some of those stages, in either denial or

4

in depression or in anger, and they may need help to work

5

through that.

6

those stages, and so it's not surprising that someone would

7

feel sadness, but may not meet the criteria for a clinical

8

depression in the process of getting that news.

9

Q.

Some

But it's not common that people stay stuck in

So how do you sort out, when you're doing -- when

10

you're evaluating somebody, how do you sort out between

11

somebody who is working through a situation where they are

12

either depressed by their diagnosis versus somebody whose

13

desire for aid in dying is coming from a place that is

14

influenced by a mental disorder?

15

A.

16

1ooki ng at the symptoms and the cri teri a for the di agnosi s of

17

major depressive disorder and seeing whether the person meets

18

those criteria, the two main symptoms or conditional issues

19

are:

20

sad, down, blue, thoughts of death or thoughts of wanting to

21

ki 11 themselves that 1asts for at 1east two weeks or longer,

22

or a diminishing of their interests in life or inability to

23

take pleasure in life, something we call "anhedonia," coupled

24

with certain other symptoms.

25

symptoms that may involve difficulty with sleep or appetite

There are a couple things about that.

One, just

Does the person have a prolonged experience of feeling

There's psycho-biological
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1

that are separate from the symptoms that may be associated,

2

say, with a cancer or with the physical illness that a person

3

may also have, and often morbid preoccupation with suicide or

4

a wish to die can sometimes take on delusional proportions.

5

Like the person may have a lot of self-incrimination:

6

I'm a bad person or I have something bad inside of me or this

7

is my fate for having done bad things at some point in my

8

life.

9

distinguish those from more rational reasons for the person

II

iI

A psychiatrist or a psychologist can usually

10

to feel sad.

So it's out of proportion, some of the things

11

they are experiencing, to the reality of what their life is.

12

Q.

13

how would you distinguish that person seeking -- person

14

seeking aid in dying, who might have some of those

15

physiological symptoms that you mentioned because, you know,

16

they might have fatigue or inability to eat?

17

A.

That's right.

18

Q.

So do you sort through that?

19

A.

I think part of it in this case

20

things I should have said earlier is, in distinguishing

21

suicide from aid in dying, there's two universes, I guess, of

22

people, two cohorts of people you want to think about:

23

people who have a terminal illness and people who don't have

24

a terminal illness.

25

illness and have depression and are feeling suicidal, it's

And so when you're looking at some of those criteria,

!
I

!I
I

I

well, one of the

of those who don't have a terminal
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1

kind of not an issue.

2

and wish to commit suicide versus those who wish to pursue

3

aid in dying, there are distinctly different ways they

4

present.

5

of those who have a terminal illness

Part of it has to do with their motives, what they are

6

saying they want to do.

7

what we heard from Ms. Riggs, or what r was describing to you

8

earlier, about wanting to avoid the pain and suffering that

9

they inevitably anticipate experiencing or that they have

10

already experienced and don't want to experience again; or

11

the hassle, burden associated with the ongoing medical

12

interventions that are required to maintain the quality of

13

life that they've been experiencing up until then; that

14

they're just tired of the chemotherapy or the radiation or

15

being plugged into things or having to have so many doctor

16

visits or having to go to the hospital and having procedures

17

when they would rather be spending the precious time they

18

have left with their loved ones and the people they care

19

about or doing things that they care about.

20

And it's often along the lines of

I
I
~

!i
,

-f

i

In other words, they're focused on maintaining the

21

quality of life that is something that they cherish and they

22

want to capitalize on as much as possible in the time they

23

have left whereas the person who is depressed and suicidal

24

turns inward, becomes isolated, even if they have people

25

caring about them.

They are less approachable and they are
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1

more morbid and less reconcilable in terms of these stages

2

was tal ki ng about.

3

Q.

4

diagnosing depression as one of the tools that can be used to

5

make these di sti ncti ons.

6

available to any qualified psychiatrist?

7

A.

8

Diagnostic and S1:atistica7 Manua7 of the American psychiatric

9

Association, is widely available electronically, as well as

I

one of the -- now, you talked about the criteria for
Are these sorts of gui del i nes

They are available to everyone.

The DSM, which is the

10

in hard copy.

physicians often turn to it, not just

11

psychiatrists and other mental health professionals.

12

teach my famil y !nedi ci ne resi dents that

13

clinical work

14

diagnoses of people that we're evaluating together.

15

a resource that is available, and now we have the new

16

version, the DSM V that just came out in May.

17

available.

18

Q.

19

qualified psychologist could evaluate, not just someone

20

operating under the statute in oregon?

21

A.

22

psychiatrists, most psychologists would be able to -- with

23

the skills they have in their regular practice, would be able

24

to eval uate.

25

process that's associated with end-of-life issues, but that's

I

I

when

I

work wi th in the

do, we look at the DSM to look at the
So it's

So it's widely

1

I.

And so this is something that a qualified -- and any

Absolutely.

I,

They may have to 1earn somethi ng more about the
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1

not that big a stretch for most of them.

2

Q.

3

health disorders, not just depression, and that -- and

4

explain to me how that kind of mental health disorder could

5

operate on a person who is seeking aid in dying.

6

A.

7

psychi atri c ill nesses, one of whi ch i s call ed "mood

8

di sorders. " Mood di sorders i ncl ude depressive di sorders,

9

where the person mainly experiences depression as the change

10

in thei r mood from bei ng okay; and there are other folks who

11

have what we call "bipolar disorder," where they can

12

experience either depressive and/or manic or hypomanic mood

13

swing, meaning elevated mood.

14

hypomanic mood elevation can have psychotic proportions to

15

it, where they can get out of touch with reality and lose

16

control in terms of some of their behavior, become very

17

impulsive, spend a lot of money, stay up late at night

18

because they are ambitious and eager, even though it may not

19

make sense to people.

20

NOW,

you also mentioned some other kinds of mental

well, there are a number psychiatric -- classes of

And sometimes that manic or

similar.ly, people who have major mood disorders, either

!

t

21

major depression or bipolar disorder, where they have a

22

depressive mood swing, those can, as

23

have psychotic dimensions to them for some folks, where they

24

can have delusions of a terrible illness that they're having,

25

or that they're being punished by God for some crime or sin

I

I!
~

alluded to earlier,
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or some terrible thing they did, or that they may project

2

outward onto someone or something outside of them these

3

negative thoughts or feelings.

4

say, the FBI or the CIA is after them, or that they have done

5

something terrible, or that they have somehow contracted a

6

terrible disease like HIV/AIDS, even though they haven't

7

exposed themselves to risks like that.

8

of ways that can manifest.

9

di sorders.

10

So they may believe that,

So there are a number

So that's one thing, mood

Another is other psychotic illnesses, the most common

11

of which is other schizophrenic disorders.

And sometimes

12

people who have schizophrenic disorders can become

13

discouraged, despondent in relation to the course of their

14

life not working out as they or their parents or family have

15

.thought it would, and they may either impulsively or in some

16

kind of deliberate way end their lives as well.

17

Q.

18

of mental disorders, how would you -- how would you make sure

19

that they were not operating under those, other than the

20

depression which we discussed?

And so if somebody has a history of any of those sorts

I

i

I
I

21

A.

In doing a standard psychological or psychiatric

22

evaluation, one would make inquiries about the kind of

23

symptoms the person has had, would inquire more explicitly

24

about, "Have you had these kinds of experiences?" and be

25

observing for nonverbal behavior and other things that might
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1

be evi dence of that ki nd of condi ti on.
In addition, in doing this kind of evaluation, it's

2
3

important to get collateral information, if at all possible,

4

from family or other people that the person says, "Yes, it's

5

okay to talk," obviously respecting their rights and getting

6

their permission, but to talk to other people who may be

7

i nvo 1ved in thei r support system to fi nd out what they thi nk

8

about what's going on, what their past history has been and

9

so forth.
Are there some people who have their history with

10

Q.

11

mental illness and their -- would make them never an

12

appropriate candidate for aid in dying?

13

A.

14

nature of the psychiatric illness they have -- there are a

15

few that may never -- there are a number that intermittently

16

may not be able to, because of having a psychotic process

17

going on, in effect, may render them unable to provide

18

informed consent.

19

Q.

20

illness who, despite this history, may be able to make a

21

rational decision for aid in dying?

22

A.

23

fact that someone has a history of, or even a current

24

psychiatric condition, should not be sufficient as the only

25

evidence that one would use to determine whether or not they

oh, sure.

There are people who may, because of the

And are there some people who have a history of an

Absolutely.

I alluded to that earlier.

simply the
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1

are eligible to use aid in dying.

If after a thorough

2

evaluation it is shown that this person's condition is under

3

control, they're on medications, or they're in psychotherapy

4

and the types of symptoms they are having have to do with

5

their psychiatric condition, have no bearing on and are minor

6

in relation to the other reasons they are articulating for

7

their wish to request aid in dying, in my view, it's not only

8

appropriate to do that. it would be unjust to deny them the

9

opportunity. if they've met the criteria the same as anyone

10

else.

11

Q.

12

was seeki ng ai din dyi ng?

13

A.

Yes, I have.

14

Q.

And can you explain a little bit about what happened.

15

A.

This was a patient who was referred to me by -- let me

16

explain the context.

17

and I've been doing for the last four? -- yeah, four years at

18

the university has been providing consultation in two family

19

medicine clinics that the university operates.

20

evaluations of patients that are referred who have more

21

complex presentations, and so the primary care providers

22

request me to evaluate them, do a report, give them

23

recommendations.

24
25

Now, have you ever done an evaluation of somebody who

I work -- the clinical work I do now

And I do

And I got a request from an attending physician of a
patient who was at this particular clinic about this
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well, the kind of categories of people who are less

1

A.

2

advantaged in some way, either less education or some ethnic

3

or cultural minority or people of a lower socioeconomic

4

status.

5

younger, you know, certain age groups, might put them in a

6

more vulnerable position to be discriminated against or to be

7

influenced or exploited.

8

particular, alert to those factors playing in a case like

9

this, and to make sure, doubly sure, that that's not going

10

some people think women or people who are older or

And so one has to be, in

on.
THE COURT:

11

I need a clarification.

So if I'm

12

understanding your testimony correctly, you or a

13

similarly-situated colleague only get called in to do this

14

sort of evaluation if there is some question about the person

I

15

with a prior -- or a history or current psychiatric

16

condition; correct?

17

every --

I
II

i

You don't do it -- this is not done for

18

THE WITNESS:

19

THE COURT:

That's correct.
okay.

And so what I'm assuming you're

20

describing is sort of the standard of practice for making

21

this determination if their choice is voluntary.

22

THE WITNESS:

23

THE COURT:

That is correct.
DO you have an understanding as to

24

whether those tools for determining whether the process is

25

voluntary are applied when the doctor, the oncologist or
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1

other treating physician, is discussing the choice with the

2

patient?

3

THE WITNESS:

4

THE COURT:

And does that take you totally off

6

MS. SMITH:

Go right ahead.

7

THE WITNESS:

5

Yes.

If I may expound on this?

track?
I think this is consistent with what

8

you were asking.

9

that every person requesting aid in dying have a psychiatric

.I I!

evaluation.

!.

10

In the law in oregon it doesn't require

i

11

THE COURT:

12

THE WITNESS:

okay.
It requires the attending physician

13

to determine whether that's necessary, and it's up to the

14

attending physician to decide whether they think there is

15

some question.

16

have a past history, but whether they have any question that

17

there is some mental or 'psychological factor that may be

18

operating that would interfere with that person's judgment in

19

maid ng thi s request.

1

I
I

I

And it's not necessarily, does this person

\

20

Now, the reason it isn't everyone is partly what I

21

saying earlier and partly related to what Dr. Morris has

22

probably described and probably what MS. Riggs' physicians

23

have described.

24

has a terminal illness involves a longitudinal experience and

25

the relationship the physician has with that person and the

The process of taking care of someone who
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1

training that all physicians hopefully get in being able to

2

evaluate their patients in terms of whether there is

3

something going on emotionally or psychologically that would

4

raise concerns.

5

expertise to accurately and definitively diagnose what

6

psychiatric condition they have, but they certainly have the

7

ability to determine whether there is something going on

8

emotionally or psychologically that may need further

9

clarification.

It may not be such that they have the

MS. SMITH)

And this is based on the fact that this

10

Q.

11

is an ongoing, long relationship where they get to know this

12

patient?

13

A.

14

at least a continuous relationship with that patient, and

15

that the physician has received sufficient training in his or

16

her medical school and residency and clinical experience

17

beyond that to be capable to make those ki nds of

18

determinations.

19

Q.

20

outside of aid in dying where physicians must determine

21

whether this person -- whether a person is competent to make

22

these kinds of decisions?

23

A.

All the time.

24

Q.

Can you

25

A.

This happens in clinical situations where people have,

(BY

Based on that, the fact that there's a longstanding or

And so when -- are there other situations that arise
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1

for example, renal dialysis.

2

chronic kidney failure and they have to go through dialysis

3

every week or two weeks.

4

don't want this anymore." They are not requesting aid in

5

dyi ng.

6

Or I just saw in the newest episode of Treme last night, one

7

of the characters in Treme has cancer and he has said at this

8

point, "I don't want the chemotherapy anymore."

9

family is kind of mixed.

10

somebody's got kidney disease,

At some point the patient says, "I

They are sayi ng, "I refuse to take thi s treatment."

And his

So it happens in those kinds of contexts where someone

I
I

11

is either refusing treatment and the physician has to decide:

12

Is this something that is a result of the person having a

!

13

psychiatric illness that may require them having an

I

14

evaluation to determine if the psychiatric illness is causing

15

them to put themselves at risk and possibly leaning to what

16

we call a "civil commitment," where you would involuntarily

17

treat someone?

18

hospitals, a lot of times psychiatric consultations are

19

requests from, say, the transplant service or the renal

20

dialysis unit or certain other medical units when there is

21

some question of someone refusing treatment.

22

i
1

In those situations, is it statutorily

23

required, as it is in this situation? Do you know the answer

24

to that question?

25

THE WITNESS:

It's not statutorily required that
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So in the hospital at the university or other

THE COURT:

I,
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1

they request a psychiatric evaluation.

It is statutorily

2

requi red that the physi ci an at 1east make a determi nati on if

3

they think the person has a mental illness.

4

state to state, but in most states there has to be some

5

evidence that they believe the person has mental illness and

6

because of that illness they are either unable to care for

7

their own basic needs or they're endangering themselves or

8

someone else.

9

context, this person, by refusing dialysis, is endangering

It varies from

And sometimes people interpret in the medical

10

themself.

So we may get a request from someone and when you

11

talk to that patient and they're saying, "Look, I know what

12

I'm doing, and I'm just

13

depressed.

14

rea 11 y hard, I thi nk, on a psychi atri c basi s to say, "Thi s

15

person needs to be commi tted. "

16

Q.

17

action --

18

A.

19

Q.

20

that can be the end of somebody's life; correct?

21

A.

That's correct.

22

Q.

Just as in aid in dying?

23

A.

Yes.

24

about removing a feeding tube or someone simply saying, "I'm

25

not goi ng to take any more 1i qui ds. "

I'm tired of this.

I'm not

I just want to stop the dialysis."

(BY MS. SMITH)

And it's

And knowing the consequences of that

Yes.
refusing life-sustaining treatment, consequences of

Just as it is for

as you were talking earlier
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1

Q.

2

who had a,

3

disorder."

4

patient, with his family, alone and with family members, what

5

did you determine?

6

A.

7

coexisting psychiatric condition that had been a problem at

8

times in the past, he was under sufficient control at the

9

present time; that it wasn't factoring into his request or

Now, let me try to come back to a patient that you had
think as you put it, a "co-morbid mental

I

So what did you -- after meeting with this

I determined that in spite of the fact that he had a

10

the deci si on-maki ng process that he was usi ng to mai<e the

11

request for aid in dying; and that there was no reason to, on

12

a psychiatric basis, prevent him from having that option.

13

Q.

14

dying might be somebody has uncontrolled pain or symptoms; is

15

this correct?

16

A.

That's correct.

17

Q.

And if you were evaluating somebody who said this is

18

the reason they were seeking aid in dying, would you want to

19

know more?

20

A.

21

with their attending physician or their treatment team, what

22

is it they have done? what are the other options? Are

23

there, indeed, other options for this person to relieve the

24

pain or other debilitating symptoms they are experiencing?

25

The person simply saying, "I'm having too much suffering,"

NOW,

I

another possible motivation for physician-aid in

well, one thing

I

I

TR Official Court Reporter
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1

may not be sufficient to convince me that they are at the

2

point where they shouldn't have to tal<e anything else.

3

finding out from their physician what else has been offered,

4

and then if those proposed options, treatment options are not

5

excessively intrusive or something that the person would, if

6

it was explained to them, perceive to be, "okay, I can

7

tolerate that," then we would say, "well, let's wait and see

8

what happens as you go through that."

So

But if you determine that, in spite of whatever

9

10

treatment they have done, they are really at a point where

11

they can only provide treatment that would compromise the

12

person's ability to maintain the integrity of themselves --

13

so, for example, the palliative sedation you were talking to

14

Dr. Morris about earlier.

15

might feel about that in terms of, "I'm going to be

16

compromised in terms of my ability to remain connected,

17

alert," some people, before getting to that point, might

18

elect to use the aid-in-dying option.

19

Q.

20

difference between suicide and aid in dying, was the nature

21

of the act being impulsive or isolated.

22

little on that.

23

A.

24

other people.

25

important to qualify.

If there's an ambivalence one

one of the things that you've mentioned, there was a
Can you elaborate a

Most people who commit suicide do it without informing
They do it, generally, impulsively.

It's

There are people who make suicide
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1

attempts where their intention is really to get attention and

2

to get help.

3

of lethality in suicide attempts and suicidal intention.

4

all suicide attempts are alike.

5

attempts where they're reall y i ntendi ng to kill themselves

6

are usually doing it in an isolated way.

7

psychological isolation.

8

or mi sunderstood, somethi ng 1 i ke that, that separates them

9

from others, and they feel either a fear of their family

And it's a different -- we talk about the level
Not

But those who make suicide
They feel some

They feel shame or guilt or anger

10

members or close connections to them knowing about what their

11

intention is because they think they'll just put them in the

12

hospital or they won't understand.
And they also are not thinking a whole lot about what

13

!,

14

the consequences would be.

15

I'm not, it's going to hurt -- "I wouldn't kill myself

16

because it would hurt other people," sometimes people get to

17

a point where it's, "I don't care anymore," and it's a

18

disconnected experience.

19

impulsive, sudden, rather than something that in rarer cases

20

is thought out and planned in a more detailed way.

Even though sometimes they say,

~

~

i

And it is usually, as I said,

I
j

21

Q.

And how is this different from aid in dying?

1

22

A.

It's a despairing, lonely experience whereas the person

!

23

who requests aid in dying is d,oing this generally for the

24

reasons

25

positively, to maintain the relationships, the connections,

I

,~

said earlier, to alleviate symptoms but, more
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I

I

1

and the sense of self being more integrated to the point

2

where they end their life.

3

peace, joy, relief, something like that, or what you might

4

defi ne as happi ness.

5

Die in oregon mentions, "I'm happy now."

6

important thing.

7

the purpose of living and being happy is to work and to love.

8

So at some point people feel that is so compromised that they

9

can't continue.

And so it's more maintaining

I thi nk one of the peopl e in that

To

So happiness is an

And, you know, Freud described the way --

what is the psychological effect on people who are

10

Q.

11

prescribed

12

physician aid in dying?

13

A.

14

option, plan B, if you will; that if the course of my dying

15

goes okay, I mean, if I'm able to maintain that sense of

16

feeling okay, just as Ms. Riggs said, I don't want to die.

17

But if at some point things really deteriorate and I feel

18

like I'm losing my, either bodily functions or my ability to

19

be connected to others, then I will take it.

20

sense of "in case of emergency, break glass."

I've got this

21

metaphorical fire extinguisher here I can use.

That's more

22

or less what it's like.

23

less focus about what's going to happen, so that they can

24

then focus on what they want to do with those precious hours,

25

days, months that they have left to use to the fullest in

who receive prescription medication for

It's generally a sense of relief that, I have this

So there's a

And people then feel less anguish,
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1

terms of relating to other people, thinking about what they

2

have enjoyed in their lives, visiting places that they've

3

enjoyed, doing activities, whether it's artistic or reading

4

or their own professional work, whatever it is, in a peaceful

5

way.

6

Q.

7

suicide and physician aid in dying is the consequences of

8

physician aid in dying on survivors.

9

A.

Yes.

10

Q.

Can you explain that.

11

A.

Well, in the context of suicide, because it's isolated

12

and often a surprise, the family members and others who know

13

this person go through a surprise, usually shock and

14

disbelief or anger, a whole set of emotional reactions, a lot

15

of which involve, "why didn't you tell me?"

16

have done somethi ng. " I wi sh we" -- refl ecti ng alack of

17

connection between the person who committed suicide and the

18

others who cared about, or maybe didn't care about, you in a

19

different context.

20

One of the other differences you mentioned between

or, "we could

with the person requesting aid in dying, those who are

21

close to him or her go through this process.

Even though

22

they may have different opinions, if they can come to a

23

position of, "My respect of your choice actually trumps

24

whatever I would have done or what I would have preferred

25

and, therefore, I'm going to go through this with you," most
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1

people who've gone through that process have described

2

feeling more prepared for the person's death and more at

3

peace in relationship to it whereas those who have a sudden

4

loss of a close person feel a lot of unfinished business,

5

disconnected, no closure, psychological closure, if you will,

6

on their relationship and feel maybe in some ways cheated.

7

THE COURT:

I'm assuming when you say "most

8

persons," you're testifying from the basis of a study that

9

has been done?

10

THE WITNESS:

Yes, both in terms of clinical

11

observations in my own experience, but also there's one

12

study, in particular, that was done looking at the reactions

13

of family members of persons who have gone through aid in

14

dying, those'who had received the medication or

15

those who had requested aid in dying and either had the

16

medication and took it, or had the medication and didn't take

17

it, as well as I think those who had requested it but never

18

actually chose to take the prescription yet, but they had

19

gone through that process and knew they had that option,

20

versus a control group of people who had similar terminal

21

illnesses -- I think it was ALS and certain kinds of

22

cancer -- who didn't go through the

23

THE COURT:

24

THE WITNESS:

25

either

okay.
-- aid in dying request, and then

they studied those family members to find out what
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1

similarities and differences there were in them.

So in

2

appropriate clinical research approaches they had matched

3

groups that were roughly the same in terms of demographics

4

and age and other characteristics, and then they looked at

5

what kinds of mental health problems either group had and

6

other questions that they asked them about how they dealt

7

with the person's death and so forth, and they found no

I

8

differences.

They found that the people who went through the

9

aid in dying process had no greater probability of having any

10

kind of psychological problems as a result of that.

11

differences they did find were that the people who went

12

through that proCess said they were more prepared for the

13

person's death and, in a sense, were more at peace and able

14

to accept it.
THE COURT:

15

The main

1

i

I
I[ Ij

.I
!!

I
I

So the family members of the persons

>

16

who chose to utilize aid in dying were basically similarly

17

situated to family members of the people who had terminal

18

illness and the terminal illness went to its terminal

19

concl usi on?

20

THE WITNESS:

21

THE COURT:

I

That's correct.
I know here we've been talking about

22

suicide, but I was interested in those other two groups, so

23

you answered my question.

24

Q.

25

requirements for physician aid in dying.

(BY MS. SMITH)

NOW, competency is one of the
And how does one
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1

determine competence, not just from the standpoint of mental

2

illnesses that may be involved, but other types of

3

competence?
THE COURT:

4

counsel, I'm sorry to interrupt, even

5

though I keep doing it, but it sounds like we're sort of

6

starti ng into a new area.

It's seven mi nutes till noon --

7

MS. SMITH:

This is almost the end.

8

THE COURT:

oh, it's almost the end?

9

MS. SMITH:

Yes.

10

THE COURT:

Then never mind.

11

MS. SMITH:

But we can

12

THE COURT:

No, please continue.

13

MS. SMITH:

Ten minutes?

14

THE COURT:

Yes, Absolutely.

15

Are you okay, Janice?

16

COURT REPORTER:

17

THE COURT:
(BY MS. SMITH)

I'm fine.

okay.
So in determining competency, how does

18

Q.

19

one go about determining competence?

20

A.

okay.

21

Q.

well, take your time.

22

A.

Well, first of all, making sure the person doesn't have

23

some kind of gross cognitive impairment or psychological

24

impairment is part of what I was talking about earlier in

25

terms of the psychological or psychiatric conditions they

I'll try to do this part quick.
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1

might have.

But then in terms of the competence to agree to

2

or to refuse a medical procedure or treatment usually

3

involves establishing whether the person has certain

4

understandings:

5

illness that they have so that they understand the nature of

6

the treatment that is being proposed or the treatments that

7

are being proposed and the alternative treatments that might

8

be available, and whether they understand the consequences of

9

either accepting the treatment or rejecting the treatment.

whether they understand the nature of the

10

So do they understand what would happen if they did or didn't

11

take this surgery or this medication l<ind of treatment.

12

so once one establishes that, then they can pretty well feel

13

that that person is capable of giving that kind of informed

14

consent to that procedure.

15

the acronym that most medical providers use.

16

Q.

And what does that stand for?

17

A.

procedures, alternatives, and risks.

18

Q stands for.

!

19

Q.

20

psychiatrists, but for physicians to make these sorts of

I

21

determinations in their practice?

22

A.

23

have that kind of conversation with their patient and to

24

document that they had that kind of conversation when they

25

are proposing certain Idnds of treatment, and I failed to

And

We call it "PAR," or "PARQ" is

I

forget what the

And is it common for physicians, not just

r

I '
,

very common.

In fact, most physicians are obligated to
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1

menti on, that are part of the ri sks.

They need to have a

2

discussion with the patient about, "DO you understand what

3

the potential harms are of thi s procedure?" so that they can

4

be clear that the person who is doing this understands the

5

potential side effects or risks that, say, they might have a

6

risk of dying from being under anesthesia.

7

common procedure.

8

Q.

9

can they do?

It's a very

If a physician has any doubts about competence, what
They can request a consultation from someone else to

10

A.

11

help determine that, and in some cases they might say, "well,

12

I don't think" -- if they establish a person isn't competent,

13

then they can deci de whether to request some Id nd of

14

substituted judgment, you know, conservator or guardian,

15

depending on the circumstances.

16

Q.

17

some sort might be in effect, are physicians able -- in their

18

relationship with patients able to make determinations as

19

well?

20

A.

21

it may be more subtle and they may want to get another person

22

to look at the si tuati on and confi rm thei r i ntui ti on or thei r

23

beliefs or their observations.

24

Q.

25

dying, where this might be a factor that they need to

And when it comes to determining whether coercion of

I think, generally, they should be able to.

sometimes

Are there situations, other situations besides aid in
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establish?

2

A.

3

it's an important issue to address throughout healthcare

4

treatments.

5

Q.

6

person's actions -- where a physician might determine that

7

another person is acting to harm their patient?

8

A.

I'm not sure I understand.

9

Q.

Any kind of abuse?

10

A.

oh, sure.

11

influencing them to make a decision, but there's also -- if

12

there's overt evidence that someone is being abused, whether

13

it's a child or an older person, in most states there are

14

statutes that require a physician to report to the public

15

authorities their suspicions of someone being a victim of

16

some ki nd.

17

Q.

18

than just their individual patient, is that correct, in their

19

analysis?

20

A.

Yes; correct.

21

Q.

And this is something that they're able to assess?

22

A.

Yes.

23

vari ety of contexts, i ncl udi ng the ones that I thi nk I

24

mentioned but also including domestic violence.

25

Q.

yeah.

In relation to lots of medical interventions,

Are there situations that come up where another

Sure.

There's both the kind of subtle

And so physicians need to be on the lookout for more

And we teach our medical students about this in a

Now, do you believe that terminally ill -- well, let's
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tal k ali ttl e bi t about other types of medi cal

2

i nterventi ons

3

A.

okay.

4

Q.

-- versus physician aid in dying.

5

where a person -- are there certain situations where patients

6

mi ght seek to end ali fe-sustai ni ng treatment?

7

A.

Yes.

8

Q.

And can you give me some examples of those situations?

9

A.

I just mentioned a couple.

So in situations

The person who has cancer

10

and is on chemotherapy and says, "I don't want anymore."

The

11

person who is on renal dialysis says, "I'm not going to do

12

thi s any longer."

13

or extraordinary interventions for me in the event that I

14

co 11 apse. "

15

Q.

16

mental1 y competent and termi na1l y ill maki ng that deci si on,

17

is there any difference between that person and a person who

18

chooses aid in dying?

19

A.

20

difference is they are electing to -- the person in the

21

former situation is electing to stop something that is

22

keeping him together, and the person in the position of

23

requesti ng ai din dyi ng is sayi ng, "I want to stop at the

24

point that I begin to deteriorate so I don't get to that

25

point that I will have to be dependent on life support or

The person who says, "NO more feedi ng tube

And do those people -- do you feel that a person who is

Not really.

It's the same circumstance.

The main
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that I will lose touch with my relationships and so forth."

2

It's really the same kind of experience.

3

Q.

4

due to their suffering and wants to alleviate that suffering,

5

do you see a difference between a person seeking palliative

6

sedation who will receive a dose of medication?

7

A.

8

difference in those.

9

person is at the point.

I'

What about somebody who is seeking palliative sedation

No.

NO, I don't think there's a great deal of
It

kind of depends on how lucid the
I mean, there may be some prior

10

advanced directive or post-physician's orders or

11

life-sustaining treatment document that they've completed

12

that has established that, even though that person is now at

13

a stage where they're not able to provide that kind of

14

consent, they have established earlier that they would like

15

this procedure to be done, the terminal sedation, for

16

example, and it might be done under those circumstances.

17

Q.

18

would be made by who?

19

A.

The determination of --

20

Q.

To ingest medication.

21

A.

It has to be determined by the patients themselves, so

22

if something happens at a point where the person is still

23

able to voluntarily and independently consume the medication

24

that would end their life.

25

Q.

whereas with physician aid in dying that determination

I

1

,

I,
I

And the last point I'd like to make is do you believe
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1

that there are any principles of medical ethics that support

2

the practice of physician aid in dying?

3

A.

4

scholar in the Center for Ethics and Healthcare at OHSU, and

5

I

6

thinking about this.

7

generally --

8

Q.

9

principles of ethics as related to these type of end-of-life

Yes, I do.

There are -- as

I

said, I'm a senior

teach a lot related to ethics, so I've done a lot of deep
There are four principles that people

Before you go on, have you read any studies about the

10

care decisions?

11

A.

12

generally include in terms of medical ethics and thinking

13

about what ways to decide what to do about someone.

14

involve beneficence, which is doing as much good as one can;

15

nonmaleficence, which is don't do any further harm to the

16

person; justice, which is involving is this a fair

17

we're doing fair; and, finally, autonomy, or respect for the

18

person.

Yes, I have.

There are four principles that people
They

is what

19

And beneficence, in my view, includes -- especially in

20

terms of how our health system and our health profession has

21

shifted to more explicitly focus on patient-centered care,

22

persons under care, there is much more of an emphasis on

23

patient preference.

24

beneficence, nonmaleficence, and justice issues are not so

25

dominant, then most people agree that the autonomy or respect

And if all other things are equal, if
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1

for the person trumps the other issues.

2

Beneficence needs to be looked at in terms of the

3

overall quality of the person's life, not just, are we curing

4

this particular organ from being as sick as it was for

5

another four months?

6

he or she would determine is the quality of life which, more

7

often than not, boi 1s down to mai ntai ni ng that sense of

8

integrity of self.

9

It's what the person believes is what

There's another decision-making process that has been

10

used that does take into account these principles, but it's a

11

decision-making process that looks at what are the contexts

12

that we're thinking about.

13

medical considerations and situations that the person is

14

going through; what are the facts?

15

what are the person's preferences? what are the

16

quality-of-life issues explicitly associated with their case?

17

And, finally, what are the other context issues that have to

18

do with the family, law, hospital policies, culture, other

19

things that may come into play?

20

One has to do with what are the
Another has to do with

And so in a discussion, say, with an ethicist leading a

21

team to decide what would be the best course of action, they

22

would frame these things that way so they could have a

23

rational and meaningful and comprehensive discussion of this.

24

And I bel i eve in many of the cases that we're tal ki ng about,

25

when one goes through that process, they would see that cases
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1

like the ones who have been described today -- Ms. Riggs or

2

1i ke the one in the documentary or Dr. Morri s descri bed --

3

one would very likely go through that process and say, "This

4

is actually the best choice," if this person is requesting

5

it, that there are not ethical reasons to weigh against that.

6

Q.

7

some more of your qualifications to make it clear to the

8

court, you stated that you had clinical practice experience

9

for about twenty years or so; right?

Thank you.

So just -- very end --

I

just want to give

10

A.

Forty.

11

Q.

Forty years.

12

So in that experience or in that time, how many

13

evaluations -- how many times have you had to determine if

14

somebody is mentally competent?

15

A.

16

ai din dyi ng.

17

Q.

But how many times generally?

18

A.

Dozens.

19

was a civil commitment process and done consultation when I

20

have been on call at the hospital that included determining

21

whether someone had the ability to make certain decisions for

22

themselves.

23

Health Division and so I had to deal with developing policies

24

and processes for making those kinds of decisions, you know,

25

dealing with things in our State Hospital system, as well as

okay.

Sorry.

oh, a number of times.

Yes, forty.

All right.

only once in relation to the

I have worked in court situations where there

I was the medical director for Oregon Mental
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in the acute psychiatric hospitals.
I guess in preparing for this hearing I hadn't

2

because I don't deal with this issue on a

3

thought

4

day-to-day basis, but I had dealt with it a lot when the law

5

first passed in '94, and the second initiative position was

6

in '96, and in the paper that we did, and then the various

7

other policy processes that I have been involved with, the

8

breadth of my experience in terms of being involved both at

9

the policy level and by just circumstance being in oregon

10

when this law has been enacted and seeing what the impact of

11

the law has been.

12

through this process, but also in increasing the dialogue in

13

our medical community about improving end-of-life care,

14

improving hospice care, improving pain management, leaving

15

our Board of Medical Examiners to have more clear policies

16

about undertreatment as well as overtreatment with pain

17

medication.

18

knowledgeable persons in the country about this particular

19

issue in terms of policy-related things, not in terms of just

20

the clinical side.

21

Q.

22

as well?

23

A.

Impact not just on people who have gone

I think I'm probably one of the more

Have you reviewed a body of literature on this subject
Yes, I have.

24

MS. SMITH:

I have no further questions.

25

THE COURT:

All right.
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MS. SMITH:

1

oh, my esteemed co-counsel has said

2

she thi nks we shoul d break for 1 unch and then ask more

3

questi ons.

4

THE COURT:

5

this point in time --

6

MS. SMITH:

I'm not resting.

7

THE COURT:

-- but we are going to break for

8

All right.

So you're not resting at
I take it back.

lunch.

9

All right.

We will break for lunch.

10

in recess until 1:30.

11

we're expecting about 250 jurors at 1:45, so my suggestion,

12

certainly for counsel, is that you are in line downstairs in

l3

time, obviously, to get back to the courtroom on time.

It'S

The Court will be

important that you-all know that

And for members of the public, I mean, you are not

14
15

prohibited in any way from coming in and out while court is

16

in session, as long as people are doing that quietly, of

17

course, but I just wanted everybody to know about that.

18

So at this point we can go off the record.

19

(NOTE:

Recess was taken from
12:10 p.m. until 1:35 p.m.)

20
21

THE COURT:

All right.

continue please.

22

Ms. SMITH:

So, Your Honor, I wanted to make one

23

thing clear.

We discussed with co-counselor opposing

24

counsel

we've got a lot of co-counsels, is part of the

25

problem

so we discussed with opposing counsel, that
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opposing counsel is stipulating to our experts as being

2

experts for that purpose.

3

that.
THE COURT:

4

I just wanted to let you know

okay.

So if I'm understanding you

5

correctly, clearly, you are asking the Court to recognize

6

Dr. pollack as an expert?

7

MS. SMITH:

Yes.

8

THE COURT:

And he shall be so recognized.

9
10

you asking to recognize Dr. Morris as an expert?

Are

she is a

named party.

11

MS. SMITH:

We're asking her as a plaintiff.

12

THE COURT:

All right.

14

MS. SMITH:

Gideonse.

15

THE COURT:

-- Dr. Gideonse.

16

MS. SMITH:

And you sai d you accept Dr. pollack as

THE COURT:

Yes.

13

17

So Dr. pollack, Dr. I<ress,

and Dr.
All right.

an expert?

18

(BY MS. SMITH)

I have just a couple follow-up

19

Q.

20

questions for you, Dr. pollack.

21

impact on the loved ones of people who commit suicide

22

different from the impact on loved ones of people who choose

Just to clarify, is the

!I

23

aid in dying?

24

A.

25

relates in part to what I had described earlier about the

Yes, it is.

,I

. 1

There's a significant difference.

It
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1

difference between suicide and aid in dying, partly due to

2

the fact that suicide is often an impulsive and solitary act.

3

The loved ones are, more often than not, either unaware or

4

not informed, or even if they have been concerned about their

5

loved one being depressed or intermittently suicidal, when it

6

happens, they're shocked and can go through a range of

7

psychological reactions, most of them negative, that involve

8

blame or shame or guilt or anger, surprise, but in a negative

9

way.

And those reactions, either turned inward towards the

10

family member by themselves, or toward someone else, whether

11

it's the person who committed suicide or some external

12

factor; whether it's an individual or a group or something

13

else that they can choose to put the responsibility on for

14

this horrible thing having happened.

15

Whereas with aid in dying, the people who seemed to go

16

through that, in the study that

17

they really don't have much in the way of psychological

18

consequences that are negative.

19

compared them with people who had relatives who died of

20

similar conditions, just to see whether there was any

21

difference based on the hypothetical premise that aid in

22

dying would cause more psychological anguish and reactions in

23

people, and they showed, indeed, it didn't.

24

people who went through that practice with their loved one

25

who had the terminal illness were, as I said before, more

I

was citing, showed that
The study that was done

And, in fact,

I

I
I!
I
,
I
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1

prepared for the death of their loved one and, in a sense,

2

more at peace.

3

Q.

In your expert opinion, is aid in dying suicide?

4

A.

NO, it i s not.

5

Q.

And in your opinion, is the physician's act of

6

prescribing the medication assisting suicide?

7

A.

8

1998 where we spent all of two paragraphs saying:

9

why it's preferable to use something different than the

10

concept of suicide or assisted suicide for this process

11

because it's really aiding the death process.

12

already in the process of dying and it is simply facilitating

13

or hastening that process.

No, it is not.

And I'll cite the paper we wrote in
Here is

I

The person is

II
i I1

I
I

14

MS. SMITH:

Thank you.

, 1

15

MR. FUQUA:

Your Honor, before we get started,

!

16

just one thing I did want to make sure that we're all clear

17

on.

18

witness' expert opinion, what field?
We would like him to be recognized as

20

a qualified expert as a psychiatrist as it pertains to

21

end-of-life care and decision-making.
MR. FUQUA:

22

23

That's about what I expected.

I

t i~
f

I

I
•

I just

wanted to make sure we were all on the same page.
THE COURT:

24

25

I

In light of the question counsel asked about this
MS. SMITH:

19

I

All right.

III

II
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,

I

CROSS-EXAMINATION BY MR. FUQUA

1

Doctor, I want to talk with you, hopefully, in a

2

Q.

3

targeted way about the opinions that you have just expressed

4

about aid in dying not being suicide and about the act of

5

writing a prescription for aid in dying not being assisting a

6

suicide.

7

would it be fair to characterize that as a psychological

8

opinion? And when I say that, I don't mean an opinion that

9

evidences some principle of psychology, but an opinion in

Your opinion that aid in dying is not suicide,

II

10

your capacity as an expert in the field of psychology.

11

A.

First of all, I'm an expert in the field of psychiatry.

12

Q.

I'm sorry.

13

A.

And, secondly, I would say more it's a medical opinion.

14

I

15

patients irrespective of what kind of healthcare condition

16

they have and what the process of chronic illnesses and

17

terminal illnesses are.

18

Q.

19

opinion as a medical opinion?

20

A.

That's correct.

21

Q.

It's certainly not intended to be a legal opinion, is

22

it?

23

A.

24

don't think.

25

Q.

i

see this in relation to the medical process of caring for

Okay.

!

I
,

!

So it would be fair for me to characterize that

I
I

I,
I

I
I don't have the credenti a1s to make a 1ega1 opi ni on, I

~I

i
I

I appreciate your candor.

,i

I would agree with you on
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1

that.

The difference you elucidated this morning, I picked

2

up anyway, is based on a number of factors -- and you will

3

know these better than I do -- but one thing you mentioned is

4

the patient's state of mind; correct?

5

A.

Yes.

6

Q.

The physical condition of the patient?

7

A.

Yes.

8

Q.

The consequences of the two different acts on those who

9

survive the person who has died?

10

A.

Those are factors to be considered.

11

Q.

Is another one of those factors the collaboration --

12

guess this is pretty closely related to the last one that we

13

j ust tal ked about -- but co 11 aborati on between the person

14

taking the act and that person's support of family members

15

and fri ends?

16

A.

17

by the law that a person has to have other people involved in

18

their care other than their treating physician.

19

have family members involved.

20

Q.

21

A.

okay.

22

Q.

I

23

which you were offering your medical opinion that aid in

24

dying is not suicide.

25

A.

Yes.

I

I

Although I must say I don't think it is required
They may not

don't mean to suggest that it does, Dr. Pollack.
just wanted to make sure I understood the bases on

Yes.
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Do you have any understanding of the pharmacological

1

Q.

2

effect of taking the dosage of seconal that is typically

3

taken when prescribed in oregon pursuant to the Death with

4

Dignity Act?

5

A.

6

pharmacologist or psychopharmacologist, even, I do understand

7

the processes.

8

Q.

What is your understanding?

9

A.

well, the barbiturates sedate central nervous system

I have a general understanding of it.

Not being a

10

depressing qualities so that they will slow down the bodily

11

functions of respiration, heart rate, and so forth.

12

high enough dose, they will lead to a person going into a

13

comatose state.

14

Q.

15

in a high-end dosage, is it fair to say that they will

16

And in a

When you say that they will slow down those processes

!
1

17

A.

18

coexistence of other pathological processes that the person

19

is experiencing, whether it's not functioning as effectively

20

in terms of respiration or their heart rate or something

21

else, dependi ng on the ki nd of ill ness that they have and the

22

presence or absence of excess fluids and other complications

23

of the illnesses or the other treatments that they're

24

getting, the administration of those medications may

25

collaborate or combine or in some synergistic way contribute

They may, because of
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It will contribute to it.
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1

to the death of that person or to the cessation of certain

2

functions.

3

Q.

4

the underlying condition would -- I think -- I don't know if

5

you said accelerate.

6

A.

I didn't say accelerate.

7

Q.

okay.

8

circumstances you just described, the underlying condition

9

works in conjunction with the barbiturate to cease something

under the circumstances you have just described, where
I may just be making that word up.

Then I am just making that word up.

But in the

10

like respiration, there isn't really any way to tell which of

11

those two things resulted in the death of the patient, is

12

there?

13

A.

14

to discern which had how much proportionate impact.

15

Q.

NOW,

16

A.

Impossible.

17

Q.

-- it implies to me -- okay.

18

difficult; it would be impossible?

19

A.

20

possible, in my view, to -- whatever the method would be, it

21

might be very expensive to figure out what that was.

22

Q.

23

because of what you consider the expense to be involved in

24

maid ng that determi nati on?

25

A.

It would be very difficult, as far as I understand it,
when you say very difficult --

probably.

so not just very

And not worth the effort if it were
i
"

When you say "it's not worth the effort," that's

It's also because it's kind of a moot point.
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1

Q.

But what if legally it wasn't a moot point, Doctor?

2

A.

I don't know whether it's a legal moot point or not.

3

I'm just saying in terms of the medical system, it would be

4

less relevant than the person has now expired.

5

Q.

6

wasn't the question I asked.

7

A.

okay.

8

Q.

If it did make a difference legally, is it still your

9

opinion that it wouldn't be worth it to find out?

I appreciate that but, respectfully, Doctor, that

I don't know how to answer that.

I don't know how you

10

A.

11

would value the level of worth in relation to a legal

12

opi ni on.

13

Q.

14

who seek aid in dying present differently than people who are

15

suicidal or at least have expressed suicidal thoughts.

16

A.

Yes.

17

Q.

DO you remember that testimony?

18

A.

Yes.

19

Q.

When you say "they present differently," you don't mean

20

that they show different psychiatric or psychological

21

symptoms? At 1east I thi nk that woul d be the wrong word

22

because that sort of implies there would be a condition that

23

the symptoms were symptomatic of.

24

exhibit different psychological or psychiatric profiles? Is

25

that a fair way of putting it?

Sure.

You described this morning earlier how people

But do you mean that they
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No, I don't think that's what I meant.

I think -- if

1

A.

2

you're asking me to distinguish those who are suicidal from

3

those who are requesting aid in dying --

4

Q.

Yes.

5

A.

-- and how they present, there's a qualifying issue

6

here in terms of when this presentation is that you're

7

talking about.

8

consider requesting aid in dying and they've considered that

9

that's something that they want to do, the way they present

I'm talking about once someone has started to

10

is in relation to, "This seems like a choice I either want to

11

do or I want to consider doing," and that's very different

!\
i

!

12

than someone who is suicidal which, more often than not -- in

~

13

fact, I can't imagine when it's not a product of a

i,
!

14

psychiatric illness; that the person who is suicidal has

15

probably a major depressive disorder or some other

16

psychiatric disorder or a complication of a psychological

17

adaptation to some other illness and it is leading them to be

18

overwhe 1med by both thei r emoti ona1 feel i ngs and thei r sense

19

of hopelessness.

20

Q.

21

fair to characterize the way that a person with suicidal

22

thoughts presents as "symptoms"?

23

A.

24

one of the symptoms that they have.

25

Q.

So based on that, it sounds like it might actually be

Yes.
Right.

A person who is suicidal -- suicidal thinking is
I would like to talk to you a little bit about
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1

the nomenclature

2

A.

sure.

3

Q.

--

4

use of the label "aid in dying," even something like

5

"withdrawal treatment."

6

the medical community to differentiate between different

7

kinds of suicides? Those that involve the kinds of things

8

that you're talking about with people who present with

9

suicidal ideation and suicides of the people who do not

about the use of the 1abel "assi sted sui ci de," the
would it be possible for purposes of

10

present with those symptoms but are, instead, the kind of

11

people who are seeking aid in dying?

12

A.

13

don't think my use of the term "suicide" includes people who

14

are not psychiatrically ill and who are already in the

15

process of dying.

16

Q.

17

"suicide" includes those people?

18

A.

I said it does not include.

19

Q,

Does not.

20

expected you to say.

21

correctly.

22

more abstract than that.

23

nomenclature to express a psychiatric idea; correct?

24

A.

Yes.

25

Q.

I guess what I'm asking is, does it matter what the

I wouldn't use the same terms that you're using.

I'm sorry.

I

I think you just said your use of the term

okay.

Thank you.

That's what I would have

I just wanted to make sure I heard you

But the question I'm asking is maybe a little bit

I

I mean, you use particular

i

!
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1

particular nomenclature you use is so long as the

2

understanding in the medical and psychiatric community is

3

what you have just expressed? DO you understand what I'm

4

asking?

5

A.

6

that represented a concept and everyone sai d, "Yes, we can

7

use that word for it and we will," okay.

8

can we apply -- you were saying a little while ago, can there

9

be different types of suicide? There may be different types

well, I'm not entirely sure if we invented a new word
If you're saying

10

of suicide, but of the various types of suicide that I can

11

conceive of, the person who's requesting aid in dying doesn't

12

fit within that range of types of suicide.

13

Q.

14

mentioned first, where you were just talking about having

15

sort of created a phrase that the medical community has

16

adopted.

17

A.

uh-huh.

18

Q.

And do you think that's a fair way of characterizing

19

what's happened with the phrase "aid in dying"?

20

A.

21

has been a relatively more recent phenomenon in terms of the

22

healthcare interventions or responses to these end-of-life

23

conditi ons.

24

Q.

25

recent those changes are.

I think what I was really getting at is what you

I
II

II

I

I think it has become a more apt description of what

I'd like to talk with you just a little bit about how
I thi nk you testi fi ed earl i er,
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from what I can glean from your cv, you were in oregon in

2

1994 and 1996 --

3

A.

That's correct.

4

Q.

-- when these laws were passed; correct?

5

A.

Yes.

6

Q.

NOW,

7

passed, isn't it true that the popular -- the popularly and

8

the medically used terminology was "physician-assisted

9

suicide"?

in 1994 and in 1996, both, when that law was

10

A.

I believe that is true.

11

Q.

And isn't it also fair to say that that phrase has been

12

used, just within the last few years, in the literature on

13

the sUbject?

14

A.

15

that I described a paper that a colleague of mine, David

16

smith, and I wrote that was published in 1998 in which we

17

sai d, "Here are reasons why we thi nk 'assi sted sui ci de' is an

18

inappropriate term for this process, and 'aid in dying' or

19

'physician aid in dying' is more apt."

20

some of the papers that one of my colleagues, Linda Ganzini,

21

from the same department of psychiatry that I'm in at the

22

oregon Health and science University has written -- I was

23

reviewing papers, obviously, for this case and I noticed that

24

in a paper she wrote in, I think, 2001 she used the term

25

"physi ci an-assi sted sui ci de" fai rly frequently.

It's been used with less frequency.

And you may recall

If you look simply at
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In a more recent article in 2009, there was virtually

2

no reference to that term and more reference to "aid in

3

dying."

4

have been shifting their terminology, some more promptly than

5

others.

6

Q.

7

using the different phrase to describe the same conduct; is

8

that correct?

9

A.

Yes.

10

Q.

It might express a slightly different idea, but it's

11

describing the same conduct; correct?

12

A.

13

actually is a more apt and --

14

Q.

Sure.

15

A.

-- descriptive, more accurate description of what has

16

previ ousl y been call ed "phys; c; an-assi sted sui ci de. "

17

Q.

18

article -- when you said you had reviewed articles in

19

preparation of this case, by any chance is one of those

20

articles, Differentiating suicide From Life-Ending Acts and

21

End-of-Life Decisions:

22

Disease and Dialysis?

23

A.

By Bostwick and cohen?

24

Q.

Yes, si r.

25

A.

Yes.

And I think she and other researchers in the field

But just to be clear, that shift in terminology is

It's describing the same conduct and saying, This

No, and I understand that.

Are you familiar with the

A Model Based on Chronic Kidney
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pub 1i shed in, looks 1i ke, psychosomatics in the

1

Q.

2

January-February 2009 issue?

3

A.

I read that paper.
MR. FUQUA:

Your Honor, may I approach the

6

THE COURT:

Excuse me?

7

MR. FUQUA:

May I approach the witness?

8

THE COURT:

You may, yes.

9

MR. FUQUA:

counsel, this is the chart that I'm

4

5

witness?

10

going to be talking about.

11

Q.

12

only have the one copy.

13

A.

That's okay.

14

Q.

It's my failure in preparation, but what it means is I

15

may have to stand a little bit closer to you than you

16

appreciate.

17

we were just discussing?

18

A.

It does.

19

Q.

I just want to ask you a couple of quick questions.

20

NOW, actually, before I get too deep into the specific text,

21

I want to point you to what the authors in this article did,

22

which was construct a 2 by 2 matrix; all right?

23

got a four --

24

A.

A four-quadrant grid.

2S

Q.

-- quadrant grid, and they put different kinds of

(BY MR. FUQUA)

I apologize, Doctor, in advance.

I

Does this appear to you to be the article that

so you've
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1

end-of-life scenarios into those four quadrants.

2

A.

uh-huh.

3

Q.

And one of them -- one of those quadrants they

4

describe -- here, make sure I'm reading this correctly

5

"Deaths that occur after withdrawing or withholding treatment

6

when the achievement of an acceptable quality of ongoing life

7

is considered futile."

8

A.

Did I read that correctly?

uh-huh.
THE COURT:

9

10

Yes or no?

THE WITNESS:
(BY MR. FUQUA)

Yes, I'm sorry.
following along here, "Also in the

11

Q.

12

fourth quadrant" -- the quadrant we were just describing --

13

"is the small number of deaths that follow assisted dying."

14

Do you see that?

15

A.

Yes, I see that.

16

Q.

And they further describe that as:

17

dyi ng "i ncl udes both voluntary euthanasi a (whi ch is i 11 ega 1

18

in the united states) and 'physician-assisted suicide' (which

19

is presently only in oregon and now in Montana and washington

20

state, where voters recently endorsed it in the 2008

21

election) in which the physician gives the patient a

22

prescription for a lethal amount of medication after he or

23

she has gone through a protocol"

24

THE COURT:

You're speaking too fast.

25

MR. FUQUA:

I'm actually surprised that's the

SO

The term assisted
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1

first time this has happened.

2

sai d much so far.

3

Maybe it's because I haven't

Do you need me to back up?

4

COURT REPORTER:

5

MR. FUQUA:
(BY MR. FUQUA)

If you'd back up a sentence.

I'm sorry.
starting with confirming, "confirming

6

Q.

7

that he or she is maki ng a free and competent deci si on to

8

hasten death."

9

A.

You did.

10

Q.

And finally, "Neither method of assisted dying should

11

be confused with withdrawal or withholding of life-support

12

treatments."

13

A.

Yes.

14

Q.

Yes, of course.

15

A.

Just to refresh my memory about it.

16

Q.

In fact, I'll let you hang onto that.

I

17

A.

Okay.

I

18

Q.

sO I understand you were testifying earlier that your

19

colleague had written a paper in 2001 --

20

A.

uh-huh.

21

Q.

-- that uses the phrase "physi ci an-assi sted sui ci de"

22

with some liberality, and in 2009 there was a similar article

23

that didn't use the phrase, or at least didn't use it nearly

24

as frequentl y?

25

A.

Did I read all that correctly?

Did I read that part correctly?
Can I see the front of the article for a second?

!

I
I
1
j

That's correct.
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But here in 2009, this same year, we do see an article

1

Q.

2

that describes the conduct of aid in dying as

3

physician-assisted suicide; correct?

4

A.

That is correct.

5

Q.

we've kind of talked about this a little bit before,

6

but I understand -- I understand, Doctor -- at 1east I thi nk

7

I do -- the reason that you've given for why aid in dying is

8

a more apt term to describe the conduct of physician-assisted

9

suicide and that, of course, centers on using the phrase, or
;,

10

word rather, "suicide"; correct?

11

A.

That's in large part correct.

12

Q.

But, again, when your colleague wrote that paper in

13

2001 and then the second paper in 2009, she used two

14

different terms to describe the same conduct; namely, the

15

provision of medication to a patient so that the patient can

16

take that medication to end his or her life; is that true?

17

A.

18
19
20

21

That's correct.
MR. FUQUA:

I have nothing further.

If I could

retrieve my exhibit.
THE COURT:

If that's an exhibit, then I think we

should mark it and leave it.

22

MR. FUQUA:

23

entirely up to them, YOUr Honor.

24

into evidence.

25

)

THE COURT:

I say "exhibit." That will be

okay.

I do not intend to enter it

Then retrieve your article.
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MR. FUQUA:

1

Thank you.

2

I appreciate your time.

THE COURT:

3

Thank you.
Redirect.

RECROSS-EXAMINATION BY MS. SMITH

4

Briefly, regarding the evolution of the terminology,

5

Q.

6

are you aware that medical organizations have rejected the

7

term "physician-assisted suicide"?

8

A.

I believe so, yes.

9

Q.

And can you -- and that some of these include the

10

American public Health Association?

11

A.

12

national healthcare organizations that either involve social

13

workers or psychologists or state organizations that have

14

taken a similar position.

15

I know a number of professional health-related organizations

16

have taken positions, both on the terminology, as well as

17

their position in relation to supporting the concept.

18

Q.

19

supporting the concept?

20

A.

21

Association position paper they've developed has endorsed

22

this as an appropriate policy for states to adopt to allow

23

the option for people to have the right to engage in or

24

accept aid in dying in these circumscribed cases where

25

they're imminently going to die from a terminal illness.

public Health Association.

I believe there may be

I can't name the precise ones, but

And so how -- what -- how have they taken a stand on
I think, for example, the American public Health
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1

MS. SMITH:

Thank you.

2

THE COURT:

So just so I can be, I don't know,

3

sort of -- perhaps try and get a succinct definition in my

4

mind, this -- it sounds like what you're describing is a --

5

what's the word I want to use?

6

accepted terminology within the medical community.

7

what -- if I understand it, that's what you're testifying you

8

believe has happened or is happening?

9

THE WITNESS:

Yes.

-- a change over time and an

That is true.

That's

I believe that

10

when concepts emerge in healthcare practice, they may be

11

similar to something that people have seen before and they

12

may make a miscalculation in terms of what they call it, and

13

then over time the community of clinicians will accept

14

something as being a more effective term or definition for

15

that concept or process.

16

in this paper or other clinicians who are thinking about,

17

"What shall we call it?" are thinking in terms of "what

18

should the legal term be?" They're thinking more in terms of

19

the clinical process and what we describe as that.

20

fact that one or more researcher uses the term "assisted

21

suicide" in a paper doesn't mean, ah-ha, therefore, it's

22

physician-assisted suicide for legal purposes.

23

24
25

THE COURT:

But I don't think these researchers

But the

I think the researchers would probably

not really want to bother with what the legal term of it is.
THE WITNESS:

Absolutely.
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1

THE COURT:

So I was actually thinking over lunch

2

and I was trying -- because I was thinking about this whole

3

topic of the term, and I was trying to come up, in my mind,

4

with other examples.

5

up with that -- and I don't think it's a good analogy -- but

6

I'm thi nki ng of what we used to call "menta11 y retarded," now

7

we have the word "deve 1opmenta1 di sab1ed" and we have all

8

gradations as opposed to this broad category of someone who

9

we would term "mentally slow."

10

And sort of the only thing I could come

mean, you're a bioethicist.

11

THE WITNESS:

12

THE COURT:

13

But I was just wondering, I

Yes.
But is there anything else that comes

to your mind when you think about that concept?

14

THE WITNESS:

15

THE COURT:

16

THE WITNESS:

Sure.
What?
There are a lot of terms that have

17

fallen out of favor for a variety of reasons whether there

18

were pejorative associations with them.

19

"senility" is not used as much now and we talk about people

20

who have dementi ng illnesses, and not everyone who is old is

21

senile necessarily.

22

with certain terms, and what does it really mean? And here's

23

where -- you know, suicide is a lack of precision in terms of

24

what's being used here in terms

25

similar things in regard to gender identity, sexual

Like the term

And the lack of precision is associated

in relation to that.
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orientation, there are terms that have been used in those

2

areas that have been either flagrantly pejorative or have

3

been confusing in their use.

4

imagine, as well, but those are examples.
THE COURT:

5

okay.

There are other areas, I
And when we -- I think one of

6

the first things you talked about was, I think, the DSM V.

7

And the DSM

V

actually defines suicidal ideation as a --

8

THE WITNESS:

9

THE COURT:

10

THE WITNESS:

11

THE COURT:

12

Symptom.
pardon?
As a symptom.
As a symptom.

So it's not a diagnosis

on its own; it's a symptom?
THE WITNESS:

13

No, it's a symptom.

It can be a

14

symptom of a number of different conditions, a number of

15

different diagnoses.

16

THE COURT:

okay.

17

THE WITNESS:

18

part of the symptom constellation

19

THE COURT:

20

THE WITNESS:

21

THE COURT:

You can have suicidal ideation as
okay.
-- that makes it that diagnosis.
All right.

Let me make sure I don't

22

have any other questions.

If you will just give me one

23

second.

24

answer to this, but just for the record, you had talked

25

when you were talking about -- let me find the word that you

And I just want to make sure -- I think I know the
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1

used.

You tal ked about basi call y when somebody has what I

2

would call a "durable healthcare power of attorney" for

3

someone to make healthcare decisions.

4

has that can't make this decision for them, can they?
THE WITNESS:

5

But that person who

NO, I don't think so.

There are

6

circumstances where a person can construct what we either

7

call an "advanced di rective"

8

THE COURT:

9

THE WITNESS:

Ij
,i
1

Right.
-- or in the context of working with

10

their physician there's a process that began in Oregon and

11

spread to many other states called POLST, P-O-L-S-T, which

12

stands for "physi ci an's orders for

13

Treatment," that the patient works out with the physician

14

after a conversation about how they want to proceed with

15

their end-of-life planning.

16

they fill out and the physician signs, and it carries more

17

weight than an advanced directive.

18

I

L ife-sustai ning

And this is a specific form that

An advanced directive is simply a declaration that the

19

patient makes about, "In the event I go to a hospital or I

20

have thi s ki nd of ci rcumstance, thi sis what I prefer to have

21

happen."

22

cases the hospital the person ends up at, they can't find the

23

advanced directive, or if they get the advanced directive,

24

they don't acknowledge it or honor it because of their

25

concerns about medical/legal things.

And what people have found is that in a lot of
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THE COURT:

2

THE WITNESS:

Yeah.
So the POLST process has been one

3

that has really gotten beyond that and it's really helped.

4

oregon actually has a central database they keep of the POLST

5

forms for many people that our Center for Ethics in

6

Healthcare helped to develop.

7

But bacl< to your question about this.

These are

8

processes that might then include the appointment of someone

9

as either a personal or medical representative or healthcare

10

representative or having durable power of attorney, different

11

terms used in different places for different functions, but

12

that person would not have the ability to exercise the

13

administration of medication for aid in dying.

14

explicitly for the person who is the patient to administer,

15

se 1f-admi ni ster, take that medi cati on.

16

a place where they can still have the competence to both

17

understand what they're doing and that the function of these

18

medications will be to hasten their death and that they

19

voluntarily and autonomously self-administer the medication.

20

THE COURT:

It's

so they have to be in

oregon, of course, has a statute that

21

defines some of the parameters of this.

22

understood Dr. Morris' testimony correctly -- and you were

23

here when she testified

24

THE WITNESS:

25

I believe if I

I came -- I was out in the

antechamber for part of it, but I came in during the latter
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1

part, yes.
THE COURT:

2

I

believe she testified, if I'm not

3

mischaracterizing her testimony, that she believes that there

4

is a sufficient body of -- that's a bad word.

5

say a suffi ci ent body of medi cal protocol.

6

that's what you-all would call it -- but there are sufficient

7

protocols that have been developed over time that, because of

8

the oregon experience, I guess, that would define a

9

physician's rol e in this without all the statutory

10

parameters.

I don't thi nk

Do you believe that?
THE WITNESS:

11

I was going to

Let me think about that.

I think

12

so, yeah.

13

had the issue in oregon, there were kind of -- there was a

14

process known as the "double effect."

15

been introduced here or not, but where physicians would, in a

16

sense, treat the person with pain medication, because that

17

was a symptom, knowi ng that the re was a possi bil i ty that the

18

side effect of that pain medication would oversedate them.

19

And that was kind of a back-door way of peopl e doi ng

20

something that others felt should be more overt, and that if

21

that's what we're doi ng, 1et' s acknowl edge it.

22

both before the Oregon law passed and since then, there has

23

been more attention to:

24

that is part of why in oregon, since 1994, we have had a

2S

dramatic improvement in end-of-life care by the provision of

I

think there's a common -- look, before we even
I don't know if it's

And I thi nk

What is the physician's role? And
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1

both hospice care in facilities, as well as visiting hospice

2

workers and palliative care processes and better attention to

3

the alleviation of the symptoms that are associated with

4

terminal illness, such that our medical board will sanction

5

physicians for undertreating pain as much as they would for

6

people overtreating certain symptoms.

7

behavior for a medical board around the country.

8
9

And that's a new

I am guessing that other medical boards are adopting
that set of standards as well, although I don't know.

so,

10

yes, I think the evolution of standards of practice and

11

clarification of what is a physician's role has spread beyond

12

the borders of oregon and other states who either statutorily

I

13

have this or are considering it.

14

THE COURT:

I

15

THE WITNESS:

I

THE COURT:

19

THE WITNESS:

20

THE COURT:
MS. IVES:

22

25

, I
!

Thank you.
Thank you.

I

You may step down.

call your next witness, please.

21

24

I think they are more medically

imposed.

18

23

i,

for physicians statutorily imposed or medically imposed?

16

17

In your opinion, are most standards

(NOTE:

plaintiffs call Adrienne Dare.

witness is sworn.)
THE COURT:

please be seated.

counsel, just so you know, I need to take a break right
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The Changing Legal Climate for Physician Aid
in Dying
an advance directive statute in california.scourts and legislatures concluded that patients may reject their physloans' treatment recommendations even when treat·
ment is necessary to prolong life.
Recognition of the right to refuse life-sustaining care
reflected asocietal consensus thatpeopJe should beable
to decline treatment when they are suffering greatly
from irreversible and severe illness. In such cases, the
burdens of continued treatment may easily outweigh the
benefits. and people should not be forced to endure a
prolonged and undignified dying process.6What Is a iti·
cal about the right is the desire to protect seriously ill
people from intolerable suffering.
How is it possible to dedde when someone's Illness is serious enough that treatment can be refused?
The Qufn/ancase conduded that the right to refuse lifesustaining treatment should exist when the patient's
prognosis becomes very grim.4
However. this approach raises serious problems. If
judges must decide when a patient is so sIck that the pa·
tient can refuse life-sustaining treatment. then the government ends up deciding who must live and who may
die based on judgments about a person's quality of life.
Thisapproach would possibly Jead to "death panels. Accordingty.latercourts concJuded that decisions whether to accept or refuse treat·
ment "must ultimately belong to the one
By restricting aid in dying to competent
whose life is in issue,"?
Atthough it ispossible that someone
and terminally ill adults, the law can
will refuse life·sustalnlng treatment in the
ease the dying process for patients, and
absenceofaseriousillness. thatrarelyhaptheir families, and avoid the potential
pens. Moreover. when such refusalsoccll".
they typically reflect important religiOUS
for the mistreatment of patients.
be{lefs, as when a Jehovah's Witness reo
fusesa blaootransfusion.tnshort. itispos'
though patients can suffer greatly from disease before sible to avoid having the government make quality-of·1 ife
their final days. the 5 states have limited recognition of decisions and stili be confident that life· sustainIng treat·
aid In dying to patients with an incurable condition that mentwillberefused by patients only in situations In which
will likely result in death within 6 months2 or within a that option is warranted.
"relatively short time,'·3
Although a right to refuse treatment did notgo too
This convergence on aright only for terminally ill per· far in allowing death-causIng actions, many people felt
sons toaid in dying is nocoinddence.lndeed. it reflects it did not go far enough. For instance. some patients are
a long·standing progression in end·at·llfe law. Society seriously III and suffering greatly from widely metalimits aid in dyingto terminally ill patients to ensure that static cancer or other advanced diseases. but are not dethe practice is available only for individuals whose can· pendent on life·sustaining treatment, For those pa·
ditions might justify this option last resort. The his- tients. aid in dying can be an important option.
tory of end-of-life law is instructive.
However. there are real risks if patients are allowed
Atonetime, itwas notclearwhether patients could to receive a prescription for a lethal dose of medica·
hasten death by refusing life'sustaining medical treat· tionA Not all patients who would ask for a prescription
ment. ln the view of many people. turning off a ventila- would be suffering from an irreversible and severe illtor. stopping dialysis. or discontinuing artifidalfeeding ness. Some might have become tired of life. depressed.
was an act of killing and should be unlawful. But begin· or feel that that their life has insufficient meaning. Acning in 1976 with the Quintan case in New Jersey4 and cordingly, a right to aId in dying could be recognized only
While once widely rejected as a health care option.
physician aid in dying Is receiving Increased recognition as a response to the suffering of patients at the
end of life. With aid in dying. a physican writes a prescription for life-ending medication for an eligible
patient. Following the recommendation of the American Public Health Association. the term aid ;n dying
rather than "assisted suicide is used to describe the
practice. 1 In this Viewpoint. we describe the changing
legal climate for physician aid in dying occurring in
several states (Table),
Voters in Oregon and Washington havelegalized aid
in dying by public referendum. legislators in Vermont
have done so by statutory enactment. and courts in Mon·
tana and New Mexico have done so by judicial rulings.
Support for aid In dying is increasing. and it would not
be surprislngtoseevoters.legislators. or courts in other
states approve the practice. Indeed. in their 2014 sessions. at least 6 state legislatures considered proposals
similar to the Vermont statute.
Although different states have authorized aid in dy·
ing through different legal routes. they all have extended the right to the same class of patientsmentally competent adults who are terminally ill. Even
M

M

or
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Table. States Currently LegalizingAld in DyIng forMentailyCompetent, Tennlnal'y III Adults
State
Oregon

Year of Legalization
1994 and 1997

Path of RecognItion
Public referenda

with assurances that access would be limIted to patients who are
truly seriously ill. In addition, as with the withdrawal of treatment,
the government could not impose limits by making quality-oF-life
judgments.
Theterml nal"'ness requirement provides the right kind oflimit
for aid in dying. It does not empower the government to make quality·of·life judgments. and It restricts the practice to patients who are
suffering from irreversible and severe disease.s
Th~ Is not just a matter of theory. Oregon has had more than
15 years of experience with aid in dying limited to the terminally ill,
and the state's experience has been reassuring. Aid In dying Is
used rarely by dying patients-less than one-half.of1% of deaths
result from the practice (less than 100 patients annually). Approxi·
mately 80% of ald·ln·dying patients are terminally 1IJ from cancer,
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and aid-in-dying patients are similar to other dying patients in
terms of sex, race, health Insurance coverage. and hospice enrollment. Moreover. aid-in-dying patients tend to have higher levels
of education than other dying patients. 9 Vulnerable patients are
not succumbing to aid in dying. It Is not surprising that once
Oregon's experience with aid in dying was reassuring. other states
were willing to consider authorizing aid in dying.
Although manycritic:sofaid in dying have been concerned that
legal recognition of the practice would result in a slippery slope to
abuse, those fears have not materialized in Oregon. Washington, or
the other states that have given formal recognition to aid in dying.
By restricting aid in dying to competent and terminally 1IJ adults. the
law can easethedying process for patients, and their families,10 and
avoid the potential for the mistreatment of patients.
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Effect of barriers on the Clifton suspension bridge,
England, on local patterns of suicide: implications
for prevention
OLIVE BENNEWITH. MIKE NOWERS and DAVID GUNNELL

Summary We assessed the effect of

METHOD

the installation of barriers on the Clifton
suspension bridge. Bristol. England. in 1998

on local suicides by jumping. Deaths from
this bridge halved from 8.2 per year
(1994- 1998) to 4.0 per year (1999-2003:

P=0.008). Although 90% ofthe suicides
from the bridge were by males. there was
no evidence of an increase in male suicide
by jumping from other sites in the Bristol
area after the erection ofthe barriers. This
study provides evidence for the
effectiveness of barriers on bridges in
preventing site-specific suicides and
suicides by jumping overall in the
surrounding area.
Declaration of interest

None.

A number of sites around the world, particularly bridges. have gained notoriety as places
from which suicide by jumping is popular
(GuMell & Nowers, 1997). As many acts
of self-harm are impulsive in nature (Mann,
2003), restricting access to commonly used
methods can result in reductions in both
merhod-speclfic and overall swcide rates.
While two studies have found barriers
to be effective in the prevention of suicide
by jumping from particular bridges
(O'Carroll et 01, 1994; Beautrais, 2001)
neither study investigated thoroughly the
effects on suicide by jumping from other
sites nearby and overall suicides. ]n
December 1998, twO metre-high wire
barriers were installed on the main span
of the Clifton suspension bridge in Bristol.
For architectural reasons similar protective
measures were not placed on the buttress
walls at either end of the bridge (a photograph of the bridge is available as a data
supplement to the online version of this
paper). We used local and national suicide
data to assess the effectiveness of these
barriers in suicide prevenrion.

2 ••

The Clifton suspension bridge is located at
the centre of the geographic area served
by the Bristol coroner (Nowers & Gunnell,
1996). The bridge is over 6 km from the
nearest psychiatric hospital; it is 75 m
above the river and the case fatality of
jumps from the bridge is over 95%.
Coroners' inquest files were examined
to obtain infonnation on all suicides occurring in the Bristol area, 5 years before
(1994-1998) and 5 years after (19992003) the installation of the barriers. All
deaths with an inquest verdict of suicide
were included in the study. Records of
deaths given an open, accidental or misadventure verdict by the coroner were also examined, as previous research suggests that
some deaths that are likely to .be suicide
are given such verdicts for legal reasons
(O'Donnell & Farmer, 1995). For cases given these verdicts, vignettes describing the
events leading up to the death were written
(O.B.). The lilcdihood (high, medium, low
or unclear) that these deaths were su icide
was rated independently by D.G. and
M.N .• masked to the year of death. Only
cases rated as medium or high likelihood
were included in the study. Where the
raters disagreed in their initial coding, consensus was reached through discussion. Of
the 451 cases given a verdict other than suicide (open, n=189; accident or misadventure, ,,=260; no verdier, n=2), independent
ratings by D.G. and M.N. resulted in agreement on inclusion or exclusion in 383
(84.9%) cases. After discussion a consensus
on inclusion or exclusion was reached in
the remaining 68 cases. We did not exa mine the coroner's files for accidental acute
alcohol poisonings or deaths from illegal
drug use or methadone poisoning, as determining the possibility of suicide in such
deaths is particularly problematic.
For all cases of suicide information was
obtained on the person's date of death, age
and gender. To compute local and nationat"

rates of suicide, relevant population and
mortality data were obtained from the
Office for National Statistics on: (a) the
number of suicides by jumping in England
and Wale" lCD-to codes X80 and YJO
(World Health Organization, 1992); (b)
the overall number of suicides in England
and Wales: ICD-I0 codes X60-X84.
YIO-Y34 excluding Y33.9 (where verdier
pending); (c) population figures for the
years 1994 to 2003.
Statistical analyses were carried out using
Stata version 8.2 for Windows. Poisson regression was used to compare the number
of deaths by jumping in the years before
and after the construction of the barriers.

RESULTS
There were 987 suicides in the Bristol area
over the 10-year study period. Of these
deaths, 134 (13.6%) were suicides by jumping, 61 from the Clifton suspension bridge.
There were a further 4 deaths where bam
the location of the body or skeletal remains
and indications of trauma suggested that
the person might have fallen from the bridge
(n=3) or from ncarby cliffs (=1). All these
deaths occurred before the barriers were
erected, were given open verdicts and the remains were never identified; none of these
deaths was included in subsequent analyses.
The number of deaths by jumping from
the Clihon suspension bridge halved (from
41 to 20; P=0.008) in the 5 years after
the construction of the barriers compared
with the previous 5 years (Table 1). Ninety
per cenr (55 of 61) of the people who died
in this way were male, and the decline in
deaths was seen in men only.
Before the barriers wete erected (19941998) 30 of the 31 suicides (97%) for
which the site of the jump was recorded
were from the span of the bridge and only
one (3%) from the buttresses. In the subsequent 5 years nearly half (8/17) of the
jumps for which the site was recorded were
from the buttresses where no fencing was in
place. In the 5 years aher the construction
of the barriers there was a non-significant
increase compared with the previous 5
years in the number of deaths by jumping
from sites other than the suspension bridge:
from 6.2 deaths per year to 8.4 deaths per
year (P=0.2). This increase was entirely
due to a rise in female deaths by jumping
- in keeping with nationa l trends in female
suicide by jumping (see Table 1).
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$UICIDE BY JUMPING: PREVENTION

There was a non-significant fall in the
mean number of deaths per year (14.4 to

12.4; P=0.4) by jumping from all sites in
the area across the two study periods. This
fall was due to a reduction in male
(P=O.Ol7) suicides by jumping. There was
an increase in suicides by jumping among

women (p=0.001). There was no change
in the overall rate of suicide among those
resident in the area during the periods before and after the placement of the barriers
on the bridge: mean annual rate 11.2 per

100 000 v. 10.5 per 100 000, difference
-0.7 (95% CI -1.9 to 0.9), P=0.39. This
was the case for both men (difference -1.8
per 100000, 95% CI -1.7 to 0.9) and
women (difference 0.4 per 100 000, 95%
CI -0.9 to 2.1).

DISCUSSION
The number of deaths by jumping from the
Clifton suspension bridge halved following
the installation of the preventive barriers.

OUVE BENNEWlTH, SA, Academic Unit of Psychiatry, Cotham House, Bristol; MIKE NOWERS. MD, fRCPsych,
Avon & Wiltshire Mental Health Partnt!r:5hip. Cossham Hospita~ Kingswood and Department of Social
Medicine, University of Bristol; DAVID GUNNEU. PhD. Department of Social Medicine. University of Bristol.
Bristol,UK.
Correspondence: Professor David Gunnell, Department of Social Medicine,Canynge Hall,
Whiteladies Road, Bristol BS8 2PR; UK.Tel: +44 (0)0117 9287253; fax: +44 (0) 01179287325;
email: D.J.Gunnell@Bristol.ac.uk
(First received

6 June 2006, final revision 6 November 2006. accepted 11 November 2006)

Although there was a decrease overall in

the number of deaths by jumping in the
area among men, this was not the case for
women. However, any impact on female
suicide rates would be expected to be mini·
mal, as only one woman jumped from the
bridge in the 5 years prior to the installa·
rion of the barriers and national data suggest that suicide by jumping among
females is increasing, although the proportional increase across the two study periods
was higher in the Bristol area.
This study provides evidence for the
preventive role of barriers on bridges. There

Table I Suicides by jumping before (1994-98) and after(1999-2003)the Installation of preventive barriers on
the Clit,on ~uspem;ton brJdge
Site of suicide by jumping

1994-1998

1999-2003

Difference In means

P

(95%CI)'

Clifton suspension bridge

All suicides
8.2
Deaths/year. mean
41
Total deaths
Male
8.0
Deaths/year, mean
Total deaths
40
Female
0.2
Deatlu/year, mean
I
Total deaths
Sites in Brjstol other than the suspension bridge
All suIcides
Deathsfyear, mean
6.2
Total deaths
31
Male
5.2
Deaths/year. mean
26
Total deaths
Female
1.0
Deaths/year, mean
Total deaths
5
All sites In England and Wales (rates per 100 000)
0.34
All suiclcles
0.54
Male
0.15
Female

4.0

-4.2 (-5.9 to -1.4)

0.008

20
3.0
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"RG06"
Oregon Public Health Division
Oregon's Death with Dignity Act--2014
Oregon's Death with Dignity Act (DWDA), enacted in late 1997, allows terminally-ill adult Oregonians to
obtain and use prescriptions from their physicians for self-administered, lethal doses of medications.
The Oregon Public Health Division is required by the DWDA to collect compliance information and to
issue an annual report. The key findings from 2014 are presented below. The number of people for
whom DWDA prescriptions were written (DWDA prescription recipients) and the resulting deaths from
the ingestion of prescribed DWDA medications (DWDA deaths) reported in this summary are based on
paperwork and death certificates received by the Oregon Public Health Division as of February 2, 2015.
For more detail, please view the figures and tables on our web site: http://www.healthoregon.org/dwd.

Figure 1: DWDA prescription recipients and deaths*,
by year, Oregon, 1998-2014
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•

As of February 2, 2015, prescriptions for lethal medications were written for 155 people during 2014
under the provisions of the DWDA, compared to 121 during 2013 (Figure 1). At the time of this
report, 105 people had died from ingesting the medications prescribed during 2014 under DWDA.
This corresponds to 31.0 DWDA deaths per 10,000 total deaths.'

Rate per 10,000 deaths calculated using the total number of Oregon resident deaths in 2013 (33,931), the most
recent year for which final death data are avaitable.

1
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Oregon Public Health Division
•

Since the law was passed in 1997, a total of 1,327 people have had DWDA prescriptions written and
859 patients have died from ingesting medications prescribed under the DWDA.

•

Of the 155 patients for whom DWDA prescriptions were written during 2014, 94 (60.6%) ingested
the medication; all 94 patients died from ingesting the medication. No patients that ingested the
medication regained consciousness.

•

Eleven patients with prescriptions written during the previous years (2012 and 2013) died after
ingesting the medication during 2014.

•

Thirty-seven of the 155 patients who received DWDA prescriptions during 2014 did not take the
medications and subsequently died of other causes.

•

Ingestion status is unknown for 24 patients who were prescribed DWDA medications in 2014. For all
of the 24 patients, both death and ingestion status are pending (Figure 2).

•

Of the 105 DWDA deaths during 2014, most (67.6%) were aged 65 years or older. The median age at
death was 72 years. As in previous years, decedents were commonly white (95.2%) and welleducated (47.6% had a least a baccalaureate degree).

•

While most patients had cancer, the percent of patients with cancer in 2014 (68.6%) was lower than
in previous years (79.4%), and the percent with amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS) was higher
(16.2% in 2014, compared to 7.2% in previous years).

•

While similar to previous years that most patients had cancer (68.6%), this percent was lower than
the average for previous years (79.4%); in contrast, the percent of patients with ALS was higher in
2014 (16.2%) than in previous years (7.2%).

•

Most (89.5%) patients died at home, and most (93.0%) were enrolled in hospice care either at the
time the DWDA prescription was written or at the time of death. Excluding unknown cases, all
(100.0%) had some form of health care insurance, although the number of patients who had private
insurance (39.8%) was lower in 2014 than in previous years (62.9%). The number of patients who
had only Medicare or Medicaid insurance was higher than in previous years (60.2% compared to
35.5%).

•

As in previous years, the three most frequently mentioned end-of-life concerns were: loss of
autonomy (91.4%), decreasing ability to participate in activities that made life enjoyable (86.7%),
and loss of dignity (71.4%).

•

Three of the 105 DWDA patients who died during 2014 were referred for formal psychiatric or
psychological evaluation. Prescribing physicians were present at the time of death for 14 patients
(13.9%) during 2014 compared to 15.9% in previous years.

http://public.health,oregon.gov/ProvlderPartnerResources/EvaluationResearch/
DeathwithDlgnityAct/Documents/vear17.pdf
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•

A procedure revision was made in 2010 to standardize reporting on the follow-up questionnaire.
The new procedure accepts information about the time of death and circumstances surrounding
death only when the physician or another health care provider was present at the time of death.
Due to this change, data on time from ingestion to death is available for 20 of the 105 DWDA deaths
during 2014. Among those 20 patients, time from ingestion until death ranged from eleven minutes
to one hour.

•

Eighty-three physicians wrote 155 prescriptions during 2014 (1-12 prescriptions per physician).

•

During 2014, no referrals were made to the Oregon Medical Board for failure to comply with DWDA
requirements.

Figure 2: Summary of DWDA prescriptions written and medications ingested in 2014,
as of February 2, 2015
155 people had prescriptions
written during 2014

11 people with
prescriptions written
in previous years
ingested medication
during 2014

94 ingested
medication

37 did not ingest

medication and
subsequently died

24 Ingestion and
death status
unknown

from other causes

-

105 ingested
medication

o regained

105 died from
ingesting
medication

1-'-

consciousness after
ingesting medication;
died of underiying
illness
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Table 1. Characteristics and end-of-life care of 857 DWDA patients who have died from ingesting a lethal
dose of medication as of February 2, 2015, by year, Oregon, 1998-2014
2014

Asian (%)
Pacific Islander (%)
Other (%)
Two or more races (%)
Hispanic (%)
Unknown

1 (1.0)
0(0.0)
2 (1.9)
1 (1.0)
1 (1.0)
0

Married (%)'
Widowed (%)
Never married (%)
Divorced (%)
Unknown

48 (45.7)
26 (24.8)
6 (5.7)
25 (23.8)

Less than high school (%)
High school graduate (%)
Some college (%)
Baccalaureate or higher (%)

6
23
26
50

0

(5.7)
(21.9)
(24.8)
(47.6)

1998-2013

Total

8 (1.1)
1 (0.1)
1 (0.1)
2 (0.3)
5 (0.7)
3

3 (004)
3 (004)

347 (46.2)
172 (22.9)
63 (8.4)
169 (22.5)
3

395 (46.1)
198 (23.1)
69 (8.1)
194 (22.7)
3

45
164
198
342

51
187
224
392

(6.0)
(21.9)
(26.4)
(45.7)

9 (l.1)
1 (0.1)

6 (0.7)
3

(6.0)
(21.9)
(26.2)
(45.9)

Hospice

Enrolled (%)'
Not enrolied (%)
Unknown
Insurance
Private (%)'
MedicareJ Medicaid or Other Governmental {%}
None (%)
Unknown

93 (93.0)
7 (7.0)

5
37 (39.8)
56 (60.2)
0(0.0)

12

654 (90.0)
73 (10.0)

27
452 (62.9)
255 (35.5)
12 (1.7)

35

http://publlc.health.oregon.govjProviderPartnerResources/EvaJuationResearch/DeathwithDignityAct/Documents/year17.pdf

747 (90.3)
80 (9.7)

32
489 (60.2)
311 (38.3)
12 (1.5)

47
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2014
(N=105)

Characteristics
Malignant neoplasms (%)
Lung and bronchus (%)
Breast (%)
Colon (%)
Pancreas (%)
Prostate (%)
Ovary (%)
Other (%)

72 (68.6)
16 (15.2)
7 (6.7)
5 (4.8)
9 (8.6)
2 (1.9)
5 (4.8)
28 (26.7)
17 (16.2)
4 (3.8)
3 (2.9)
0(0.0)

Amyotrophic lateral sclerosis {%)
Chronic lower respiratory disease (%)
Heart Disease (%)
HIV/AIDS (%)
Other illnesses (%)6

9 (8.6)

Unknown

0

1998-2013
(N=754)
596
139
57
49
47
33
28
243
54
34
14
9

(79.4)
(18.5)
(7.6)
(6.5)
(6.3)
(4A)
(3.7)
(32.4)
(7.2)
(4.5)
(1.9)
(1.2)

44 (5.9)
3

Total
(N=859)
668
155
64
54
56
35
33
271

(78.0)
(18.1)
(7.5)
(6.3)
(6.5)
(4.1)
(3.9)
(31.7)
71 (8.3)
38 (4.4)
17 (2.0)
9 (1.1)
53 (6.2)

3

Referred for psychiatric evaluation (%)

3 (2.9)

44 (5.9)

47 (5.5)

Patient informed family of decision (%)'
Patient died at
Home (patient, family or friend) (%)

95 (90.5)

634 (93.6)

729 (93.2)

94 (89.5)
8 (7.6)
0(0.0)
3 (2.9)

716 (95.3)
29 (3.9)
1 (0.1)
5(0.7)

810
37
1
8

long term care, assisted living or foster care facility (%)
Hospital (%)
Other (%)

Unknown

(94.6)
(4.3)
(0.1)
(0.9)

0

3

3

o
o

22

22

o

o

Lethal medication

Ii

Regurgitated

Seizures
Other
None

o

1

1

20

487

507

Unknown

85

244

329

o

6

6

Regained consciousness after Ingesting DWDA medications

13
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2014

1998-2013

Total

19
1-1312
105

a

12
0-1905
752
2

13
0·1905
857
2

43
15-439
105

48
15-1009
754

47
15-1009
859

a

a

a

5
2-15
20
85

5
1-38
487
267

1-38
507
352

27
llmins-lhr
20
85

25
Imin-l04hrs
492
262

25
Imin-l04hrs
512
347

I

Median

Range
Number of potients with information available
Number of ponents with in/ormation unknown
DUration (days) between 1st request and death
Median

Range
Number of patients with in/ormation available
Number of patients with in/ormation unknown
11

Minutes between ingestion and unconsclousness

Median
Range

Number a/patients with information available
Number of patients with In/ormation unknown

, 12

5

Minutes between ingestion and deathll, 12
Median
Range (minutes - hours)

Number of patients with In/ormation available

Number of patients with information unknown
Unknowns are excluded when calculating percentages,
2

Includes Oregon Registered Domestic Partnerships.

,
4

Clackamas, Multnomah, and Washington counties.
Includes patients that were enrolled in hospice at the time the prescriptIon was written or at time of death.

s

Private insurance category Includes those with private insurance alone or in combination with other insurance.

6

Includes deaths due to benign and uncertain neoplasms, other respiratory diseases, diseases of the nervous system (including multiple
sclerosis, Parkinson's disease and Huntington's disease), musculoskeletal and connective tissue diseases, cerebrovascular disease, other
vascular diseases, diabetes mellitus, gastrointestinal diseases, and liver disease.
First recorded beginning in 2001. Since then, 37 patients (4.7%) have chosen not to Inform their families, and 16 patients (2.0%) have
had no family to inform. There was one unknown case in 2002, two In 2005, one in 2009, and 3 in 2013.
other includes combinatIons of secobarbital, pentobarbital, phenobarbital, and/or morphine.

7

8

S Affirmative answers only ("Don't know" included in negative answers). Categories are not mutually exclUsive. Data unavailable for four
patIents in 2001.
10 First asked in 2003. Data available for all 105 patients In 2014,625 patfents between 1998-2013, and 730 patients for all years.
11

12

13

14

The data shown are for 2001-2014 since information about the presence of a health care provider/volunteer, in the absence of the
prescribing physician, was first collected In 2001.
A procedure revision was made mid-year In 2010 to standardize reporting on the follow-up questionnaire. The new procedure accepts
information about time of death and circumstances surrounding death only when the physician or another health care provider is
present at the time of death. This resulted in a larger number of unknowns beginning in 2010.
There have been a total of six patients who regained consciousness after ingesting prescribed lethal medications. These patients are not
induded in the total number of OWDA deaths. These deaths occurred In 2005 (1 death), 2010 (2 deaths), 2011 (2 deaths) and 2012 (1
death). Please refer to the appropriate years' annual reports on our website (http://www.healthoregon.org/dwd}formoredetail on
these deaths.
Previous reports listed 20 records missing the date care began with the attending physician. Further research with these cases has
I'educed the number of unknowns.

http://public.health.oregon.gov/PfoviderPartnerResources/EvaluationResearch/OeathwithDlgnltyAct/Oocuments/year17.pdf
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1

On the 30th day of JUNE, 2014, the Official court

2

Reporter for the second Judicial District filed in the office

3

of the clerk of the court a Transcript of proceedings on

4

Appeal to the NEW MEXICO COURT OF APPEALS.

5
6
7

SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT
COUNTY OF BERNALILLO
STATE OF NEW MEXICO

8

Case No. D- 202-CV-2012-02909

9

COA No. 33,630

10
11

12

KATHERINE MORRIS, M. D., Signalure ~........~.'t:.!t?:.':t.f.L. '?................... .
AROOP MANGALIK M. D. ami': Solicitor of The High Court of New Zealand
AJA RIGGS,
'
,
(SOliCitor to sign In parton Exhibit) ~ .....",e.A. ~W 1-

""f

13

plaintiffs,

14

vs .

15
16
17
18

This is the annexure marked "RG07" referred 10 in Ihe affidavil
of Richard Glynn Owens affirmed al Auckland Ihis
day of
April 2015 before me

VOLUME 2 OF

KARl BRANDENBURG, in
as District Attorney
New Mexico, and GARY
capacity as Attorney
State of New Mexico,

3

her official capacity
for Bernalillo county,
KING, in his official
General of the

Defendants.

19
20
21
22

TRANSCRIPT OF PROCEEpINGS
On the 11th day of December, 2013, at approximately

23

11:04 a.m., this matter came on for hearing in a BENCH TRIAL

24

before the HONORABLE NAN G. NASH, DIVISION XVII, Judge of the

25

second Judicial District Court, State of New Mexico.
TR -
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Official Court Repor ter
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1

(NOTE:

Recess was taken from
10:15 until 10:32 a.m.)

2

THE COURT:

3

All right.

4

please be seated.

call your next witness, please.

5

MS. SMITH:

Your Honor, plaintiffs call Aja Riggs.

6

THE COURT:

okay.

7

(NOTE:

Witness is sworn.)
THE COURT:

8

please be seated.
AJA RIGGS

9

10

(being duly sworn, testified as follows:)

11

DIRECT EXAMINATION BY MS. SMITH

12

Q.

Please state your full name for the Court.

13

A.

Aja Riggs.

14

Q.

And where do you live?

15

A.

Santa Fe.

16

Q.

How long have you lived there?

17

A.

since the fall of 2009.

18

Q.

And where are you from?

19

A.

originally, from Rode Island.

20

Q.

How old are you?

21

A.

I'm 49.

22

Q.

What is your profession?

23

A.

I'm a self-employed professional organizer.

24

Q.

How long have you been in that work?

25

A.

since 2004.

!

I
I
1
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1

Q.

what sort of work did you do before that?

2

A.

I did a number of different things.

3

involved working with people with different kinds of

4

disabilities.

5

Q.

where did you go to college?

6

A.

In Massachusetts, at Hampshire College, and then I

7

graduated from UMASS, also in Massachusetts.

8

Q.

9

Degree?

Most of my work

And in what subject did you receive your Bachelor's

10

A.

It was a self-designed major, transpersonal counseling

11

and psychology.

12

Q.

13

life-threatening illness?

14

A.

Yes.

15

Q.

And what was it?

16

A.

It's uterine cancer.

17

Q.

when were you diagnosed?

18

A.

In late August, 2011.

19

Q.

And what were you told when you were initially

20

diagnosed?

21

A.

22

was the least aggressive kind and that it would probably be

23

stage 1 and that I would just need to have a hysterectomy and

24

that I would be cured.

25

Q.

Ms. Riggs, have you ever been diagnosed with a

I was told that a biopsy revealed cancer and that it

And so what did you do after that?
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Then

had surgery in october, and the cancer at that

1

A.

2

point was discovered to have spread much further and to be

3

the most aggressive ki nd.

4

Q.

5

you go th rough after that?

6

A.

7

and two different kinds of radiation.

8

Q.

9

your surgery?

I

So after this discovery, what sort of treatments did

I

had, altogether, two different kinds of chemotherapy

And can you explain, what did you do first, right after
After a month of some amount of recuperation, we

10

A.

11

started chemotherapy with two different chemotherapy drugs.

12

Q.

And how many courses of chemotherapy did you do?

13

A.

Three at that time.

14

Q.

And did your chemotherapy go smoothly?

15

A.

No.

16

Q.

Can you explain what happened?

17

A.

I

18

drugs that,

19

were able to control that, and we tried again the next day

20

with a lot more steroids to allow me to be able to tolerate

21

it.

22

Q.

23

the physical reaction that your body had?

24

A.

25

this incredible sensation of tightness.

i

,1
i

i

had an unusual reaction to one of the chemotherapy
I

believe, was an anaphylactic reaction.

I

They

!!

I
I,,

So when you say "an anaphylactic reaction," what was

I

was told that

I

turned bright red and my chest had
I

honestly don't
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1

remember if there were other things.

That kind of blocked

2

out everything else.

3

Q.

4

chemo; were there any other problems you experienced?

5

A.

6

the chemo in an IV at that time.

7

reactions, one of which

8

room to check out to make sure that it wasn't something that

9

could cause more harm.

And so what happened after you had those troubles with
Yes.

I

also had vein-related trouble.

I

I

was getting

!

That caused some painful

was advised to go to the emergency

The worst thing that happened was

10

when I became neutropenic, meaning that my white blood cells

11

were very low, which is -- it's normal for the white blood

12

cells to reduce, to decrease during the cycle of

13

chemotherapy, but

14

a kind of white blood cell, and I developed a tube-related

15

infection.

16

admitted to the hospital, where I was given IV antibiotics.

17

Q.

18

something that was -- something that caused the staff

19

there

20

A.

21

with me much and looking rather nervous, and it was only

22

later that

23

my situation.

24

Q.

And what was the full extent of the seriousness?

2S

A.

I could have died.

I

I

was told I had zero neutrocells, which is

I

I!
!

!

I

did get to the emergency room in time and was

I

I
I
,

how was their reaction to this infection?
In the emergency room, I noticed they were not joking

!

understood the full extent of the seriousness of
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Now, when you were there, was this kind of infection

I

; I

56

so you had these problems with chemotherapy, but

1

Q.

2

how did you feel having chemotherapy? What were the effects

3

on how you felt?

4

A.

5

getti ng out of bed and wa1ki ng 15 feet just felt 1i ke uphill,

6

everything being incredibly uphill, and times that I -- it

7

was too much effort to even talk.

8

I

9

du ri ng those ti mes to keep -- to make food and just ki nd of

NOW,

I

felt extreme fatigue.

had friends who came --

I

There were times when just

I

was very fortunate that

always had somebody with me

10

keep things rolling along for me.

11

imagine not having that support.

12

Q.

13

chemo -- how long for your first three courses of

14

chemotherapy; how long did that last?

15

A.

About three months.

16

Q.

After you had -- went through this chemotherapy, what

17

happened after that?

18

A.

19

lump that had developed and grown through the chemotherapy

20

and that was discovered to be cancer also.

21

Q.

And is there a name for that sort of cancer?

22

A.

It was the same cancer.

23

called it "chemo-resistant" and,

24

Q.

25

diagnosis?

I

couldn't have --

I

can't

After your -- how many weeks did these courses of

Right after the last infusion,

I

had had a biopsy on a

At the time, my doctor then
I

believe, "persistent."

So what was the prognosis, once you were given that
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didn't look good.

It looked like there was a high

1

A.

2

likelihood that the cancer could have spread other places in

3

my body.

4

little difficult.

5

Q.

I understand.

6

A.

It

7

Q.

So given this diagnosis, did you engage in any other

8

ki nd of treatment at that poi nt?

9

A.

It

It was -- sorry.

Even thinking about it is a

Take your time.

looked that it could cause my death pretty soon.

Yes.

Right away, with great haste, we went into doing

10

radiation therapy.

11

Q.

And what does that entail?

12

A.

I had two different l<inds:

13

radiation.

14

day for fi ve days a week for fi ve weel<s.

15

followed by three weeks of internal radiation, once a week

16

for three weeks.

17

Q.

18

treatment; how did it make you feel?

19

A.

20

chemo, the elements are too many to remember.

21

not wanti ng to remember all of them, but wi th radi ati on, the

22

skin burning, basically.

23

nauseous pretty much the whole time.

24

eat.

25

could eat.

one, external, whole-pelvic
i

And that was -- the actual treatment was once a

I

~

And that was

I
I

And what were the side effects to you from this

There was quite a number.

Like the side effects with
I'm probably

A lot of pain that way.

I was

It was difficult to

I found about, I don't know, four or five things that I
More fatigue.

I

think -- I'm thinking about the
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1

different prescriptions that

2

seemed like

3

way to manage that to another one for radiation, and then,

4

once I figured out how to deal with all that, I was back in

5

chemo and had a whole 'nuther set.

6

Q.

7

round of chemotherapy?

8

A.

9

guess we figured that the first two hadn't really worked.

I

took for each thing.

It

was shifting from one set of side effects and a

I

So after that radiation, then you progressed to another
Uh-huh.

TWo different drugs were used then because

I

Now, at what point during this process did you become a

10

Q.

11

plaintiff in this lawsuit?

12

A.

13

heard about the case being filed, and --

14

Q.

How did you hear about it?

15

A.

I

16

looked on the web for the name of the organization that was

17

mentioned and wrote an e-mail saying how important this issue

18

was to me and that

19

Q.

20

a plaintiff?

21

A.

22

call 'asking me if

23

had to thi nk about it for a whi 1e, or at 1east I had to

24

pretend to think about it for a while.

25

was one of those thi ngs that just comes up when you know you

It was somewhere during radiation treatment when

heard about it on the radio.

I

And

I

I

immediately

woul d 1i ke to help out in some way.

And through that, is that how you ultimately came to be
Yeah.

I

received -- surprisingly, received a phone
I

would consider joining the suit.

And

I

Actually, the answer
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1

are goi ng to do somethi ng because it's the ri.ght thi ng to do,

2

so I said yes.

3

Q.

4

lawsuit, had you considered what the end of your life would

5

be like?

6

A.

7

like the disease might be progressing pretty quickly, it was

8

at that point that I began to think very seriously about what

9

a death from cancer might be like.

Had you had -- before you became a plaintiff in this

when that additional tumor was discovered and it looked

I had thought when I got

10

the first -- what I call "the first" diagnosis, originally

11

cancer, that's a life-threatening illness, but my chances

12

were so good for survival at that point, I didn't really

13

think a whole lot about dying from it.

14

first part of treatment, when

15

less, were much more reduced from that, I didn't actually

1

16

think about dying a whole lot.

17

I started thinking what it would really be like to die from

I

18

cancer, and I remember thinking, I just don't know if I want

19

to go all the way to the end of a death from cancer.

20

Q.

what were some of the things you feared about the end?

21

A.

I think one of the images that I had that I didn't and

22

I don't want to have happen is that I'm lying in bed in pain,

23

or struggling not to be in pain, or mostly unconscious with

24

everybody that cares about me around me and all of us just

25

waiting for me to die.

I

And even during the

I

knew my chances were much

i

But when I got to that point,
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Did you ever consider ending your own suffering, should

1

Q.

2

it get to that point?

3

A.

4

I

want to go all the way to the end wi th a death from cancer,

5

I

thought, Okay, in New Mexico, if

6

peaceful death and if

7

seen as a crime.

8

anybody that was close to me.

9

with my family or my friends, my closest support people.

when

I

first started thinking about it, I'm not sure if

I

want to choose a more

want to end my suffering, it may be

I

And so

didn't want to talk about it with

I

I didn't want to talk about it

10

didn't want to talk about it with my doctor.

11

to implicate anybody else in what might be a crime.
And so

12

I

thought,

I

I

I didn't want

I
I

need to prepare to do this all by

13

myself, and that would mean that

14

and in isolation.

15

point until I heard about the lawsuit, and then I thought, of

16

course, nobody should die that way.

17

way, alone and afraid.

18

my family there, and my physician, who

19

lot with, involved in that.

20

Q.

21

through your second round of chemotherapy.

22

with your diagnosis?

23

A.

24

after my initial diagnosis that didn't

25

evi dence of di sease.

I

would need to die alone

That's as far as my thinking went at that

I

I don't want to die that

!

!
,
!

want to have my friends there and
I

II

have been through a

!
,

of course.

After you became a plaintiff in this lawsuit, you went
What happened

I
i

i

!

Fortunately and surprisingly, I had a scan about a year
that showed no

I

And as far as we know, that has 1as ted .
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1

I don't really know for sure, but it seems to be that the

2

cancer is still in remission.

3

Q.

so your cancer is in remission; is that correct?

4

A.

AS far as we know, yeah.

5

Q.

And do you have any -- do your doctors or do you have

6

any sense of how long this will last?

7

A.

8

longer than expected already, so I'm feeling pretty lucf<y.

9

Q.

No.

The last time I saw my doctor, she said it lasted

since you have been in remission, what have you been

10

doing with your life?

11

A.

12

that every day is, what we call in my cancer support group,

13

"bonus time."

14

make the most of it, I've been doi ng some travel i ng.

15

myself an old camper van and I'm traveling around the country

16

to see some of the most beautiful natural places and spend

17

time with the people that I really care about the most.

18

Q.

19

an experience.

20

that you've had through this? who has been your support?

21

A.

22

through every step of it.

23

about "we" reached remission, because I feel so grateful to

24

have such an amazing support system around me.

25

Q.

I have been feeling like I've been given such a gift,
I'm in bonus time and it's a gift.

And to
I got

How do you feel about your -- you've been through quite
How do you feel -- what has been the support

I have had such tremendous love and support around me
Every single step.

I often talk

when you say "we," who are you talking about?
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Friends, my family, the excellent medical people that I

1

A.

2

have been able to have involved in my care.

3

tremendous.

4

Q.

5

you developed a close relationship with some of these

6

providers?

7

A.

Yes.

8

Q.

And do you feel like they have gotten to know you well?

9

A.

uh-huh, yes.

10

Q.

Have you discussed why, if you -- why is this an option

11

that is important to you? why would you want to have the

12

option of aid in dying if your cancer returned?

13

A.

14

available as an option brings me a lot of peace of mind.

15

helps me to feel that I have a continuing ability to mai<e

16

choices about my experience with the cancer and my -- what's

17

available to help with the pain and suffering that I might

18

experience.

19

been really important to me all along, and it's something

20

that brings me a great deal of comfort at this point even,

21

the idea of being able to have that option available.

22

It's just been

And with your medical people that you refer to, have

There's a couple different reasons.

Having it
It

I think that sense of choice and involvement has

I don't want to suffer needlessly at the end.

I have

23

no idea what the end of my 1i fe mi ght be 1i ke.

I have no

24

idea where the cancer might show up next in my body, what

25

kind of pain it might cause, what kind of symptoms, what
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1

might be available to help treat those things.

Those are all

2

unknowns, but I do know that I want to have the abil i ty to

3

end my suffering if it becomes unbearable to me.

4

Q.

5

prescription for the medication used in aid in dying, would

6

you automatically take this medication?

7

A.

8

experi enci ng, if I'm able to have a death that seems 1i ke a

9

good quality death to me, a dying process without using the

If you were diagnosed as terminally ill and given a

No.

No.

I would have to see.

Like I said, what I was

10

prescription, I would do that.

If it looked like that was

11

only going to be possible with using the prescription, I

12

would want to do that.

13

Q.

14

treatment, things you've already tried, possibly surgery or

!

II

If your cancer returned, would you try other courses of

I
1.

i

15

chemotherapy or things like that?

16

A.

17

my oncologist about what were options, what might be gained

18

by using some of those things, and what -- and how much any

19

of those treatments might compromise the quality of my life,

20

other things that might be important to me at that time also.

21

n seems to me a one-step-at-a-time kind of decision-making

22

process.

23

Q.

Do you want to die?

24

A.

No.

25

cancer.

I would certainly have very detailed conversations with

I don't want to die.

I,

I
I don't want to die of

I
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1

Q.

Have you talked to your family about aid in dying?

2

A.

I

3

it as I was deciding to be a part of the lawsuit, and they

4

were very supportive.

5

Q.

6

quote, unquote, natural death?

7

A.

8

me, itT s a questi on that IT ve thought about, and I thi nk it's

9

difficult to answer in a black-and-white kind of way.

have, yeah.

DO

I

talked very explicitly with them about

you consider it important to have a natural death,

Because doing things a natural way is very important to
when I

10

was first -- when I first started having symptoms but before

11

any idea of cancer entered into the scene at all, the first

12

way that I addressed it was with a naturopath.

13

I

14

most sense to me.

like to address most things.

15

It's the way

It's the way that makes the

So the question of what's natural is one that I have

16

thought about a lot, and I actually wouldn't be here today if

17

I only did things that were natural.

18

natural is surgery?

19

treatment? And yet my desire to live, to continue having a

20

good life is very natural, and so that led me to want to have

21

those treatments.

22

think there's nothing more natural than wanting a peaceful

23

death.

24

Q.

What would you consider to be a good death?

25

A.

For me, having the presence of the people that

I often wonder how

How natural is chemotherapy?

Radiation

If I'm dying, in the dying process, I

And so how do I create that?

I

care
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1

about the most, who care about me the most; being at home,

2

not being in the hospital; not having a lot of medical

3

i nterventi ons that interfere wi th my abi 1i ty to communi cate

4

or function as

5

extent that it compromises my ability to connect with people

6

or to be present in the moment; a sense of gentleness and

7

peace to it.

I

would like to; to not have pain to the

.,,
I

8

MS. SMITH:

Thank you.

9

MR. FUQUA:

I

10

THE COURT:

So you indicated that you were worried

have no questions for Ms. Riggs.

11

about having conversations with anyone that might implicate

12

them into doing something that could be considered a crime.

13

So when you got this diagnosis of the chemo-resistant tumor

14

that had grown despite chemotherapy, did you have any

15

discussions with your physicians regarding end of life at

16

all? Was anything laid out to you?

17

THE WITNESS:

No.

No.

!

!

I
!
I

I knew that I wanted to

18

talk about it, but some of what I wanted to be able to talk

19

about was an option like physician aid in dying and

20

nervous about talking about that.

21

tumor developed and it was looking like the disease was

22

progressing or may be progressing fairly quickly,

23

I wasn't given six months to live.

24

that I was terminally ill, so it always seemed to me that

25

there was plenty of time to have that conversation.

And

I

I

I

was

also knew when that

I

knew that

I have never been told
At that
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Ii

1

moment in my treatment, we were all about, let's try to

2

address this, get through the treatment.

3

hope.

There's still some

Le"t' s focus on that.
THE COURT:

4

Assuming "that your cancer returns and

5

if you had "the ability to make the choice, what would you

6

consider that you were doing?

7

THE WITNESS:

8

THE COURT:

9

The ability to get a prescription,

what would you consider that you were doing?

10

THE WITNESS:

11

THE COURT:

12

THE WITNESS:

13
14

15
16

If I had the ability --

If I used the prescription?
Yes.
I would consider it to be ending my

suffe ri ng .
THE COURT:

During your treatment, were you

prescribed other drugs to assist with your suffering?
THE WITNESS:

There were so many -- sorry.

There

17

are so many prescriptions.

18

prescribed pain relief in particular.

19

the surgery and then with chemo, several different

20

medications that would help with some of the effects of chemo

21

that were difficult.

22
23
24
25

THE COURT:
for your testimony.

I'm trying to think if I was
well, certainly with

Those are all my questions.

Thank you

You may step down.

call your next witness, please.
MS. SMITH:

Your Honor, I would call Dr. David
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